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If only I could
use my

HP 1 OOLX files
on my Macintosh ...

Now You Can!
You bought a Palmtop so you could take your
work on the road with you. But what about when
you get back? MacLinkPlus/HP Palmtop lets you
use your 1OOLX and 95LX files right on your
Macintosh--without losing your data or formatting!

• You can translate your spreadsheet from your
Macintosh to Lotus 123 on your Palmtop, use it,
and convert the newly changed spreadsheet
back to the Mac.
• You can selectively backup and restore your files.

It's easy! With just a few clicks, use your HP files
in the most popular word processing, spreadsheet,
database and personal information management
(PIM) applications on the Mac--and vice versa.

Everything's included! Just connect the two
computers with our serial cable ...MacLinkPlus
comes with a complete library of translators and
software to connect your Mac to your Palmtop.

Highest Quality File Translations! For example,
using MacLinkPlus, you can convert an HP
Palmtop Memo document to a document in
Microsoft Word (among others) on the Mac, and
then back ...

And much more... MacLinkPlus/HP Palmtop also
includes Phone Book and Appointment Book
equivalent Macintosh file templates for common
Mac applications such as Microsoft Works, Excel
and FileMaker Pro.

The Complete Solution
for Mac <-> HP Palmtop File Exchange
_ _ _ _ TM

Call for more info!

800-733-0030

-- -- ------ ---

---

55 Corporate Drive· Trumbull, CT 06611
ph. (203) 268-0030/ Fax (203) 268-4345
Graphic from ClickArt® Business Cartoons by TlMaker Company. All rigbts reselVed.

COMPUTER IN THE PALM

WORLD IN THE PALM
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YOUR HAND.

YOUR HAND.

With the HP 95LX or HP 100LX, you hold a lot of power in your hands. But you could be holding more.
Just add RadioMaWM on the ARDlssM wireless network and the InfoTACTM two-way messenger. Together,
they enable you to stay in touch with your office, clients and suppliers either directly or through public
E-mail from virtually anywhere in the U.S., without plugging into a computer jack. So whether you're in an
airport, taxi or meeting, you can send and receive messages and documents. You can even exchange messages with users on
the Internet, the information highway.
With ARDIS and RadioMaW~ your entire business world is right at your fingertips. For more information, call 1-800-494-1719.

A RDIS
Real-time information solutions for
real-life business problems~

© 1994. All rights reserved. ARDIS is a registered service mark of ARDIS Company.
RadioMaii is a registered trademark of RadioMaii Corporation. InfoTAC is a trademark of Motorola, Inc.

Publisher's Message
The HP Palmtop Paper
Good bye HP 100LX, hello, HP
200LX. The HP 200LX with builtin Pocket Quicken and a cleaner
look and feel is another HP
Palmtop winner. Tracking expenses, check writing, and credit
card expenditures is now easy
(and yes, almost fun) using HP
200LX Pocket Quicken. HP has
taken one more step as the
world-wide leader in personal,
convenient, pocket computing.
I just wish HP had taken a
bigger step. The HP 200LX is
basically a 100LX with an additional megabyte of ROM. In
addition to Pocket Quicken, the
additional megabyte is used to
store a few games and utilities
and nice, but relatively minor,
visual enhancements to the builtin software. At the least, it's too
bad HP didn't significantly
Top: Hal Goldstein
speed up the 100LX data base
Bottom: Robert Roney and Rich Hall
applications (PHONE, DATABASE; APPT, and NOTETAKER).
In 1985 I began publishing The Portable Paper, a support publication for
the HP 110 Portable and HP Portable Plus. These DOS-based (but not true PC
compatible) computers had Lotus, a word processor, time manager, and
communications software built-in. (Sound familiar?) In terms of battery life,
ruggedness, and shear useability, these HP Corvallis machines were years
ahead of their time. Unfortunately, for whatever internal reason, HP stopped
producing these portable wonders, never making it into the main-stream
marketplace because of lack of PC compatibility. Years later HP restarted it~
efforts with the introduction of the HP OmniBook.
About the same time HP introduced the HP LaserJet printer. The HP
LaserJets always come with a disk full of drivers to make sure it is compatible
with existing software. Through the years HP began to offer lower-end,
lower-cost "consumer" LaserJets. At the same time while continuing to
innovate with its consumer / small business printers, HP assumed a leadership
role with its technologically advanced high-end LaserJets.
Let us trust HP follows the LaserJet model. HP must continue to advance
and innovate and produce high end, fully-functional PC compatible Palmtops.
From that leadership role it can produce lower-end, more consumer oriented
Palmtops.
Microsoft's answer to PC compatibility in a Palmtop is a new operating
system it's working on called "WinPad," a palmtop version of Windows.
Windows applications will have to be re-written for it. I think the real answer
to PC compatibility in a palmtop is to create a true windows machine like the
original OmniBook 300 in the HP Palmtop form factor. Twelve to sixteen
megabytes of built-in RAM and ROM in a 386 processor and an optional
attachable mouse. Why not? The real break-through will take place when a
voice recognition system is built-in eliminating the problems of the diminutive keyboard.
. There's lots to do. We hope that HP continues leading the way in the
Palmtop market, a market which, five years from now, will be huge.
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Is your HP 100LX
warranty about
to expire?
We have passed as of June
the 100LX's first birthday!
Early buyers should consider
taking a couple of actions.
1. You may want to call HP
Corvallis at 503-757-2004 to
purchase the two year extension of the warranty for $85.
2. If you have been putting
off a warranty repair, better
get it taken care of soon under the one-year warranty.
Ronald Viecel

Removing ferrite core
on connectivity cable
In the latest issue of The HP
Palmtop Paper you mentioned
that some folks were removing the ferrite "voodoo" bead
on the 100LX serial cable. Do
you know how they did
that? I'd like to take it off
but I don't want to damage
the cable in the process.

ABKTOOL could be used on
the HP 95LX.
Carlos Bledt
Mexico City

[We received a lot of positive feedback on last issue's
article on using the Covey
weekly management system on
the HP 100LX. I look forward
to hearing from readers as to
how they adapted the ideas
presented in the article for their
own use.
The basic scheme I outlined
was to use the HP 100LX
database program to keep track
of all short term as well as long
term (context) goals. Goals are
derived from one's personal
mission and various roles. At
the start of each week, some of
those goals are copied to the
APPT application as appointments or todos.
1STTHING.ZIP can only be
used on the HP 100LX/200LX.
Alternatively, Lotus 1-2-3 could
serve as the data base program

on the HP 95LX. Each column
could serve as a different field.
The first column could be the
goal, the second the role (abbreviated to one letter to save
time), and so forth. One can
sort easily in Lotus so, as examples, one could look at the
data sorted by role, by urgency,
or by priority. - Hal]

Shift Key Bug
I just called HP on Monday
morning and explained that
I was having trouble with
the Shift key. ConSistently,
the key pressed after I press
I < Shift > I was swallowed by
the 100LX and the following
key was shifted to uppercase
(e.g. press I < Shift > I and key in
Stanley, and Anley appeared).
According to HP, the
problem occasionally appears in earlier versions of
the 100LX, but many users of
earlier 100LX's NEVER have
this problem. The tech sup-

port person sent me a replacement unit - no trouble,
no hassle, just great service.
Stanley Dobrowski
CompuServe ID: [71031,2162J

Corporations:
Good, Bad, or Ugly?
[We got the following message
from CompuServe in response
to some pretty virulent attacks
on an HP policy. The author is
one of the developers of the HP
Palmtop software and one of the
most helpful, thoughtful, and
"even keeled" people we know.
His thoughts are worth considering, not only for CompuServe
members, but for others of us
sometimes upset at HP - Rich.}
I'm disappointed in some
of the comments that I've
read on the forum.
You need to understand a
corporation like HP is NOT
just a "money grabbing institution" out to make a buck
any way "it" can, "screwing

Richard Allen
CompuServe ID: [76207,2062J
[I don't recommend removing the filter from the HP cable,
but here's how it's done. Use a
razor knife to carefully cut the
plastic cover off the filter. Some
of the filters are made of two
pieces that you can remove
from around the cable. Some
others have a single piece filter.
In the latter case, you can use a
pair of pliers to crack the filter
in order to remove it. You can
then trim away the rest of the
plastic from the outside of the
cable. The HP warranty will
not cover equipment "modified"
in this manner - David Shier,
CIS ID: 75030,3374.}

Liked Covey Article
I think Covey's Philosophy
is important and attractive,
and even more so if you can
use the HP Palmtop. I have
a 512K 95LX and want to
know if there is any way I .
can use 1STIHING.ZIP you
mentioned in the Vol 3 No.3
page 40 article. You did
mention that Notepad and

[Q)@~[k{
The PC link to
PCMCIA Technology!
Use laptop/notebook PCMCIA
technology at your desktop
o Get universal support for PCMCIA
compliant cards
Greystone Peripherals Inc.
o Avoid needless software upgrades
130-A Knowles Drive
Los Gatos. CA 95030
o Support multiple combinations
Tel: 1-408-866-4739
GREYITOHE
Fax: 1-408-866-8328
of PC Cards (up to 15mm)
o Enjoy convenient front panel
~ BELL MICROPRODUcrS phone jack (no long cords)
800-995-1999 (OEM)
o Read/write 3V and 5V PC Cards
800-800-1513 ' . II Y/S4" I o Easy-to-install, easy-to-use,
Greystone and the Greystone logo are registered trademarks
easy-to-eject .
of Greystone Peripherals Inc., 1994
o
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the customer whenever possible," etc.
A corporation is nothing
more than s loosely knit collection of INDIVIDUAL
PEOPLE, mostly working
together, with differing levels of commitment and dedication to the job, with differing levels of interest in what
they're doing.
A corporation does not
make decisions. PEOPLE
make decisions. In corporations it sometimes takes a
while for information to
make it to the right people,
for decisions to be made, for
actions to be taken, etc.
Demanding that your
warranty be fulfilled is one
thing. Attacking people is
something else. Imagining
yourself working here at the
Corvallis Division of HP,
whether in the lab, marketing, support, manufacturing,
or wherever, spending years
of your life creating the best
product you can given the
realities of a competitive
marketplace. Then go back
and read the messages that
some of you have posted
here (in CompuServe's HP
Hand forum). Corporations
are imaginary things, the
people are real.
Some of you have spent
too much uncritical time
watching and reading the
output of sensationalist journalists. I'm posting this for
YOu. If it helps make you
more aware, or to think
three times about the ramifications of the things you say
and do, then I'm happy. If
you think I'm totally wet,
c'est la vie. (P.S. This comment is purely my own
opinion and in no way
should be construed to reflect the opinion of "HP".)

seem to be the only impoverished 95LX user in existence.
The cost of peripherals is
quite incredible. For example, the price of an external
3.5" floppy drive is $359,
almost ten times the price of
a standard internal floppy
drive. I actually found it
cheaper and more convenient to buy a full 286 system plus connectivity pack
than purchase the external
drive. This can't be right.
I read the ACE Technologies advertisement about
SWITCH with considerable
interest. Do you know if it
can remove Lotus 1-2-3 from
the RAM disk? I don't use
Lotus and probably never
will. It has to be taking up
an inordinate amount of
room on the RAM disk that
I could put to much better
use. Is there any way to get
rid of it.
Alexander Johnson
Derbyshire, ENGLAND

[The software built into the
HP 95LX and 100LX Palmtops
is permanently etched into
ROM (Read Only Memory). It
cannot be deleted, nor can
built-in applications such as
Lotus, PHONE, APPT, etc., be
copied to disk. The built-in
software takes up no space on
the RAM disk.
As far as pricing is concerned, I believe the example
you gave was Sparcom's Drive95 external floppy drive (95LX
and 100LX models now priced
at $329.95). It's not quite fair
to compare Drive95 to an internal floppy drive you install in
your desktop PC. Drive95
comes in a custom case, has
internal rechargeable batteries,
an AC adapter, and system
driver software designed for the
peculiarities of the 95LX or
100LX. One of the problems
consumers face with specialized
products is price. The fewer
number of items you are going
to sell, the higher the price has

to be to cover software/hardware development and manufacturing costs.
Fortunately, HP Palmtops
are becoming more popular and
more standard. The new 100LX
and 200LX are very DOS
compatible, have VGA monochrome screens with 25x80
displays, and have standard
PCMCIA Type II card slots
similar to card slots in many
laptop and notebook computers.
Many DOS programs can run
off the shelf on these Palmtops.
In addition, hardware developers can produce devices for
laptops and notebook computers
that should work with the 100/200LX with little or no modification. In fact, there is a new
portable floppy drive called the
Travel Floppy described on page
6 of this issue. It interfaces
with DOS compatible computers via a cable attached to a
PCMCIA Type II card and
costs $229 - Rich.]

POWERTRIP.
INTRODUCING THE NEW ZAP POCKET™,
ZAP POUCH™, ZAP MODULE™ AND
BIG ZAP MODULE™ . SOLAR POWERED
TOOLS FOR RECHARGING BATTERIES
FOR YOUR PERSONAL ELECTRONIC GEAR
ON THE TRAIL, IN THE CAR, ANYWHERE!
TOUGH, FLEXIBLE SILICON PHOTOCELLS ALLOW YOU TO CHARGE TWO
OR FOUR AA NICAD BATTERIES
OVER AND OVER AGAIN-FREEING
YOU FROM THROW-AWAY BATTERIES AND WALL SOCKETS .
EVEN BETTER, THE ZAPS
PROVIDE AN EASILY ACCESSIBLE
HOME FOR YOUR POWER GIZMOS ,
STRAPPING TO YOUR PACK, YOUR
HIP, OR ANYTHING ELSE HANDY.
THEY'RE A TRIP-WITH POWER.

Everett Kaser
CompuServe ID: [70662,2540J

'Pricey' third party
products; need way
to delete Lotus
Looking through the adverts
and product reviews, one
major thing struck me: I

1950 N. 19th Ave. • Bozeman, MT 59715 • (406) 587·4188
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HP's Ne"" 200LX Pall11top PC
Replaces the 100LX and
Features Intuit's Pocket Quicken
HP's new Palmtop makes it easy to track expenditures
with Pocket Quicken and improves the "look and fee/"
of the hardware and built-in applications. HP also releases
a new Connectivity Pack for both the 100LX and 200LX.
[See page 30 for our impressions and
a color photo of the HPP 200LX.]
By Rich Hall

On August 1st, the Hewlett-Packard
'Company announced the HP 200LX,
the latest product in its family of
Palmtop PCs. As of that date, the
1MB and 2MB versions of the HP
100LX are being discontinued.
In addition to the built-in applications found on the HP 100LX, the
new HP 200LX includes a built-in
version of Pocket QuickenTM, Intuit
Inc.'s mobile financial tracking application. Pocket Quicken enables HP's
palmtop users to easily track business
and personal expenditures and keep
on top of their daily cash flow while
on the road or at home.

To upgrade, or not to upgrade...
I! seems like we've used the above title before - about a year ago when the 1OOLX came out.
Time waits for no man and technology marches on. But do you need to upgrade to the HP 200LX?
There are emotional and rational reasons for making that decision. Let's look at the rational ones.

HP 100lX users

If you want a portable personal financial manager, then consider the 200LX. This is especially true
if you use (or want to use) desktop Quicken. HP 100LX 1MB users who want the extra RAM could
move up to a 2MB 200LX and sell their 1OOLX to cover some of the cost. Other than including Pocket
Quicken, there is not a whole lot different between the two Palmtops. An HP 100LX user can opt for
a less expensive upgrade. A 100LX compatible version of Pocket Quicken will available from lntuit
in the Fall for $69.95. It's identical to the 200LX version of Pocket Quicken, and designed for the
100LX. HP 100LX Pocket Quicken users with Quicken on their desktop will probably arso want the
new HP Connectivity Pack (see page 17).

HP 95LX users

If you've been putting off getting a 100LX till now, and Quicken and the "kinder, gentler" 200LX
interface attracts you, go for the 200LX.
For those wanting to move up to the 200LX, here's some points to remember:
1. The 200LX along with the 100LX have a more powerful set of built-in applications, particularly the
Appointment Book, Phone Book, and DataBase applications.
2. You can use the 95LX Connectivity Pack to transfer files back and forth between your desktop PC
and the 100/200LX, although you'll have to get the HP 200LX Connectivity Pack if you want to run
the newer built-in applicatins on your desktop PC.

Physical changes

3. Your SRAM and Flash memory cards should work in the 200LX.

The HP 200LX looks a little different
from the outside. The case is a pleasing green/ grey with "Hewlett Packard 200LX" in the lower left corner.
The keys are laid out almost exactly
like the 100LX. The only exception is
that there is no longer a blue cc:Mail
hot key and there is now a Quicken
hot key between MEMO and Lotus 12-3. A few other changes are noticeable. The blue hot keys are now a
more greenish blue and the Fn key is
now purple (see photo, page 31). One
nice touch is that HP has left-justified
the labels on the keys. So, for example, the W key has the "W" positioned on the left side of the key. It

4. 95Buddy will not work on the 100/200LX, but 100Buddy works partially on the 200LX.
5. Switch, a third party application loader, does not work on the 200LX. However, the 200LX does
have AppManager to allow you to load and pop up over DOS programs.
6. You can move files between your 95LX, 100LX, and 200LX using the IR port, the serial port and
connectivity cables, or a memory card. However, some flash cards that work in the 200LX cannot be
read on the 95LX.
7. The 200LX has the same file conversion capability as the 100LX. HP 95LX users can transfer their
Appointment and Phone files to the 200LX, load them into the appropriate application, and have the
200LX automatically reformat them. However, you cannot go backwards ana translate Appointment
Book and Phone Book files from 200LX to the 95LX format. The 200LX can read 95LX MEMO and
LOTUS files. There were a few p'roblems mentioned by 100LX users trying to use 95LX .EQN files
on their 100LX. We don't know If these carried over to the 200LX.
8. You cannot use the 95LX AC adapter with the 200LX! However, you can use the 100/200LX
adapter with the 95LX.
9. The 200LX has better C: drive protection and you're less likely to have problems with Stac'd
memory cards.
10. Two common reasons exist for not upgrading from the 95LX. First, the display is easier to read,
especially in PHONE and APPT. Secondly, the 95LX's built-in applications load, save, and find faster.
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NEWS: HP 200LX with Pocket Quicken

looks nicer and gives the appearance
that the keyboard is bigger (which it
is not). Pocket Quicken and Lotus
logos are found inside the case to the
lower right of the display.

Software improvements
The new HP 200LX runs DOS 5.0 and
features all of the built-in software
found on the original 100LX, with the
exception of the redirector software.
HP replaced the original program
with a better version from Traveling
Software and has improved on-line
help for new users.
Pocket Quicken is the most noticeable change, but there are some other
enhancements worth mentioning.
• LapLink Remote - HP has added
LapLink Remote Access software, a
leading connectivity application that
will provide access to the 200LX from
within other desktop applications.
LapLink remote is also available on
the HP OmniBook.
• Global password protection - HP

200LX users can password protect
individual files like the 100LX, or the
entire Palmtop, like the original
9SLX.
• Improved terminal emulation - the
200LX includes cc:Mail, VT-100 terminal emulation, Kermit and X-Y-Z
modem support, letting customers
connect to all major e-mail networks.
• Appointment Book enhancements
- adds the ability to print out monthly calendars and a "Daily Greeting"
feature that brings up a screen the
first time the 200LX is turned on each
day. The screen contains appointments, events, and todo items that
are new or due that day.
hmmI:rwl'P'JjliM

ToDo lbl

..

~ I~: ~~: r~~~hw!t~hT3~n<l5
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Daily Greeting screen on the 200LX

• Phone Book/Database/NoteTaker
enhancements - gives you the option
of displaying a "data card" in the all
items view.
All Phone Book
CIA noLo about this Phon
Cl COPlPU5QrVQ

f'J HP
" HP
ClHP
ClHP

AulOI'l&lod InforPlaU
CuslOl'lor SuPport.
P"l .. t.op EMProu be
Slarlink

fj'Dn:a:mtllGlflZ't':l!W

11

n".. s

The HP P41.. lop Papor
BU51mllll': 900- 313 - 6114
Ho..o:
fax: 515 - 472- t879

Th<1ddous COPipulinv. Inc
-500 Nolos

Phone Book's Data Card display, 200LX

• cc:Mail enhancements - allows
remote updates to local cc:Mail address list, capturing return addresses
and merging in updates periodically
received from the "Post Office" feature.
• Additional built-in software - includes two games (Hearts&Bones and
Lair of the Squid), along with a HEX
calculator, Icon Editor, Key remap
utility and a sample APPTS.lNI file
(displayed when you turn the 200LX

Easy File Transfer
Between Your
Palmtop and Desktop

Add the SCT CL680 Card-Link to
your desktop PC:
~
~

The desktop ThinCardDRIVE'" transfers data effortlessly between
Palmptops and MS-DOS®or MS-Windows®PCs. Plugs right into the
printer port. Pass-thru feature retains printer operation. Model TMD-500
reads and writes SRAM cards, TMD·550 SRAM & FLASH cards. Fully
'1
PCMCINJEIDA compatible, with the industry's broadest range of
•
card supplier and platform support. It's quick and easy.
. 4'~/ Isn't it time you put one on your expense report?
N , For further information: Databook Inc.
..... D~Ary-tA
Sales Office: 10 Alder Bush, Rochester, NY 14624 :: § n l I l
Tel: 716-889-4204 Fax: 716-889-2593
§
ThinCardDRIVE is a trademark
01Databook, Inc.
OEMIDealer inquiries welcome.
' , co, •

=BOOK
0

,

,

,

,

,

~

~

Fast-80,000 Bytes/sec
Easy to use-works just
like a floppy disk drive
Convenient-plug-in
installation to your
parallel printer port
Reads /writes SRAM and
FLASH cards

Only $189.95
Steele Creek Technologies, Inc.
14035 Appling Lane
Charlotte, NC 28278

Phone or Fax: (704) 588-1780
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ACT!

"The Top-Rated, Best-Selling
Contact Manager at a Special Price!"

Your choice:
• ACT! HP 95LX and
100LX Palmtops
• ACT! for Windows

M

anage all your business relationships effortlessly with the NEW
ACT! 1.1 for HP Palmtops. Whether
you're in the office or on-the-go, with
ACT! you can have instant access to
names, addresses, phone numbers,
and every detail from previous conversations and meetings. With ACT!, you
get an instant tasklist of the calls you
need to make, meetings to attend, and
action items to complete--everything
you need to more productively manage your business relationships.

ACT! for HP Palmtops was designed
with on-the-go professionals in mind.
It is easy to synchronize data with
your desktop version of ACT! for
Windows, so you always have access
to the latest information. ACT! is the
most portable way to manage your
business relationships.
ACT! for HP Palmtops features:

• Contact and Client Tracking.
Get instant displays for all of your
contacts with an unlimited notepad,
contact files, automatically updated
contact histories, user-definable
pop-up windows for easy data
entry, a scrollable list view of contacts, and more!

• Calendar management.
Access your calendar at the touch of
a key! "One-finger" scheduling for
multiple activities, "pop-up" alarms
for critical events, and a daily activity list of calls, meetings, and to-do's
are at your command.

• Expense tracking.
Keep up with expenses, billable
hours, and mileage while you're on
the road. You can record expenses
by data range or expense type.

• Report generation.
Enjoy unlimited report generation
for data like phone lists and address
lists, future activities, contact
reports, task lists, and more!

• Zapcards®wireless business
card exchange.
"Zap" business card info to other
HP 95LX and100LX users. Never
lose another business card againl

• State-of-the-art data integration.
Easily download and update your
ACT! data to and from ACT! on
your Palmtop and ACT! for
Windows on your Pc. And you can
import names and phone numbers
from your HP Palmtop.

• Unmatched ease of use.
Straightforward menus, context
sensitive on-line help, and intuitive
functionality make ACT! a snap to
use. What's more, this program
comes with a comprehensive and
down-to-earth User's Guide.

Attention registered users of ACT!
for Palmtops: Call now for special
pricing on the HP 100LX. upgrade.

ACT! for HP Palmtops includes:
• (1) 3.5" 720K disk
• Complete, easy-to-follow User's
Guide
• Tutorial
System Requirements ACT! for HP Palmtops:

Hewlett-Packard 95LX or lOOLX Palmtop computer
IBM PC or 100% compatible computer (for installation)

Minimum lSOK free RAM disk space
HP connectivuy cable (sold separately) required for data
exchange and installation

• Applicable sales tax, plus shipping and handling will be charged.
Allow 2-4 weeks for delivery. No P.O. boxes. Offer good m u.s.
only. Offer nOl valid wilh any olher promolional offers. Resellers
not eligible. Umil of one each producl per customer.
In the follOwing states ADD SALESIUSE TAX: CO-3%, GA, LA,
NY-4%, VA-4.5%, KS-4.9%, AZ, lA, IN, MD, MA, OH, SC, WIS%. MO-S.72S%. CT, FL. ME, MI, NC. NJ, PA, TN-6%. CA, IL,
TX-6.2S%. MN. WA-6.S%. DC-7%. (Include applicable local tax
for AZ, CA. FL, GA. NY. OH. SC. TN . TX. WA. WL)

CALL 1-800-453-1163

r---------------,
Fill out this order form and we'll
immediately ship you ACT!

• Mail to: Symantec, P.O. Box 10849,
Eugene, OR 97740-2849.
• For quicker service: Call 1-800-453-1163,
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
• Fax this completed fonn to:

1-800-800-1438.
Name _________________________
Company _______________________
Addre~,

Choose the ACT! that's right for you.
You can put the power of ACT! to work
for you right now at a very attractive
price. ACT! for the HP 95LX and 100LX
Palmtops is only $99.95. And ACT! for
Windows is a winner at just $199.95.
If you share your time evenly between
your Palmtop and Windows, you need
both versions of ACT! And for a limited time, you can get both for an unbelievably low price of only $249.95!
You save $160 off the standard retail
price! But you'll have to hurry because
this speCial price is only valid until
10/31/94.

_________________________

City, State, Zip ___________________
Price

Qty
__ ACT' for HP Palmtops

$99.95

ACT' for Wmdows

$199.95

__ Get ACT' HP Palmtop and
ACT! for Windows just

Total

$249.95

Add $8.00 shippinWhandling
1st unit and $5.00 each add!.
Add applicable state &: local taxes

L _______________
J
Total
®

SYMANTEC.

WARNING: Your subscription may be abou

RENEW OR SUISC

rHI HP PAL rop
AND GET ALL THIS •••
THE HP PALMTOP PAPER
USuper. .. " - Ken Cutler
uTerrific... " - Mark Gitlitz
"...truly the most rewarding magazine I have ever subscribed to with
tons ofinformation and products
specifically for the HP Palmtops.
I don't have to go to the news agent to
browse the PC magazines for information re palmtops anymore. Thank you
very much!" - Khundry Kumulia

I

II

PC CARD REVIEW"*

I

Ipc CARD I

A special report with all the
information you need to
make sense of the many types
of PCMCIA cards becoming ~IIW"'"
available:

•

..

'I

I

Great for users at any level!

* YOU RECEIVE TWO ADDITIONAL
BONUS ISSUES
FOR EACH YEAR YOU SUBSCRIBE.

W

SRAM • FLASH· FAX/MoDEM
NETWORK· WIRELESS· MORE

An invaluable reference item
whether you're looking to buy
or just looking.

AVAILABLE
OCTOBER 1994

THE SUBSCRIBER
Maximize your palmtop
productivity with this collection
of the most useful tips, tricks,
shortcuts and hidden features
we've discovered in our
two years of writing
The HP Palmtop Paper.

•

POWIRDISK
A different PowerDisk for
every year you subscribe!
Loaded with the best
Programs, Games and Utilities we can fmd,
many subscribers have told us that the PowerDisk
alone is worth far more than the cost of a subscription.
But you can't buy it. You can only get it free
with your subscription to The HP Palmtop Paper.

on for the first time each day). This
file has many useful Palmtop tips.

Introducing Pocl<et Quicl<en for your HP IOOLX.

• A demo program that takes you
through a series of slides - useful to
show the Palmtop to your friends.

The fastest easiest way
to organize your finances.
Wherever you go.

Pocket Quicken the big difference!
The big difference between the 200LX
and lOOLX is Pocket Quicken. Pocket
Quicken was designed for the mobile
user and provides the same basic
checking, credit card and cash account tracking as the best-selling
Quicken personal finance software.
Pocket QUicken's feature set is selected for mobile finance and tracking
and doesn't have some of the tools
found in the full desktop version.

Pocket Quicken for
the HP 100LX
Intuit will release in September a stand-alone
version of Pocket Quicken for users of the HP
100LX. It is essentially identical to the 200LX
version.
Pocket Quicken is priced at $69.95 and is
available directly from: Intuit, USA; Phone:
800-354-4023; Fax: 603-295-3015; International: 415-858-6095.

CheckView 3.0:
a Quicken Alternative
This checkbook register and investment management program lets you view and search all
of your Quicken records on the 95LX or 100LX. CheckView lets you create Lotus .WK1
files from your Quicken data; add, change,
and delete records, and export all new or
changed information back to Quicken. (It can
also export files to Managing Your Money from
MECA Software, phone: 206-256-5000).
CheckView also lets you sort records by
date and check number; eliminate deleted records to reduce file size; use the dd-mm-yy
(European) date format; specify a currency
sign other than $; search by investment action
(Buy, Div, etc.) instead of by category; and
more.
CheckView 3.0 is switchable (Le. it can be
set up on the 95LX with the Switch loader program to act like a System compliant program).
CheckView is priced at $49 and is available
from ACE Technologies, Inc.; Phone: 800-8259977 or 408-428-9722; Fax: 408-428-9721.

New Pocket Quicken™
is designed especially
for HP Palmtops
to let you easily
track all your
expenses on-thego. So it's easy to get the
information you need to make the
right financial decisions. With
Pocket Quicken, you can track
business expenses by trip, project
or client. Instantly update your
checking, savings, credit card, even
cash accounts. Check your account
balances and registers. Create
reports from any category or
account. And then, reconcile those
accounts for up-to-the-minute
accuracy-anytime, anywhere.

Because it's from
the makers of the
# I financial software,
Pocket Quicken is the
only software that
completely synchronizes
with desktop versions of
Quicken~ Up- and downloading financial
data is easy with
the latest HP
Connectivity Pack.

~

to tracking your
finances on HP
Palmtops, Pocket Quicken is the
best thing going.

Ir.------------------~
Try Pocket Quicken™ For Only $69.95* I

I

No risk 60-day money-back guarantee

I

To order direct, call

Or fax your order to

II 1-800-354-4023
602-295-3015 II
*Requires desktop connectivity to load Pocket Quicken onto the HPIOOLX.
I
Product will begin shipping in September. Special offer ends 12131/94
I
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

L

Credit Card orders only. Please include ad code.

lAd Code: PT7PXl

-----------------*Plus $10 shipping & handling. (International shipping extra.)

.J

System Requirements: HP IOOL)( Palmtop PC with 4S0K free storage on HP IOOL)( or PCMCIA card. Desktop PC with HP
Connectivity Pack F I021 A (or any other method of transferring files from a desktop computer to the HP IOOlX). For connectivity to
Quicken from Pocket Quicken: Desktop PC with HP Connectivity Pack FI 021 B (includes Quicken connectivity), Quicken for DOS 3.0
or higher or Quicken for Windows 1.0 or higher.
© 1994 Intuit Inc.

Lool< for Pocl<et Quicl<en on the new HP 200LX!
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NEWS: HP 200LX with Pocket Quicken

However, Pocket Quicken and the
full desktop PC version are well
integrated and transfer and update
data smoothly and seamlessly. (Pocket Quicken and the Macintosh version of Quicken are not integrated.)
Pocket Quicken is designed to
provide fast and easy capture of data.
A user can press the Pocket Quicken
button and view a list of their various accounts and account balances.

At the end of a trip, each group will
contain all the information necessary
for an expense report.
The big advantage of having Pocket Quicken on a Palmtop is that you
can track transactions as they occur.
Pocket Quicken users can fill out and
categorize an "electronic receipt"
faster than they can write and record
a check using a traditional checkbook. A transaction report sorted by
category can be printed to a file and
viewed in MEMO.

.. ,

2,500 . 00
1.575. 00
5111111 . 00

The Personal Food Analyst'"

...

txn~fF Tlchtll
7123 / 94 "rs;~;-ii5:; ---- siddh. Trallel

Professional Version

lIuta_blleExPl'lISes
1IZ3/"h .. ~~- li55 ----i;i.;;- iiuta_t; b ........

~~" " ! '-W"

7/2 1254

COl'lpusg rv&

7/2 1255

Bob 's AuloPloU ... e

C
co.. pul"r
[Personal1
co.. pulQr
Aulo

I!lUU!mII'fi!1jImr:JI

PIoIt/ Dgp.
25111.00
859,1110 '
75 . 00
165.00

345.33

~--------Checkbook register, Pocket Quicken

To speed data entry, Pocket Quicken
utilizes the QuickFill feature. Once a
transaction has been recorded, such
as a cash withdrawal from an ATM,
similar transactions can be completed
in the future with fewer keystrokes.
Pocket Quicken helps to organize
expenses by tracking and categorizing all spending, including checking,
credit cards, and cash. Pocket Quicken makes it easier to track business
travel expenses on the go. A user can
quickly set up special groups to track
business expenses by specific business trips or individual clients.
~lIIIlU.liIIa',r ! II' •• "

Rccoun

DQ:lcriplion

cigar lakQ dis r but ng
!1Qdic41 not coygr b.., ins
Tholddous COl'lpulin9 Inc .

~::=t:~

-!~tll
-----: ii; ~ ii

~1Ilm!II1!Dm'm. . ._Illmilm(llllDllJ1m:rm1l!rmlD 1III!rD~

Another press of a button, and a user
can record transactions using a traditional checkbook register.
1994 ChQckll Paw""
71 1253 Iowa COI'IPuLerll
7/ 2
Balance Forwa.rd

_d.1I

Johl ao .. P\1hr uP....su

Pocket Quicken lists accounts

4.75
1.23

~

[f.If
::::

Special groups for tracking expenses

Itemized Category report

Pocket Quicken's portability makes it
easy for users to keep their finances
complete, accurate, and up-to-date.
Pocket Quicken can be used as a
stand-alone personal finance manager
with basic report capabilities or as a
data capture device that communicates with and transfers data to desktop versions of Quicken. Pocket Quicken data can be merged with desktop
Quicken via the HP 200LX Connectivity Kit.

Broadened Availability
Hewlett-Packard has broadened
availability of its Palmtops in the U.S.
through a variety of retail outlets,
including: Service Merchandise, Office Depot, Staples and EduCalc. In
addition, the product is available
through PC/peripherals distribution
channels, including computer superstores. It is available wherever you
can buy HP calculators, which may
include some university bookstores.
It is available internationally through
the same sources as the HP 100LX.
The HP 200LX comes in two models. The 2MB of internal RAM model
lists for $699 (US), a $50 reduction
over the 2MB 100LX; and 1MB model
for $549. Both products are available
immediately worldwide.
HP considers the 200LX a different computer and is not offering an
upgrade path for 100LX users. However, Intuit will be offering a disk-
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$289

Designed for doctors, personal trainers,
nutritional consultants and serious athletes

CO"Pllt ... expens...

~~21~U ~:~:::-iiir---~i~~t...s

The Best.Selling
Nutritional Software
for the HP Palmtop

Consumer Version"

$149

Ideal for health-conscious individuals
* Includes full credit for upgrade to
Professional Version

W

ay Money Back Guarantee!

MIRICJ~L
CORPORATION

800-732-7707
Fax: (719) 598-5790

based version of Pocket Quicken for
100LX users (see Pocket Quicken
sidebar, page 15).

HP Introduces New
Connectivity Pack
for 100LX and 200LX
HP also released an enhanced Palmtop Connectivity Pack for both the
HP 200LX and 100LX. The pack includes the cables and adapters for
PC, modem and printer connections.
The HP 200LX has the same serial
interface as the 100LX and uses the
same cable and adapters. The pack
includes software for file transfer,
access, merge and backup, and can
translate between 100LX/200LX and
Comma Delimited File (CDF) general
database formats. In addition, it supports translation between 95LX, 100LX/200LX, and CDF Phone/ Appt file
formats. It also contains desktop PC
versions of the HP Palmtop PIMs.
The new HP 100/200LX Connectivity Pack features a number of
improvements, designed to facilitate

What to do with your old HP Palmtop
If you purchase the new HP 200LX, what do you do with your 95/100LX? Here are some options:

Sell your HP Palmtop Locally
Put an ad in a paper or sell it to a friend. This solution may require the most time, but it will probably
be your best financial option.

New HP OmniBook
530 Offers Improved
Performance

Put a "For Sale" notice on an electronic bulletin board
Most private and commercial electronic bulletin boards allow you to put up for sale notices.

Trade in your HP Palmtop to a Palmtop dealer who sells used equipment
This approach minimizes time and hassle. However, it also minimizes what you will receive for your
HP Palmtop since the dealer must make the venture profitable for himself. Remember, the used
equipment dealer must pay his marketing and operations expense so don't be shocked by what he
offers you. Currently, we are aware of two such avenues.
•
•

Global Connections recently took over Classic Computers, a company dealing with new and
used HP Palmtops. You can contact them at 608-752-1537; Fax: 608-752-9548.
EduCALC, USA; Phone: 800-677-7001 or 714-582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445.

Thaddeus Computing (that's us) can always use extra palmtops for various projects. Please don't
call. If you want to mail in your Palmtop equipment and manuals to us, here is what we will pay for
equipment in good working order and good shape: Either 95LX (with manuals) $100; 1MB HP 100LX
(with manuals) - $135; 2MB HP 100LX (with manuals - $150); 95LX or 100 LX HP Connectivity
Pack with cable and manual - $15; 95LX or 100LX Serial Cable - $10; Misc (RAM cards, software
and other items), we'll look things over, but we won't be able to offer much, if anything.
Send equipment to: HP Palmtop Used Equipment, Thaddeus Computing, 57 E. Broadway,
Fairfield, IA 52556, USA. Include a note mentioning this offer with your phone and fax number. You
will receive reimbursement within three weeks after we receive the equipment.

Give your HP Palmtop to a friend, family member, or colleague
What a great present to pass along. (If you really want to give them a good start, order them a set
of back issues to The HP Palmtop Paper.)

Donate your HP Palmtop to charity
Check with your accountant to see how much you can deduct as a charitable contribution.
Universities make natural recipients. If you like the idea but don't want to spend the time finding a
recipient, here are two suggestions:
•

Send it to the Cristina foundation - The National Cristina Foundation is a not-for-profit
organization that shares computer and high tech applications to help people in need lead
productive lives. For more information contact: NCF, 42 Hi11crest Drive, Pelham Manor, NY
10803, USA; Phone: 800-274-7846 or 914-738-7494.

•

Send it to us marked "HP Palmtop Donation" - we'll see that the equipment is donated to our
local university, Maharishi Intemational University. (MIU specializes in research in consciousness). We will make sure that MIU sends you a receipt which you can use for your taxes. Send
equipment to: HP Palmtop Donation, Thaddeus Computing, 57 E. Broadway, Fairfield, IA 52556,
USA.

seamless connectivity to a Pc. Enhancements include:

Connectivity Pack
Availability

• The ability to merge and synchronize appointment, phone, database
and Pocket Quicken files with a desktop Pc.

The new (HP F102IB) Connectivity
Pack replaces the original (HP
F1021A) HP 100LX Connectivity Pack
and works on both the HP 100LX
and 200LX. It retails for $119.49 and
is available through the same channels as the Palmtops. HP is also offering a software-only version of the
Connectivity Pack (HP F1021-60001,
$70) for those who already have the
cable and adapters. The HP 100LX/
200LX Connectivity Pack software
requires a PC, a 286 or greater processor, and an EGA or better display.
HP offers one international ver-

• Easier installation of the Connectivity Pack software onto the Pc.
• Improved memory management
for the translation, merging and synchronization of larger files.
• Addition of a built-in version of
LapLink Remote, that provides access
to the 200LX from within desktop
applications.

sion of the new Connectivity Pack
(HP F1021C) with install options for
German, French, Spanish, or English.
An international version of the software-only Connectivity Pack is also
available (HP F1021-60002).

HP also introduced a new, faster
version of its popular OmniBook
Superportable Pc. The OmniBook 530
sports a 33MHz Intel 486SX processor
and a VGA port allowing you to
connect to an external monitor. HP's
internal tests using four different
performance benchmark tests indicated a 200-300% increase in performance over the OmniBook 430.
The new OmniBook has the same
form factor as other OmniBooks but
weighs a little more at around three
pounds. HP states that typical battery
life under continuous use is up to
four hours (The OB 530 only comes
in a hard drive version. If you replaced the hard drive with a flash
card, you might get longer battery
life.)
The OmniBook 530 comes standard with a 130MB hard disk drive,
4MB or internal RAM (expandable to
12MB), a serial and VGA cable and
AC adapter. The OmniBook 530 has
two user available type II PCMCIA
slots or one type III slot. The System
BIOS is on the motherboard (not on
a ROM card or OTP system card as
with prior OmniBooks). The OmniBook has one Infrared port, one
RS232 9-pin serial port and one parallel port.
Built-in software includes Windows 3.11, DOS 6.2, LapLink Remote
Access for file interchange, HP PIM
for calendar and time management
on the go. LapLink Remote Access
and HP PIM are also provided on a
floppy disk to allow you to install
them on your desktop Pc.
HP OmniBook 530 (F1052A) ........ . •.... $1,799
4MB RAM expansion (F1054A) ... . ... ....... 399
8MB RAM expansion (F1055A) ...... ... .. ... 649
130MB hard drive (F1057A) ..... . .. ... ... .. 699
External floppy drive (F1059A) ...... .. . .... . 199
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HP 200LX at a glance: Some of its more important hardware and software features
PHYSICAL CHANGES
FROM THE HP 100LX

DATABASE

- New grey-green case same size as 95LXl100LX case
- Greenish-blue hotkeys, no cc:Maii hotkey, new Pocket
Quicken hotkey - Labels on keys left-justified - 200LX
logo outside, Pocket Quicken and Lotus 1-2-3 logos
inside.
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Database items with data card display, 200LX
200LX Enhancements: • Optional "data card" display
of all items (see above).
Standard features: - Custom databases and
Fields - 10 Field Types predefined - Power Subset
language for sorting and reporting - Fully customizable
display . 5000 record limit with 99 fields.

DATACOMM
200LX Enhancements: - Improved terminal emUlation,
Standard features: - Xmodem, YModem, ZModem, Kermit and Text Protocols - Programmable
Function Keys.

FILER

200LX Enhancements: - print out monthly calendars
- improved look to display - Daily Greeting Screen.
Standard features: - Week, Month, 6 month views
- Time line display with bar graph - Repeat Appointments by Day, Week, Month, Year, or Custom - Archive
Feature for Appts, To-do Lists - Launch Programs by
Time - Automatic conversion of 95LX files - Customizable Alarm Sound - File Auto-Save.

APPLICATION MANAGER

200LX Enhancement: - note field displayed in All Notes
screen.

NEW

APPOINTMENT BOOK
Golf with To"
Lunch with Jonas
re .... i"w lips for "cnet.

Counlrll Kitch,,"
IIIHardQQ' s

Wild Ro:tg

- Global password protection - Pocket Quicken (see
this page) - Additional games (see this page) Misc. software: Hex calculator, Icon editor, Key remap
utility, sample APPTS.INI file (sample Daily Greeting with
200LX tips) - Improved "look and feel."
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SOFTWARE CHANGES
FROM THE HP 100LX ........

PmD!lMii'''RfOI

NOTE TAKER

NEW

- Can Display File Tree - Display Filter (display select
files) - Backup Function - Text Search of files - Go
to file by typing its first letters.

GAMES .................. .

NEW

Two built-in games come with the 200LX: - Hearts &
Bones (with a bigger, more readable display) - Lair of
Squid (don't get eaten).

All Notes view with Note field displayed
Standard features: - Database of Notes indexed by
Titles - Categorize and Search capability - 5000 Notes,
up to 32K each per file,

PHONE BOOK
200LX Enhancement: - note card with phone/fax numbers, company name, and address displayed in All Items
list (see graphic, page 14).
Standard features: - Multiple Phone Numbers
- 5000 record limit - Search and sort on any field
- Attach 32K note - Automatic conversion of 95LX files
- File Auto-Save - Flexible printing capability (labels).

POCKET QUICKEN ............ I NEW I
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Lair of Squid display
AppManager display
200LX Enhancements: - Improved look to icons
- Open applications highlighted - Selected application
in box.
Standard features: - Allows launching both
system compliant and DOS programs - Icon selection
of application - Status of application and memory
consumed - Manages APNAME.LST applications
- Terminate System Manager Selection.

CC:MAIL
200LX Enhancements: - cc:MADE utility that does
Automatic Directory exchanges to update local address
book Standard features: Subset of cc:Mail Remote E-mail Management - Requires cc:Mail Server.

CLIPBOARD
- Single key Copy, Paste, Cut function - Smart-Clip for
quick clipping of multiple fields - Clipboard capacity to
10K.

DEMO PROGRAM ........... I NEW I
Launches an automated "Quick tour" of the HP 200LX, a
14-screen tour highlighting it's features.

HP CALC
- Statistics Mode - Technical math, 30 built-in functions
- Uneven cash flow analysis - Expanded Conversion
Mode - Custom Solver Application with up to 256 variables, 69 built-in functions - Function Graphing.

LAPLINK REMOTE .......... I NEW I

- Tracking of checking, savings, credit card and cash
transactions - Fully integrated with desktop PC versions
of Quicken - Summary list of accounts and account
balances
- Checkbook register view - QuickFili
features remembers past transactions to reduce keystrokes on similar future ones - Tracks and categorizes
spending - Set up special expense groups - Generates
expense and other reports - Sorts transactions by
category - Does not include Portfolio tracking and some
other tools found in the desktop versions - Not integrated
with Macintosh version
- Business expense tracking.

SETUP

Provides access to the 200LX from within other desktop
applications. Also built into the HP OmniBook.

- Eight-level battery indicator - Serial Port power
control - Memory and Disk Setup - Communication and
Printer Setup - Redirector Control.

LOTUS 1-2-3

STOP WATCHITIMERIALARM CLOCK

- Compatible with version 2.4 - Add-in Capability
- Graphics and Database Commands - Backsolve 1-2-3
values with Calculator - No WYSIWYG, Mouse, Access, or
Macro Library Manager - No Smartlcons, Backsolver,
Viewer or Auditor Add-ins.

MEMO
- File size limited to available free user memory Built-in Outliner - Bold/Underline displayed - 40, 64, 80
character displays - Insert Headers and Footers Search and Replace functions - Timed backup of editing
session.
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- Simultaneous operation of all three functions - Repeat
Timer capability,

SYSTEM MACROS
- 10 macros of up to 256 keys per file - Chaining of
macros within a file - Macros can access macros in other
files - Operates across all system compliant applications.

WORLD TIME
- World wide time for over 450 cities - World Map with
city indicator - 5000 custom city limit - Intemational and
City Prefix codes - 32K Note field.

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS

Third Party Products
of Interest to HP Palmtop Users
This section lists products new since the last issue and includes hardware, software,
books, videos, training, and services of interest to HP Palmtop users. The icons
above the product name indicate which Palmtop the product is suitable for: IlD3 for
the 95LX, 1100/200LX I for the 100LX and 200LX. Prices listed are suggested retail.
We invite vendors and subscribers to send us information about HP Palmtoprelated products they discover. We rely on information we receive from the
manufacturer and cannot test every piece of hardware or software. We welcome any
user feedback on product suitability.
By Richard Hall

Automotive
mEll

100/200LX

I

I

PROdometer
The PROdometer Vehicle
Mileage Recording System
automatically records and
stores mileage data and trip
information from automobiles
and trucks. A data logging
program (ODOMETER.EXE)
on the Palmtop records the
date, time, mileage and user
notes to a disk file for later
processing and analysis.
PROdometer comes with
software, hardware, engine
sensors and interfaces, and
documentation. The engine
sensors, interfaces, and
microcontroller must be installed in the automobile or
truck.
Availability ... .. . . . .. . 95LX Now
(1001200LX version in development)
Medium . ..... Software/Hardware
Pricing .... . .. . . . .. ..... $249
Additional hardware ... .... $199
(allows support of additional vehicle)
CONTACT: PROdometerCorporation,
10901 Uberty Road, Randallstown,
MD 21133, USA; Phone: 800-0DOMETER.

Battery Charger

I

IlD3I 100/200LX I
Zap solar chargers
Lets you recharge batteries in
the car, on the trail, or anywhere sunlight is available.
Silicon photocells let you
charge 2-4 AA NiCd batteries
(Big Zip up to 8 AAs).
Zap Pocket - small strap-on pack with
photocells, recharges 2-4 AA NiCds.

Zap Pouch - small strap-on accessory
pack (Palmtop fits inside) with photocells,
recharges 2-4 AA NiCds.
Zap Module - thin zippered pouch with
protocells, recharges 2-4 AA NiCds.
Big Zip Module - thin pouch with
photocells, recharges 2-8 AA NiCds.
[See Advertising, page 4.]
Availability . . .... .. . . . . .. . Now
Medium . ........ Solar recharger
Pricing
Zap Pocket ..... . . . . .. . . . $95
Zap Pouch ...... . ... .. . . . $99
Zap Module ..... . . . . .. . . . $79
Big Zap Module .......... $150
CONTACT: Dana Design, 1950 N 19th
Ave., Bozeman, MT 59715, USA;
Phone: 406-587-4188; Fax: 406-5859284.

PCMCIA Cards

I

I 100/200LX I
Fax Modem Combo
Card comes with
up to 4MB of
Flash memory
This PCMCIA fax/ modem
card combines communications capabilities and expanded memory in one PCMCIA
Type II card. Intended for
machines with only one PCMCIA slot (i.e. the HP 100LX/200LX), the card eliminates the need to switch
between a fax/ modem and
memory card.
The cards modem provides data (2400 bps) and
facsimile (14,400 send fax,
9600 receive fax) capabilities.
The card complies with the
V.42 and V.42 bis CCITT
standards. Users connect the
card to a telephone line with
an included one-piece cable.

Availability ......... August 1994
Medium . .... . .... PCMCIA card
PriCing
with 2MB flash RAM ...... $229
with 4MB flash RAM . . . . . . . $339
CONTACT: Smart Modular Technologies, Inc., 45531 Northport Loop West,
Freemont, CA 94538, USA; Phone:
510-623-1231; Fax: 510-623-1434.

I 100/200LX I
PCMCIA
Designer Kits
This kit contains hardware
and information for engineers
to start PCMCIA card design
process . Includes lists,
frames, pcb's, cables, connectors, card extender, battery
and labels. Also included are
catalogs, specification sheets,
factory contacts, PCMCIA
training manual, and Card
and Socket Services software.
[See Advertising, page 27.]
Availability .............. . Now
Medium ....... Hardware/software
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $varies
CONTACT: Envoy Data Corporation,
953 East Juanita Avenue, Suite A,
Mesa, AZ 85204, USA; Phone: 602892-0954; Fax: 602-892-0029.

swapBox Lite X2 - dual sockets
mounted in I/O slot.
Swap Box Classic - a single socket
PCMCIA card reader mounted in a front,
3.5" drive bay.
swapBox Classic X2 - dual front
mounted sockets.
swapBox Premium - a dual socket
system, with front and rear access to
PCMCIA cards.
swapBox Premium X2 - dual rear
and dual front sockets.

All products come with
necessary cables, cards, and
installation instructions.
[See Advertising, page 21.]
Availability . . ....... . ..... Now
Medium .. . .. PCMCIA card reader
PriCing
SwapBox Lite . .... . ..... . . $99
Lite X2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $229
SwapBox Classic .... . . ... $179
Classic X2 .............. $269
SwapBox Premium . . . . . . . . $269
Premium X2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . $499
CONTACT: SCM Microsystems, Inc.,
985 University Ave., Suite 7, Los Gatos, CA 95030, USA; Phone 408-3959292; Fax: 408-395-8782.

11010 100/200LX I
Little Drive PCD

PCMCIA Card I
Floppy Drives
liOi'!l100/200LX

I

SCM SwapBox
Lets you read/write to your
PCMCIA cards from your
desktop Pc. SCM offers six
products:

Swap Box Lite- an economical,
rear-access, single socket PCMCIA card
reader mounted in an I/O slots in the
back of your desktop PC.

This internal PCMCIA card
reader for PC compatible
computers fits into the floppy
disk bay. The Little Drive
supports Type I, II, and III
PCMCIA products. The drive
contains two slots which can
accommodate PCMCIA cards,
hard drives and I/O products. The system consists of
the internal card drive, a controller board, cables and system software.
[See Advertising, page 45.]
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Availability . . . ...... . . ..... Now
Pricing . .. ... ........... $179.95
CONTACT: Coastal Electronics, 5724
La Jolla Hermosa, La Jolla, CA 92037,
USA; Phone: 800-PC1-LlNK; Fax: 619454-2611.

I 100/200LX I

powerful "scripting" language
for automating special areas
of CompuServe, such as
downloading news, stock
quotes, etc. This version of
acCIS supports 40/80 column
zoom on the 100LX and 200-

LX, and does not require additional software to run.
[See Advertising, page 45.}

Availability ........ . ..... .. Now
Medium . . . . . . .. Floppy or PCMCIA
Runs under SysMgr .. . ....... Yes
Pricing Floppy disk version . . . .. $69

PCMCIA card version . . . . . .. $329
(loaded on 2MB SRAM, 1.7MB free)
CONTACT: Shier Systems & Software,
920 Hampshire Road, Suite A-29,
Westlake Village, CA, 91361, U.S.A.;
Phone: 805-371-9391; Fax: 805-3719454; CompuServe 10: [75030,3374].

Travel Floppy
Drive with
PCMCIA Interface
Travel Floppy 144 is a compact, lightweight external 3.5"
floppy drive that connects to
the HP 100LX via a cable that
plugs directly into the 100LX
card slot.
The Travel Floppy is not
battery powered, but can be
connected to the supplied
power adapter when used
with the 100LX.

FlashCards
from Seagate.

PassportCard
Travel Floppy connects to
computers via a PassportCard, a PCMICA interface
card attached to Travel Floppy's cable. PassportCard is
available as a separate item to
OEM manufacturers. Interested parties should contact the
company directly.

If you're going mobile, Seagate's going with you.
We've been delivering high quality storage solutions
since the inception of the Pc. Now, our FlashCards
bring a storage solution to the smallest computers
and devices. Solid-state
technology makes the
flashCards rugged,
widely compatible, and
of course, removable.
Call 408-438-8111 if
you'd like more information.
Or if you're all ready to go.

Availability . .... ... ........ Now
Pricing
Travel Floppy ............. $229
CONTACT: Accurite, 231 Charcot
Avenue, San Jose, CA 95131-1107,
USA; Phone: 408-433-1980; Fax: 408433-1716.

Software

I Communications

I

~
~

Ii1D3I 100/200LX I

~

acCIS: CompuServe
automation
software
Adapted and designed for the
HP LX Palmtop series, acCIS
accesses CompuServe and
automatically uploads and
download messages quickly.
You read and write messages
off line, saving on connect
charges and phone bills.
acCIS also lets you download software from CompuServe's many forums, including the HP Hand forum.
Version 3.0 provides a

~

HP 95LX, HP 100LX and OmniBook compatible.
1.8 to 20.9 Mbytes formatted capacity.
Stacker™ data compression software available.
PCMCIA-ATA Type II compatible.

&»seagate
THE DATA TECHNOLOGY COMPANY

Seagate Technology's Rash Memory Mass Storage is designed and manufactu!td by Sundisk Corporation. Seagare, the Seag..ue logo and the Storage by Seagare logo
art registered trademarks of Seagate Tcchnology. Inc. Stacker is a trademark of Stacker EJectronics. 0 1993 Seagatc Technology I Inc.
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Engineering

I

I 100/200LX I
Fourier, Harmonic,
and Transfer
Function Analyzer
Provides three engineering
tools on a single PC Card.
Fourier can be applied to
examine the frequency spectrum characteristics of defined
duration signals, such as
group pulses.
Harmonic Analyzer is
specific to repetitive wave
forms (cyclic processes). It
includes a spline interpolation
and sorting feature, plus data
entry, storage and editing
capabilities.
Transfer Function Analyzer is a frequency spectrum
analysis package. It applies
Fourier integral transform to
an input data set to provide a
frequency domain representation to the function approxi-

mated by that data input. It
also presents the results in
engineering terms; decibel
and log frequency.
Availability ... ... . . ... ..... Now
Medium . . . . . . . . . . . . PCMCIA card
Pricing ... . .. .. ...... . . . .. $349
CONTACT: Pocket-Consultant, 7420
Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn Park,
MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612-2296260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

' 101':'

100/200LX I

Loki 2.4 ii:
RPN Calculator

adecimal input modes; all the
above and zero-padded output modes; simultaneous display of multiple output
modes; unsigned, l's, and 2's
complement display; word
size from 1 to 32 bits; and, or,
not, xor, and shift operations.
• fraction math, including:
input of arbitrary fractions
using a.b.c format; multiple
display modes (fixed denominator, factors of denominators, most precise); denominators from 2 to 10,000.

Loki is a basic, four-function
RPN calculator enhanced
from earlier versions to take
advantage of the larger screen
available on the HP 95/ 100LX.
The entire stack is shown at
once, as are some of the
modes. Input is on a separate
line. Loki supports The following:

• basic unit operations and
math, including: no units;
binary numbers; distance
units (m, ft, in, ft-in); area
units (m"2, ft"2, in"2); volume units (1, m"3, ft"3, in"3);
mass units (kg, lb, oz); angle
units (deg, rad, grad, R.A.);
time; date; temperature units
(deg C, deg F).

• binary math, including: binary, octal, decimal, and hex-

• Multiple unit forms may be
displayed at once.

• Function key and menu
access to all commands.
Availability .. . . . . . .. . . . ... . Now
Pricing ... . .. .. ... ... . Freeware
AVAILABILITY: CompuServe HPHAND; AOL; Palmtop Paper ON DISK;
and Direct from: Craig Finseth, 1343
Lafond, Sf. Paul, MN 55104, USA. (If
you order Freyja direct, send either
blank diskettes and SASE, or U.S.
$3.00 per disk. Non-U.S. people can
send Craig four 1.44 MB 3.5" floppy
disks in lieu of money. Disk Requirements: three low density 5.25" disks or
two low density 3.5" disks).

Entertainment

I

I 100/200LX I
Probaloto
Incorporates a mathematical
formula to weigh the lottery
numbers previously chosen,
either positively or negatively,
from a data file that is automatically updated as you
play. The program is menu

Free EduCALC Catalog!
EduCALC. the world's discount source for palmtop accessories. stocks hundreds of products for
your palmtop-including peripherals. software. books and these EduCALC exclusives:

Leather Desk
Sumptuous black napa leather coddles your HP 95/100 with extra padding for instrument protection. Software and memory cards fit into 6 slots. There's a zippered compartment for important
documents and loops for your pen and extra batteries. Has a detachable carry strap. too. Plastic
tray grips your computer. 8 1/4" x 5" x 3/4" outside.

Stock #2764 Leather Desk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $64.95

Personalized Engraving
Know that your machine will be identified no matter where it is. Your personalized black nameplate fits perfectly in the recess provided by Hewlett-Packard on the back of your HP 95/100. Selfadhesive backing on the plate makes it easy to install and instantly bonded. You'll enjoy this
personalized touch when you see your name in elegant silver letters.

Stock #2786 Engraving . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.95

Call

800 677-7001
ext. 108 for you r
FREE catalog today!
To Order CaI/800-677-7001· 714-582-2637· Fax 714-582-1445

Satisfaction Guaranteed • Overnight Shipping Available

Flin-

HEWLETT

~~ PACKARD
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driven and adjustable for different state rules.
Availability . ...... .. . . ... . . Now
Medium. . . . . . . . . . .. PCMCIA card
Pricing ................... $199
CONTACT: Pocket-Consultant, 7420
Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn Park,
MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612-2296260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

Financial

I

I 100/200LX I
Bond Analysis
Estimates the prices and
yields of fixed income securities under a broad range of
assumptions. The program
shows the results of combinations of circumstances you
predict. Complete bond data
entry, editing, listing and
storage capabilities. Provides
flexible analysis environment,
including market interest level
and tax rates.
Availability ........ . ....... Now
Medium. . . . . . . . . . .. PCMCIA card
Pricing . . . . ... . .... . .. . ... $219
CONTACT: Pocket-Consultant, 7420
Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn Park,
MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612-2296260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

I 100/200LX I
Stock Portfolio
This program tracks stock
transactions and offers a format for purchase date, number of shares, current price,
current value, and current
gain or loss. Also tabulates
dividends, commissions, provides sales history and year
end update report.
Availability ................ Now
Medium . . . . . . . . . . . . PCMCIA card
Pricing . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . $129
CONTACT: Pocket-Consultant, 7420
Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn Park,
MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612-2296260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

Availability ... ... .... ..... . Now
Medium. . . . . . . . . . .. PCMCIA card
Pricing . .... .. . .. . . .. .. .. . $699
CONTACT: Pocket-Consultant, 7420
Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn Park,
MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612-2296260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

Health Related
I 100/200LX I
Clinical Calculations Manager

Provides computer validation
of clinical calculations for
physicians, respiratory therapists, nutritionists and nurses.
Solves drug dose and flow
rate problems. It can be used
in critical care, nutritional
assessment and more.
Availability ................ Now
Medium . . . . . . . . . . .. PCMICA card
Pricing . . . .. . . .. ..... ... .. $495
CONTACT: Pocket-Consultant, 7420
Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn Park,
MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612-2296260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

I 100/200LX I
Pocket Drug
Reference
Database of the latest information on thousands of drugs.
Has a search program that
finds the drug by brand or
generic name, with a book
mark feature. It also includes
information on side effects,
precautions, drug interactions,
dosage, and a description of
each drug.
Availability ................ Now
Medium . . . . . . . . . . .. PCMCIA card
Pricing .. . ... . . ..... .. .... $699
CONTACT: Pocket-Consultant, 7420
Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn Park,
MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612-2296260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

Planning

I 100/200LX I

I 100/200LX I

Investment Partner

Project Kickstart

Lets you evaluate and forecast
the stock market, analyze options and bonds, perform
technical and fundamental
evaluation and tracking of
mutual funds, track stock
transactions, investments,
bonds and indexes, plus perform 49 financial functions.
Features are menu driven.

I

I

This 30-minute project organizer helps generate a task list
and assign resources quickly.
PKS can develope tasks in any
of six ways: according to project phases, based on project
plans, using similar projects,
anticipating other people's
views, anticipating obstacles,
and by breaking tasks into
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smaller tasks.
The program works on
any desktop PC, including the
100LX. (See review, page 28
for more information.)
[See Advertising, page 43.]

Availability ................ Now
Medium. . . . . . . . . . . . .. Floppy disk
(recommend load on flash card)
Min file size (uncompressed) . ",300K
RAM occupied when running .. 256K
Pricing . .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. . $79.95
CONTACT: Experience in Software,
2000 Hearst Avenue, Berkeley, CA
94709, USA; Phone: 800-687-7008 or
510-644-0694; Fax: 510-644-3823.
ALTERNATE: Global Connections Inc.,
50 S. River St., Ste 105, Janesvifle, WI
53545, USA; Phone: 608-752-1537;
Fax: 608-752-9548.
1100/200LX

I

Project: VISION
and Plan Man
These two programs follow
classical project planning
techniques and feature Critical
Path Method activity logic
flow charts and Gantt Timeline bar charts combined with
Resource Use bar charts. They
also allow you to do the following:
• Calculate manpower and
material usage/ costs throughout a project and over multiple projects;
• Adjust master schedules,
allowing for resource, budget
or time limitations;
• Track the project as it progresses and compare it ~ith
your original plan, allowmg
you to effect changes according to reality;
• Make changes with just a
few keystrokes.
Project:VISION and PlanMan
are DOS based programs that
can run on an PC compatible
computer with CGA or VGA
graphics, including the HP
100LX. They both feature variable magnification on network and timeline screens,
multiple logic links between
activities, attachable memos,
and a worksheet area that can
hold up to 9,900 activities for
planning multiple projects.
Project:VISION can handle up
to 1,000 activities per project.
PlanMan can handle up to 75
activities.
Availability . ............... Now

HP Palmtop
Users Groups
If you are interested in participating
in an HP Palmtop users group,
please contact the following individuals. Write us if you wish to be add~d
as a contact to form a users group In
your area.

Cleveland, OH

95LX/100l)( users in the Cleveland
area should contact: Craig de Fasselle, c/o MEM, Inc., 4702 East
355th St., Willoughby, OH 44094;
Phone: 216-951-1333.

Detroit, Michigan

95LX/1 OOl)( users in the Detroit area
should contact: Jeff Zorn, 29311
Aranel, Farmington Hills, MI 483342815; Phone: 313-489-1855 (EST) or
Louis Peeples, St. Clair Shores MI
48080; Phone: 313-777-9390.

Central Florida

95LX/100l)( users in the central
Florida area should contact: Roger
Prokic CIS: [73044,3700}; Phone:
407-799-0583.

Holland/Belgium

HP 95LX/1001J( users in the low
countries should contact: T. Groeneveld, Paladijnenweg 104, 3813 KE
Amersfoort, HOLLAND; Phone: +31
33755147.

Illinois

95LX/1 DOl)( users in the Chicago
area should contact: Gordon Campbell, 29W051 Barnes Ave, West
Chicago IL 60185; Phone 708-2316796.

Kansas

Contact: Marietha Wi/son, P.O. Box
1151, Manhattan, KS 66502-0012,
USA; Phone: 913-532-9775.

Los Angeles, California

95LX/100D< users in the LA area
should contact: Dave Shier at 805371-9391; Fax: 805-371-9391; CIS:
[75030,3374} for more information.
Next meeting 9:00 a.m., June 18,

1994.

NJINY (USA)

95LX/100l)( users in the New Jersey/New York area. Contact: Stanley
Dobrowski, 113 Carlton Avenue,
East Rutherford, NJ, 07073-1038;
CIS 10: [71031,2162}; Phone: 201807-5857 (work).

Richmond, VA (USA)
For 95LX/1 OOl)( users in tfle Central
Virginia area. Contact: John Haskell,
7102 Three Chopt Road, Richmond,
VA 23226-3615. CIS 10: [70750,1243} or Phone: 804-288-6073 (work).

Southern African HP
Palmtop/Omnibook Users

HP Palmtop/Omnibook in South
Africa should contact: James Dean.
CIS 10: [70714,613}; Internet address: james@charon.hipsys.co.za;
Phone: (011) 806-1382 (O/H); Fax:
(011) 806-1353.

Turkey

HP Palmtop users in Turkey should
contact: Ahmet G. Ozisik, Soyak
Binasi, Buyukdere Cad. 38, Mecidiyekoy, Istanbul 80290, TURKEY;
Phone: (212) 275 09 10 (ext. 309);
Fax: (212) 2115761.

AMM for Road Warriors
The HP 95LX PalmModem

FlashBak

Publish Cards

The PalmModem is a fully functional 2400 baud
modem combined with 4800 baud facsimile capability. It ships complete with fully functional tenninal
and facsimile software (palmTerm) stored on the card.
To use the card, simply plug it in and run. The
PalmModem is fully integrated with your HP 95LX
and has the capability to read in your HP phone book
files (for numbers to dial) and Memo files (for easy
faxing). Additionally, when you send a fax using the
PalmModem, you will automatically get a header
placed at the top of the page, displaying your name,
company name, date and time. As well, you can customize this header to say whatever
you like.

Our FlashBak cards are the most cost effective way to
backup your HP 95LX. With the FlashBak card all you
have to do is plug in the card and run our utility software
built direct!y into the card. The software does the rest.
The FlashBak card copies your disk files onto nonvolatile, write-locked Flash memory. If you lose a file or
your whole palmtop, you can either restore each file or
your entire disk.

We can publish your special programs or sales data
directly on a card, saving valuable disk storage. And
unlike other types of media, the data stays on the card
forever. High volume publishing is as cost effective
as $111MB.

Just $99 for a 1MB HP 95LX

AMMO for your Omnibook
For high caliber ammo for your Omnibook, we have
LANs, Modems, SCSI adapters, and a VGA adapter.
The Omnibook will also accept our SRAM, flash, and
Publish Cards as well. For the ammo that you need to
survive in today's battles, give us a
call.

The PalmModem supports data
rates up to 2400 baud. PalmTerm
also supports most of the popular
file transfer protocols, such as
Xmodem and Ymodem, and tenninal emulation protocols VII 00
and ANSI.

Incredible Service

The PalmModem sends faxes at
4800 baud. Faxing is done as a
part of the PalmTerm software,
allowing you to keep the same
phone book for dialing and faxing.
Additionally, when you send a fax,
the temporary fax image is rasterized on the card, saving valuable
disk space on your HP 95LX.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Our sales team are not merely
order takers. They are highly
trained tele-educators and can
answer any questions you might
have about New Media products.

We back all of our products with a
60 day money back guarantee. If
you are not satisfied with our
products for any reason, give us a
call and we'll return your money.
No questions asked.

Lifetime Warranty

All this firepower in the size of a credit card.

SRAM

The HP 95LX PalmModem is just $239 with the
modem and facsimile software included.

Increase the amount of storage on your HP 95LX or
HP 100LX using New Media's full line of SRAM
cards. Installation is a snap. Just plug it in and away
you go.

The HP 1OOLX PalmModem
The HP 100LX PalmModem has all of the features of
the HP 95LX PalmModem but without direct access to
the phone book in the HP lOOLX.

With our lifetime warranty you can be assured that our
products will be there as long as you need them.
Think of it as unlimited ammo!

To order or for more information call ...
714.453.0100

Sizes are available from 256 kilobytes to 4 megabytes.
Our 4MB card is actually a 2MB SRAM card with
Stac's popular compression software nearly doubling
the effective memory space.

The HP 100LX PalmModem is just $149 with the
modem and facsimile software included.

256KB-$75
512KB-$99
IMB-$179
2MB-$279
4MB-$318
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4

u

FAX : (714) 453-0114

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
Medium . . . . .. .. . . . . . . Floppy disk
(on PCMCIA card by special order)
Min file size (uncompressed) . . 390K
RAM occupied when running .. 512K
Pricing
Project:VISION . .. .... ... .. $499
PlanMan . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . $99
CONTACT: Inmax Publishing Limited,
2673 Terrace Avenue, North Vancouver, BC, CANADA, V7R 1B5; Phone:
604-980-9991; Fax: 604-985-5597.

Real Estate

I

I 100/200LX I
RealSearch
RealSearch processes captured
multiple listing and tax roll
data, converts it to a DBF for
fast searches by street, area or
MLS number. Enter desired
street, select number with
lightbar, touch enter and 42
fields of information appear.
Scroll up, down or search for
another. With compression a 5
MByte RAM PCMCIA card
can hold up to 10,000 records!
Can processes captured text
from other sources. Includes
runtime FOXPRO 2.6 and
REASSIST, a data extraction
utility.
[See Advertising, page 29.}

Availability ... .. .. . . ....... Now
Medium. . . . .. Floppy disk/PCMCIA
Pricing
On floppy disk ........... $299.50
On 5MB PCMCIA card ...... $740
Setup ............... .. .. $155
(Setup loads your data into program
format.)
CONTACT: BIDS Data Service, Inc.,
3714 Horatio Street, Tampa, FL33609,
USA; Phone: 813-839-3646; Fax: 813839-3003; BBS: 813-835-1963.

Publications,
Conferences,
Services
1lDJ1100LXI

PROMPT 1994
Anniversary
Conference
This two-day conference on
HP calculators and Palmtop
computers will be held outside of Amsterdam, Holland,
the weekend of October 1-2,
1994. You may attend one or

two days of the conference.
Workshops for the HP Palmtops will be held Saturday and
lectures on the Palmtops on
Sunday.
The best paper submitted
for the proceeding will win an
HP DiskJet 560C color printer.
The three best programs entered in the programming
competition will also receive a
prize.
Full conference fees are
$62 (US), £40 (UK) 110 (DFL).
Fees for one days attendance
are $34 (US), £22 (UK), 60
(DFL). Prices for hotel accommodations vary.
The conference will be
held in the Inntel hotel in
Zaandam, near Amsterdam.
For more information or to
register, contact: Hans Corstjens, Schutsluis 7, 1613 BR
Grootebroek, Netherlands; EMail: prompt@hacktic.nl; Fax:
+31-75-167183; BBS: +31-703558674.

I 100/200LX I

I 100/200LX I

Upgrade of
Checks! 3.1

Telerate
Access Service
This service provides dial-up
availability to Telerate's realtime prices, news and financial markets information. Using computer equipped with a
wireless communications
modem, subscribers can view
and capture Dow Jones Telerate information.
Availability . ...... . ....... . Now
Pricing ... . ..... . .... . .. $varies
(depending on options)
CONTACT: RAM Mobile Data, Phone:
800-RAM-3210 or 908-602-5500; Fax:
201-343-8795.
Dow Jones Telerate, Phone: 800334-3813; Fax: 201-938-5455; From
Europe: 44-71-353-5815.

purchased the HP 95LX,
100LX & Omnibook portion of
Classic Computers and will
assist all current Classic Computer HP Palmtop/
Omnibook customers. GCI has
also assumed the Classic
Computers 800-709-9494
phone number and Classic's
fax number. GCI is honoring
requests and orders from customers responding to Classic
Computers' advertising in The
HP Palmtop Paper.
The HP Portable Plus, 110,
150, etc. portion of the business will be assumed by Sherlock Systems; Phone: 800-827-6804,216-848-0385 Fax: 216-848-4515.
HP PALMTOP CONTACT: Global
Connections Inc., 170 South Jackson
Street, Janesville, WI 53545, USA;
Phone: 608-752-1537; Fax: 608-7529548.

This checkbook program lets
you enter deposits, checks,
A TM transactions, electronic
transfers, and more.
The newest version adds
pull down menus, real time
clock and date display, builtin date sort for checkbook
data, ability to create hardcopy printout of check register, monthly totals for credits
and debits, and PageUp, PageDown functions for reviewing
the register.
Availability ................ Now
Medium ..... ... ... .. . Floppy disk
Pricing ............. ...... . $20
CONTACT: Snappy Software, P.o. Box
731, Lexington KY, 40586, USA;
Phone: 606-269-0496.

I 100/200LX I

Updates,
Upgrades,
Corrections
Global Connections
new contact for
Classic Computers
Classic Computers, a company that sells new and used HP
Palmtops, is no longer in business. Global Connections has
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Sun Disk
Reduces Prices
of Flash Cards
As of July 1, 1994, SunDisk
Corporation significantly reduced the prices it charges its
distributors. The reductions
affect SunDisk's full line of
SDP5 Type II flashdisk cards
with capacities ranging between 2 and 80MB (capacities
achieved with Stacker compression software).

Retail prices expected to
drop as follows. (Estimates
below represent high estimates, actual prices may be
lower. Capacities listed are
cards using Stacker.)
Capacity

Old

New

3.6MB
10MB
20MB
40MB
80MB

$249
$459
$ 669
$1295
$1995

$199
$399
$ 599
$ 999
$1499

SunDisk cards are sold at numerous retail outlets including Compu USA, Circuit
City, Fry's Electronics, Computerland, Radio Shack, and
NCA. They are also privately
labeled by numerous firms,
including: Hewlett-Packard,
IBM, Casio, Fujitsu, Seagate
and Verbatim. It is unknown
whether any privately labeled
cards will be discounted.
For more information,
contact: Sundisk Corporation;
Phone: 408-562-0500; Fax: 408562-3403 .

I 100/200LX I
SunDisk and NEC
to Jointly Develop
Flash Technology
SunDisk and NEC have
signed an agreement to jointly
develop 256Mbit flash technology. When this technology
comes on line, beginning in
1997, it will be possible to
develop Type II PCMCIA
cards with a capacity of up to
500MB. The SunDisk 40MB
flash card is the highest capacity available today.
The development of 256Mbit flash technology will
result in significant breakthroughs in storage capacity
and cost reductions. For example, a single 256Mbit flash
chip can store approximately
30 minutes of compressed
stereo music or about eight
hours of compressed speech
recording.
For more information,
contact: Sundisk Corporation,
3270 Jay Street, Santa Clara, CA
95054, USA; Phone: 408-5620500; Fax: 408-562-3403.

liON DISK Index: pg 64 II
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oW you can have personal messages and information
delivered wirelessly, making even better use of your
HP 100LX and OmniBook computers. With HP StarLink
service, the wireless receiver card, and your portable
computer, staying in touch has never been easier!

HP ·. ·~;~::::~:~·;·StarLink
1 800 917-LlNK

Anyone who needs to contact you simply calls a toll-free
operator or dials an 800 number via a PC and modem,
following the on-screen prompts to send the message.
Within minutes, the messages find you, wherever you are,
anytime of day. You'll receive your messages whether or
not your computer is on or your StarLink card is installed.
Read the messages as soon as they arrive - or at your
convenience. Coverage can be local, regional or nationwide
all at reasonable prices. And when you travel, your messages can follow you to your destination city.
Unmatched communications - right in the palm of your
hand! Call today to find out more.

Finally I can read
the phone numbers!
Magnify! from ACE Technologies
displays enlarged sections of the
HP 100/200LX's screen and saves
your eyes in the process.

+Dorland
+Check Free
+Co,",pulerLand

The biggest problem I've had with
the 100LX is looking up phone numbers. If the room is the least bit poorly lit and I don't have my reading
glasses on, it's agony. Sure, the zoom
feature is nice, but it doesn't work in
the database applications such as
Phone Book, except in the Notes
field. In fact, some 100LX users have
started storing phone numbers in the
Notes field of phone items just so
they can zoom in on them. Well, the
difference between an obstacle and
an opportunity is perspective. I guess
to deal with problems like this is the
reason God invented third-party
developers.

Magnify! for the HP 100LX
The problem of readability has come
up on CompuServe's HP Handheld
forum. Some users have opted to
load other appointment book and
phone book software on the 100LX.
Such a program, HKFON100 ii, is on
this years Subscriber Power Disk.
One forum member suggested
applying a thin, paste-on magnifying
lens to the screen. ACE technology's
new Magnify program turns out to
be an electronic version of that simple idea.
Magnify is a small DOS Terminate and Stay Resident program
(TSR) for the HP 100LX. Press ~-Q]

and Magnify enlarges the dots or
"pixels" underneath it by 2, 3, or 4
times. So, for example, if you position your cursor on John Smith's
name in your Phone Book and press
~-Q], you'll get a screen that looks
something like the one at the top of
the page. Press IESq or IENTER I to
return to un-magnified screen view.
Magnify works in any of the
built-in applications. It can also magnify DOS programs if they run in
CGA's high resolution graphics
mode, 640 by 200. Magnify will not
support DOS programs that run in
character mode or in other graphics
modes. If a DOS program is zoomable, Magnify will not work with it.

Installing Magnify!
The procedure was fairly simple.
Connect the 100LX to a desktop via
the HP Connectivity Cable and run
Magnify's install program on the Pc.
Then make a minor modification to
your AUTOEXEC.BAT file and reboot. Make sure the baud rate of the
install program matches the baud
rate of your 100LX. (Press IFILERI
IMENU I Communications Remote Settings.)
I tried running the Magnify install
program from a DOS shell of Windows 3.1 and kept having problems
with the file transfer. When I quit
Windows entirely and ran install, it
worked fine.
Using a desktop PC and Connectivity Cable and running the install
program is the easiest way set Magnify up on your Palmtop. If you
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800 848 8990

Dolphi Nel work
800 365 4636
800 695 4005
714 995 2266
• Earlh Po. ler
E.slon Address a phone
310 314 4278
310 314 e. sl
+Educali onal Tesling Service
609 771 7330
Feder .l E""r os s
800 247 4747
IGD!II
_
___
_
Folio
Corp
.
1 800
543_
6546 _ _

By Rich Hall
[Note: Our initial tests indicate
that Magnify! functions on the
.<..v" .... . , but has a few problems. For more
information on this, see "First Impressions ... " article, page 30 this issue.]

Bus iness
2885600
800 827 6364
408 461 9000

N""e
+AeroJllensa..ier ia
AOL . A.lerica. On Line

Magnify displays enlarged sections of screen
Default magnification 2X

don't have these, then you'll have to
copy MAGNIFY.COM and MAGNIFY.lCN from the program disk to
your Palmtop using some other form
of file transfer.
[Note: Magnify's original documentation had some serious typos, but they
have been reprinted and should be correct. If you get a copy with a corrections
sheet, be sure and read it!]

Other Magnify! Options
When you open up the Magnify lens,
you can move it around using the
ArrowKeys (Shift+ArrowKey moves
in small 1-pixel increments). The next
time you open Magnify in that application, the lens will be positioned
there. Magnify remembers the lens
positions for different applications.
The magnification option lets you
double, triple, or quadruple the magnification of the characters. Press II)
to increase the magnification and
press I] to decrease them.
You can permanently change the
character magnification by using the
1M switch in Magnify's command
line (e.g. 2M, 3M, 4M). The double
(2M) size is default. The smaller the
characters, the larger the size of the
area you can magnify using the next
option.
l:IuslneSi

'(aI'Ill

+Aero"gnsajeria
AOL, AJ.Ierica On Line

2885600
800 827 6364

:~~~~~ree ===~~~§:::::===

800 848 8990

+~:i:~ie~~~,;;",!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;::;;:~Fu~~~;:;",
+EilI"lh Poster
Easlon Addnss • phong

+Educational Tesling SerIJice
Federal Expn~~
Folio Corp.

714 995 2266
310 314 4278
609 771 7330
800 247 4747
1 800543 6546

310 314 east

Magnify screen, 3X magnification

1IIi~'.1
Infrared Printing From Your
HP 100LX
• Wireless infrared printer
connection
• Works with any parallel
printer
• Easy to use
Call 800-235-7576 or
fax (406) 587-9170
for information
on JetEye
_
Extended
ystems·
5777 N. Meeker Ave.
Boise, ID 83704

Use the IS switch in the command
line to change the size (width and
height) of the lens. The smaller the
character magnification you're using,
the larger the size of the lens itself.

Magnify screen, 4X magnification

Once you've positioned and sized
your lens and characters, you can run
the Magnify IB (backup) option to
store them in a backup file. If you
have to reboot the Palmtop for any
reason, Magnify will remember your
settings.

Interesting Quirk
I have my Phone Book list view set
up so the Category field is displayed
to the extreme right of the screen. I
noticed that when I highlighted an
item in the list view with two categories in the category field, the "jump
to highlight" feature would sometimes not work. When I looked closely at the category field in the list
view, I noticed that the problematic
entries always had a character in the
extreme right-hand column, that
butted up against the edge of the
display area.

1-----------

the screen then it looks for the same
pattern at the right of the display. In
the situation described above, magnify cannot find the 12 vertically
stacked black pixels on the right of
the display because the right-most
character in the Category field disturbs the pattern.

Magnify finds the highlight bar to
jump to by looking first to the extreme left of the display for 12 vertically stacked black pixels with a
white pixel above and below. If Magnify finds the pattern at the left of

I don't often make strong product
recommendations, but Magnify deserves one. It's a simple product that
does a needed job. My biggest problem with the lOOLX is reading text in
applications that can't be zoomed.
Magnify eliminates that problem.

COl'lpusvrvv

Dolphi NQlwork
.Earlh Posler
Eolslon Addrll55 I phone
'Educational Tvslin.. SlIlrvicill
Faderal E){prIlSS
FQlio Corp.

GTE Busin"ss Offica

BBB
BSB
714
318
689
BeB

84B 899B
365 4636
995 2266
314 4278
771 7338
247 4747
t aee 543 6546
BOB 223 8a96

BBB 695 4895

318 314 vasl

oHP 9SLX contract Lilch suPport 888 143 1254
-HP Corvallis Servicii elr .
583758 38Se
tHP Dallas Service CcmLlir
214 699 2594

Phone Item with double category butting
up against the edge of the display

I like Magnify!

Discover PCMCIA
On Your Desktop
Introducing SCM's SwapBox™ family
of PCMCIA desktop card drives - the
industry's first PCMCIA Rev. 2.X card
drives made with the desktop computer
user in mind.
The SwapBox™ proVides a full-function peripheral socket which will allow
you to plug in and use standard memory
cards and fax/ modems, LAN adapters
and many more PCMCIA cards. The
SwapBox™ offers the ultimate "bridge"
between your desktop PC and any PCMCIA equipped portable computer. Share
the wide variety of function cards available today and save on the cost of
peripherals - link to the new world of
PCMClA.
With SwapBox'sTM user-friendly software and high-performance hardware,
the desktop computer user can take full
advantage of all the intrinsic features
and functions that PCMCIA offers:
• Small form factor peripherals
• Share peripherals between platforms
• Secure, removable data storage
• Access hundreds of multi-function
PC Card solutions
• Rugged, reliable and portable

SCM offers an extensive line of both
internal and external solutions to accommodate many different desktop environments. Call your SCM sales representative today to learn more about the
advantages of PCMCIA and the many
options available to you .

The SCM SwapBox™
The Ultimate Desktop Mobility Tool.

u..s...

~

SCM Microsystems, Inc.
985 University Avenue, Suite 7
Los Gatos, CA 95030
Phone: (408) 395-9292
Fax: (408) 395-8782

SCM Microsystems, Gmbh
FraunhoferstraBe 11 a
82152 Martinsried, Germany
Phone: 4989 859-8702
Fax: 4989 859-5806

MICROSYSTEMS

0 1994 SCM Microsystems , Inc. SwapBoxTIt is a registered trademark of SCM Micnlsystems, Inc. All other trademarks are the properly of their ~spcctive holders.
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Spell Checking on
the HP Palmtops
Need a full-featured spelling checker
on your HP Palmtop? Here are some
alternatives.

•.• , (, ,"~i"'''

'-::;:.;:. ~ .~~ .

By Robert Roney

Webster's New World
Spelling Checker
Sometime ago when Thaddeus Computing (publisher of The HP Palmtop
Paper) supported the HP Portable
Plus computers, we acquired a limit. ed supply of Webster's New World Spelling
Checker (version 1.4). This older version of Webster's works fine on the
HP 100LX. Webster's may also be
able to work on the 95LX, but you
cannot adjust the size of Webster's
display and would have to use the
Alt ArrowKeys to move around. The
HP Dictionary Thesaurus card is a
better solution for the 95LX.
Webster's has an ample 110,000
word dictionary and auxiliary dictionary file that allows you to enter
your own words. The files on this
older version are smaller than those
in more recent releases, which is
good news for space-conscious Palmtop users.
Installing Webster's
on the 100LX
Copy . the necessary files to the
100LX. First copy WSP.COM (62K)
and WSP.DIC (145K). Webster's creates a configuration file (WSP.CFG,
88 bytes) when you first run the program and WSP.AUX for words you
add. (The WSP.COM file can be compressed {Dieted) to 35K.)
Running Webster's
Webster's can be run from the DOS
prompt or AppManager. Since the
program only requires about 200K of
system RAM (depending on the size
of your Doc file) you can run it while

MEMO and other System Manager
applications are open.
The program scans your document and gives you the option of
looking at a list of questionable
words. From this list you can choose
words to ignore, add words to the
auxiliary dictionary, or stop at a misspelled word and replace it.

to set Webster's up so that it will
come up in monochrome 80 x 24
display mode for better screen visibility, and so that it will automatically
load and spell check the last file saved
in MEMO, usually the one you are
currently editing.
The line used in the AppManager
Path field is as follows (all on one
line, no space between mf. and exe):
a : \apload . com / 8 a : \dict mf .
exe wsp \m 1200

Questionable word list

Webster will work with the .DOC
files created by MEMO. If you use
the bold and underline features
you'll see some unusual characters at
the beginning of the file when it's
displayed in Webster's. Don't change
them and Webster's will preserve the
bold and underlining in the rest of
the document. After you spell check
a file, Webster's saves the corrected
file back to the file's original name.
Use APLOAD and MF
to setup Webster's
Two programs make Webster's easier
to use on the 100LX: MFii and APLOAD ii . MF is a small utility that
passes the name of the most recent
MEMO file to a DOS program. APLOAD is a utility that lets you define
DOS setup parameters when loading
a program from the AppManager.
You can use these two programs
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As long as our supplies last,
Thaddeus Computing is making The
Webster's New World Spelling Checker available to HIP Palmtop Paper
subscribers for $39 plus $4 shipping
and handling. The program comes on
the original 5.25" disks. We've added
a 3.5" disk, which includes the Webster's files needed plus APLOAD,
MF, and some installation instructions.
Contact us at Thaddeus Computing
Inc.; Phone: (800) 373-6114 or (515)
472-6330; Fax: (515) 472-1879.

Other
Spelling Checkers
There are some other spell checker
solutions available for the HP Palmtops.
• HP Dictionaryrrhesaurus card - This
ROM card slips into the memory slot
of the 95/100/200LX and works in
stand-alone mode or with its own
version of the HP 95LX built-in
MEMO text editor to check spelling,
look up definitions, and find synonyms (see page 63 for contact info).

Great Products

for Your HP Palmtop!
WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD mNi¥1@O
SPELLING CHECKER (for HP lOOLX)

The HP Palmtop Paper
Exclusive publication for HP Palmtop users.
Articles on every aspect of HP Palmtops for all
levels of interest and experience. Hundreds of
practical ideas, powerful tips, helpful tutorials,
timely product reviews, and more! Over17,OOO
subscribers worldwide! 6 issues, 2 bonus issues, a Subscriber
PowerDisk each year. $39 for 1 yr./$69 for 2 yrs. Free s&h.

Older yet still-great spelling checker for spaceconscious users. Only needs about 200K of
~ disk space and of system RAM. Large 110,000
.., _ word dictionary. Standard functions such as
-"'"". add, ignore, replace. (No longer published.)
$39 pluss&h

I

.
t1\@8
1993 or 1994 Subscriber W~llil!)~)\3:.:.t\..~·--PowerDisk on 1 Mg SRAM Card

The HP Palmtop Paper on Disk
Gain on-line ability to read and
search all the text from The HP
PaperOMO\s~ Palmtop Paper. Includes bonus text
\
files, expanded advertiser information' plus many games, programs, and utilities! 6 diskissues per year. FREE with purchase: Best Palmtop Tips
on Disk. $139 for 1 yr./$199 for 2 yrs. Free s&h.
THE

HPPalmtoE-

1Meg
SRAM

•••

Gi

Best Palmtop Tips on Disk
BEST ON
TIPS DISK

~ --

Valuable freeware programs, games, and
utilities! Thoroughly researched and tested!
Now on 1 MB RAM Card. 1993 also available.
Below-market price: $139 plus s&h (Must be
HP Palmtop Paper Subscriber) 1994 disk
available September 94.

•••

175 fabulous tips! 51 powerful software
tools! Contains the best freeware and
shareware for your HP Palmtop! On two
1.44 Meg diskettes. $33. Free s&h.

__"",",' iii
~~~~!!''''''''.

Lithium batteries 4-pack
Power when you need it! Lasts up to
THREE TIMES LONGER than ordinary
alkaline batteries! Just $14 plus s&h.

FILL OUT AND RETURN THIS FORM TODAY! ORCALLBOO-373-6114,SlS-472-6330,ORFAXSlS-472-1B79

o

ORDER INFORMATION:

D

The HP Palmtop Paper
1 Year Subscription ........................................... Only $39
• 6 issues of The HP Palmtop Paper
• 2 Special Bonus Issues
• 1 Subscriber PowerDisk

D

The HP Palmtop Paper
2 Year Subscription .... ..................... (Save $9) Only $69
• 12 issues of The HP Palmtop Paper
• 4 Special Bonus Issues
• 2 Subscriber PowerDisks

f)

SUBSCRIBER POWERDISKSIZE:

D 3W' 720K

The HP Palmtop Paper on Disk

D

The HP Palmtop Paper on Disk

(Includes Best Palmtop Tips on Disk) 1 Yr. $139
(Includes Best Palmtop Tips on Disk) 2 Yrs. $199 (Save $79!)

D Best Palmtop Tips on Disk $33
D WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD SPELLING CHECKER (for HP 100LX) $39 plus s&h
D 1993 Subscriber PowerDisk on 1 Mg SRAM Card $139 plus s&h
D 1994 Subscriber PowerDisk on 1 Mg SRAM Card (available 9/94) $139 plus s&h
D Lithium batteries 4-pack $14 plus s&h

D 3W' 1.44M

eo

METHOD OF PAYMENT:

Check or money order (in U.S. dollars drawn on U.S. bank
payable to "Thaddeus Computing, Inc.")

o MasterCard

D

0 VISA 0 Am Ex 0 Company P.O.

Credit card #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. date:_ __

D 51J4"360K

o

D51J4"1.2M

o Mac

PAYMENT AMOUNT:

$

Subtotal

$,_ _ _ _ Shipping and Handling" ($4 maximum)
$,_ _ _ _ Iowa residents, add 5% sales tax

Thaddeus Computing, Inc.
P.O. Box 869
Fairfield, IA 52556 U.S.A.
Fax: (515) 472-1879

$_ _ _ _ TOTAL

Cardholder signature:
• Flat fee of $4 shipping and handling for purchase in any quantity of Webster's Spelling Checker,
Subscriber PowerDisk on a 1 Meg RAM Card, and/or Lithium Batteries.

REVIEWS: Spelling checkers

• fastWRITE - a wordprocessor with
an integrated 100,000 spell checker.
Works on the 95LX, 100LX, and 200LX. Zoomable on the 100/200LX.
Imports and exports WordPerfect,
MSWord, WordStar and standard
ASCII formats. Supports multiple
printers and proportional fonts. Has
macro capabilities.
Available for $59 from ACE Technologies, Inc.; Phone: 800-825-9977 or
408-428-9722; Fax: 408-428-9721.
• VDE ii - a small shareware word
processor that offers automatic text
formatting, centering, justification,
and full printer control including
bold, italic, and other special effects.
When you register VDE ($30) you get
a spell checker module.
• WordPerfect 4.2 and 5.1 - both of
these older versions of this full-featured word processing program have
spell checkers. Version 4.2 has been
installed on the 95LX (see page 44,

Nov /Dec 92 issue). Both versions
should work on the 100/200LX, but
the necessary 5.1 files take up a bit of
space. The spell checker in 5.1 runs
as a separate application, without
WordPerfect word processing program loaded.
Version 4.2 is no longer available
through retail channels. Version 5.1 +
is still available through WordPerfect
Corporation (800-451-5151) or a thirdparty software vendor. List price is
$269, but WordPerfect offers a competitive upgrade program. You tell
them what other commercial word
processing program you are using
and they'll sell you 5.1+ for DOS for
$99.
• SPEL95 ii - a small, freeware spell
checker that works with the HP
Palmtops. This TSR spell checker
loads when you boot up and occupies 60K of system RAM. Activate it
by pressing ICTRL I three times. After
that, as you type, each time you press

. Put the world's

I <Spacebar > lor IENTER I, the word to the
left is checked. If the program recognizes the word, nothing happens. If it
does not, it beeps at you.

Running the American
Heritage English Dictionary
3.0 on the HP 100LX
[Thanks goes to HP Hand forum member
Robert Kreisler [73021,101] and a Mr.
Thuan [74172,1305] for much of this
information - Rich.]

This is the latest version of a
popular full-fledged dictionary program (not a spell checker). It allows
you to look up words and their definitions, use logical operators to
search for words (e.g. type in wings
AND lion and get Griffin, or yellow AND
flowers and get a list of yellow flowers). It also has an anagram feature
that lets you type in a word, specify
a minimum number of 4 letters, and
have the dictionary return a list of

lOOLX PALMTOPS

most portable

Features:

workplace in
your pocket!
For people
who need to
travel light, this
Palmtop "makes
the world your
office. "

100LX with 1MB RAM

100LX with 2MB RAM

#764242 MSRP $549.99

#834508 MSRP $749

$499.99

$699.99

(h~ ~i~KL:~6
Autho r ized Deal e r

Over 5,000 National Branded Computer Products
• Everyday Discounted Prices
• Toll-Free Ordering with FREE Technical Support
• Same Day Shipping on All In-Stock Items
Corporate Accounts Invited

• Lotus 1-2-3 V2.4,
cc: Mail Remote,
MS-DOSOll 5.0 and
Data Communications
• "Wireless" Data
Transfer Via
Infrared Interface
• PCMCIA 2.0 Type II
Card Slot
• 25 x 80 Character
LCD Display
• Runs DOS-based
PC Software
• AppOintment, Filer,
Phone Book and
Application Manager
• Advanced Calculator
with Algebraic or RPN
Option, Business and
Science Functions,
HP Solve, Function
Graphics and
1-2-3 Back Solve
• Includes 2 "AA"
Batteries and 1 Backup Lithium Battery

Prices subjectto change without notice. ELEK·TEK is not responsible for typograph~al or pnnting errors.
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words that can be constructed from
the original word.
Installing the program
The American Heritage English Dictionary (AHD) files require considerable storage space (5.lMB fully installed). Hence, it must be stored on
at least a 10MB flash card. The easiest
way to do this is to install it on your
home PC first. During setup, answer
No when asked if your computer can
display more than "x" colors. This
sets the program up for a monochrome display, which is easier to
read on the 100LX.
Copy the entire AHD directory
from your desktop to the flash card
in your HP 100LX. Those files occupy
about 5.lMB. You can remove the
executable designed to run in low
system memory environments (AHD3MEM.EXE) and compress the executables with PKLITE to get the files
down to about 4.9MB. You might
also be able to slim things down
another 300K by deleting the Thesaurus module.
Tough install in AppManager
According to HP Hand forum member Thuan [74172,1305] it is possible
to set AHD up in AppManager.
However, Thuan changed the CONFIG.5YS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files
on his 100LX, and made some other
sacrifices to do so. The changes he
made include the following:

6. Use AHD's SETUP.EXE utility to
reduce the maximum size of Anagram list to 100 words and the maximum size of other lists to 10KB; and
do not use the pronunciation fonts.
7. Use CLSFLR ii, a utility that closes FILER and gives you more system
RAM.
With this setup, Thuan had system
RAM space to run AppManager,
AHD and one other application.
Thuan uses 100Buddy ii and AHD's
Thesaurus feature. He suggests that
removing those might make enough
room to run an additional built-in
application.
Running the Program
The AppManager setup necessitates
the use of a slower version of AHD
and puts some other restrictions on
your use of the Palmtop. It's probably better to exit System Manager

Flin-

HP-200LX Palmtop PC

HEWLETT

~~ PACKARD

=> NEW with 200lX! Intuit Palmtop Quicken™

CHANGES OR ADDITIONS
IN CONFIG.SYS
1. Buffers = 1
2. Files = 20.
3. FCBS to 1,0
IN AUTOEXEC
4. Delete ASSIGN E:=A:
OTHER NECESSARY STEPS
5. Use the smaller and slower version
of the main program (AHD3MEM.EXE) instead of the faster version
(AHD3.EXE).

completely (press IMENUI APplication
!erminate All) and launch AHD from
the DOS prompt. At the prompt, key
in ahd3/s and press IENTERI (the Is launches the non-TSR version of the program.
A TSR version of AHD is included with the program. However, the
users we have feedback from haven't
been able to get it to work on the
100LX. It does work on a desktop PC,
allowing you to pop up in the document of a word processor or other
program and look for a word.
This product is available in both
DOS and Windows versions. Ask for
the Standard DOS version. The suggested retail price is $59.95, but users
have gotten it for much less at discount software vendors. For further
information contact: Softkey International, 450 Franklin Road, Suite 100,
Marietta, GA 30067, USA; Phone: 800227-5609; Fax: 404-427-1150.

Both Available in 1MB or 2MB

HP-200LX
(pictured)
HP-100LX

irCiIllOrDealer/OEM

I

Pricing

Carry with you your bank/check. credit card and cash accounl
balances. And do reconcillallon l
~ PC Compatible
It runs yoU! ofllhe shelf DOS·based soltware Your lavorlle software.
right In your pocket (Must be DOS based. CGA-Compatlble)
~ 1 MB/2MB RAM. ODS 5.0 and Expandable Memory
Supporls up to 32MB wilh oplional plug-In memory cards
(one slot-PCMCIA Type II)
~ cc:Maii Remote is Built-In
You can attacn a modem 10 access e-mail plus awide range 01
commUnication nelworks
~ Lotus 1-2-3™ rei 2.4
The Industry slandard spreadsheel wllh dalabase. graphiCS. and
macros
~ HP Financial Calculator
BUSiness & sClenlilic lundllons InCluding TVM. amorllzallon. cash
flows. slallsllcs. dale arllhmellc unll!currency converSions sum Iisl
Also includes HP Solve. luncllon graphing. and 1-2-3 BackSolve
~ Complete Organizer Software
Manage your lime. lasks and dala, and relrleve Inlormallon Inslanlly
wilh a lullY-lnlegraled sel ollools. Including appolnlmenl book.
phone book. dalabase. memo edllor wllh ouiliner nolelaker
slopwalc~ , and work lime
---" Express Exchange Coverage lor 1 year
So if your 200LX lails you merely call lor a replacemenl which
arrives nexl day I Then lusl send back Ihe old unll (2 yr addilional
coverage opllonal)

Q!]
it

• SALES TO DEALERS ONLy-CALL FOR CONSULTATION ON ACCESSORY PRODUCTS·

CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-227-8292
OR FAX US AT: (415)494-1995
760 SAN ANTONIO ROAD. PALO AL TO, CALIFORNIA 94303-4695
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HP 100LX as
Shopping Assistant
SHASS can be a simple shopping assistant
or a powerful inventory management
system.
By Jeffrey Zorn
I never expected grocery shopping to
be fun. But a new shareware program from Ramsheen Research has
made it much more enjoyable for me.
SHASS Iii (Shopping Assistant)
has not only sped up the shopping
process for me, it has enabled me to
more accurately monitor the foods I
purchase and stay within my budget.
The version of SHASS available
for the HP lOOLX can also be run on
your desktop DOS machine. The
.EXE file, once dieted, occupies less
than 50K on your RAM disk. The
data file (SHOPLIST.SHA) grows as
you add items to your shopping list.
The sample .SHA file that comes
with the program occupies 9.4K.
You'll probably average around 25K.

SHASS Inventory Screen
SHASS has two main screen functions: Inventory and Shopping. The
INVENTORY screen lists items you
commonly buy and tells you whether
you have any "in stock."

up asking you "Quantity to buy:."
Key in the quantity and press IENTERI.
You can also highlight an item and
press I < RightArrow > 1 or I < LeftArrow > 1 to
increase or decrease the quantity you
want to buy.
Continue throughout your list as
above until you've selected the items
you want to buy. You can add an
item to the INVENTORY by pressing
~ (Add) and keying in the name of
the item and other information about
it, including number presently in
stock, average unit price, whether the
product is taxable or not, rate of
consumption, and type of unit.
One of SHASS's most useful features (available in the registered version only) is its coupon entry system.
No more fumbling through a wad of
coupons to see if you've got the right
one. When you first get a coupon,
press I!!I to enter the coupon and
associate it with the appropriate item.
The total coupon amount will show
at the top of the screen, letting you
see how much you'll save by using
your coupons. The item with a coupon is flagged, indicating that there
is a coupon to use when you are
shopping. This feature also supports
multiple coupons. I deal with "double
coupons" by doubling the amount of
the coupon when I enter it. I treat

"buy one get one free" offers as coupon as well.
Another useful feature in the
inventory screen is the recommend
selection. SHASS tracks your rate of
consumption and in-stock inventory
to maintain a recommended shopping list based on your families buying habits. All you need to do is
press IMENU 1 Recommend at the INVENTORY screen and SHASS will
calculate your needs and fill in the
To Buy column. Bingo. You're ready
to shop!

SHASS Shopping Screen
Press [!!J and you are presented with
the SHOPPING screen. (The screen
below is based on the sample shopping list that comes with SHASS.):

SHASS Shopping Screen

The SHOPPING screen shows the
Aisle the item is found in, the Item,

Inventory screen of SHASS

The INVENTORY screen shows the
item, Unit of measure (normally, Ib,
pkg., can, jar, oz, etc.), if you have
any presently In Stock and how many
you wish To Buy.
To select an item use I < UpArrow > 1
or I < DownArrow> 1 to highlight the item
and press I <Spacebar > I. A box will pop
26 THE HP PALMTOP PAPER JULY / AUGUST 1994
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Jeff Zorn lives in Farmington Hills, Ml with his wife Jan and
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presentation products and labeling systems for a Grand
Rapids based company. Jeff is co-forum leader of the Palmtop
Special Interest Group (SIG) on America on Line [PDA Jeffl.
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Unit, Quantity you need, and Price.
The first time you shop it will take a
little longer because you will need to
enter the aisle numbers for each item.
However, once entered, the SHOPPING list sorts the items by aisle
number. Items without aisle numbers
appear first on the list, then aisle 1, 2,
3, ... A, B, Z, etc. You'll get all aisle 1
items the first time through, and will
avoid having to double back to pick
up missed items.
SHASS's Options screen (press
IMENU 1 Options) lets you set up shopping lists for up to five different
stores. Once set up, you can toggle
between stores in the SHOPPING list
by pressing ~. The title at the top
of the screen will change, for example, from "SHOPPING AT Acme" to
"SHOPPING AT Foodtown."
The SHOPPING screen lets you
input either a unit price (FS) or total
price (F6) for each item on the list,
and then computes the total cost of
all the items you wish to purchase.

At the top left of the screen you'll see
the amount Remaining, the total cost
of the items not yet purchased.
As you take an item off the shelf
and place it in your shopping cart,
highlight it and press I < Spacebar> I.
This untags the item indicating that
you've got it. At the top right you'll
see Tax and Total. These track the
amount you've actually spent shopping (less any coupons used). When
you put an item in your cart and
untag it, the cost of the item is added
to Total and any tax associated with
it is added to Tax. Tax and Total
keep a running tally of how much
you've spent so far. At the end, you
can check over your list for any tag
marks, to see if you've forgotten any
items. Should you want to add or
modify an item just press ~ to
switch back to INVENTORY.
Shopping now takes me about
one hour. Normally I spend about
$100 a week, and SHASS normally is
within about $1.00 of my anticipated

total after checkout. When I'm finished shopping, I press ~ (Done) to
clear the screen and store the shopping trip. Press IMENU 1 Quit and save
the changes you've made to your
INVENTORY and SHOPPING lists
SHASS can also be used for other
non-shopping, inventory-related tasks
as well. Use it to track office supplies, hardware, restaurants or just
about any other small business related inventory chore. You can use
some of SHASS's data fields for other
information. Aisle numbers can indicate locations in bins or on shelves.
The Unit field can be used to store a
product number or vendor information. The program's really quite powerful and flexible.
SHASS is shareware and is available on the Palmtop Paper ON DISK,
Compuserve, and America On Line.
ON DISK Index: page 64
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Palmtop Accessories
for the

HP95LX -100 LX -Omnibook
Memory Cards

ATNX provides a seamless
PCMCIA·ATA data transfer path
between your Palmtop and virtually
any 16·bit ISA DOS PC ... making
your PCMCIA·ATA storage devices
as easy to use as a floppy.
ATNX supports ATAFlash Cards
and 1.8" Hard Disks, accommodates
"Hot" insenions/removals, uses
standard MS· DOS utilities such as
F·Disk and Format, and operates
independently of the PC BIOS.
Available in internal (mounts in a
3.5" drive bay) or external configurations,
the ATNX can be added to your system
even if it's technically full ... and the
need for complicated Card and Socket
services is eliminated.
ProTege Corporation

no Protege Corporation Trademark

•
•
•
•
•
•

1MB SRAM .................................. $140
2MB SRAM .................................. $249
5MB Flash w/Stacker Card ........ $349
10MB Flash w/Stacker Card .•.••. $549
20MB Flash w/Stacker Card ...... $965
130MB Hardrive Type m Card. $435

I/O Cards
• 2400/9600 Fax/Modem Card .... $175
• Lan Combo T/2 Card ................. $199
• Fax/Mod Send/Rec for 100LX ... $229

IC Card Drives
•
•
•
•

Internal Flash/HD Drive ........... $ 99
External Printer Port Drive ...... $249
External Serial Port Drive ........ $249
Internal Dual ISA Drive ....•..•.•.. $195

CaIlfor Complete Catalog

Call Today For More Information

Me· AMX· VISA Accepted

(800) 995-4453

ENVOY

ProTege
4165 East La Palma Ave,
Anaheim, Calif. 92807
(714) 961-7030 FAX (714) 961-1162

DATA

II

CORPORATION

953 E. Juanita Ave., Suite A
Mesa, Arizona 85204
Tel: (602) 892-0954 • Fax: (602) 892-0029

1-800-368-6971
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Project KickStart:
A Palmtop Project Planner
Plan a project in 30 minutes, anywhere,
anytime, with your HP 100LX Palmtop PC
and Project KickStart
By John R. Franklin [70700,155]

Writing and project management
offer one common challenge for me getting beyond the beginning. The
hardest part in writing has always
been sitting down to write. Over the
years, I've come to rely on outlining
tools (like fastLINE!, etc.,) to help me
systematically decompose the subject
matter into a logical procession of
thoughts and ideas. I use these tools
to sort of "kickstart" the writing process, then complete the work in my
word processor or desktop publisher.

Kickstarting a project
I've found a similar tool for project
management: Project KickStart. It's an
effective "project outlining" tool for
the person who suffers from "planner's block." Starting from the basic
project idea, the program helps generate a task list and assign resources
quickly.
Project KickStart's Main Menu
looks like this:

...... , .. ~ ........ ~~ .. ' .. n

......... _ . .. h

••

•

....... _. " . . . . .

_"uu.

"n_ .

You have the option of using any, or
all of the techniques to develop your
task list. You can create objective lists
and action plans for individuals or
teams. After tasks have been defined
you can assign people to each task.
Task lists, assignments and goals can
be stored, printed to paper or a file
for further editing with a word processor, or viewed on the Palmtop
display.
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Project KickStart's task list display

You can also transfer the KickStart
data to more sophisticated scheduling
programs like: InstaPlan, Microsoft
Project for Windows, Project Scheduler, On Target, Primavera, ProTracs,
SuperProject, Time Line, and Lotus
Agenda. KickStart is designed to take
you quickly from the raw project
idea through a well-defined process
to task and personnel lists, defined
goals and obstacles, giving you an
overall definition of the project. Pro-

ject schedulers are designed to implement, schedule and manage all the
details, resources and changes required to complete a project after it
has been defined.

Setting up and running
Project KickStart on
the HP 100LX
You'll need around 400K free on
your C drive or memory card. Copy
the following files from the Project
Kickstart installation disk to your HP
Palmtop: PKS.EXE, PKS.GEN, PKS
.MOD, PKSLIST.EXE, and XXI.EXE.
There are three ways you can start
Project Kickstart:
• From FILER - highlight PKS.EXE
in Filer and press IENTER I;
• From DOS - press I!J IMENU I
Application Ierminate All to go to
the DOS prompt. Change to the appropriate directory and type pks;
• From AppManager - press I!J
to set up an application. Key in
the name of the application. Add 1256
at the end of the Path statement (PSK
needs at least 256K of System RAM
to run). Add any comments you wish
and select an icon. Highlight the new
item and press IENTER I to start.
~

Project KickStart Main Menu

The menu gives you six techniques to
develop tasks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

According to project phases;
Based on project goals;
Using similar projects;
Anticipating other people's views;
Anticipating obstacles;
Breaking tasks into smaller tasks.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
John Franklin is a Knowledge Engineer at Cummins Engine Company in
Columbus Indiana. His undergraduate training includes a major in Electrical
Engineering, with a minor in Medical Technology. His graduate training
includes an MBA in communication, and a Ph.D. in psychology. John is
completing a Ph.D. in Knowledge Engineering at The Union Institute,
Cincinnati.
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For Real Estate Professionals
and VARS
Multiple listing and tax roll data in your
HPlOOLX Palmtop!

Up to 10,000 46 field listings on a
5 MByte PCMCIA card!
Search by street name, MLS number,
area, folio. Set filter on actives, solds,
withdrawns, expired or show all status.
RealSearch includes REASSIST©, our
best selling extraction utility that is
guaranteed to work on your local Real
Estate database.
$449.50

Project KickStart on my HP 100LX
provides a powerful and portable
"project planning assistant" that is
always with me, everywhere! When
I lead project planning meetings, the
unintimidating presence of the 100LX
helps me to direct orderly, creative
"brainstorming sessions" with my
workgroups, Project KickStart captures the workflow details, while I
focus on group interactions and the
high-level processes, When the twohour planning session is over, I
download my "project profile" into
Microsoft Project for Windows, then

print a first draft of the project resources and proposed workflow. My
boss gets a project report before the
meeting minutes are distributed!
With Project KickStart and my HP
100LX, I'm in control of the planning
process, my workgroups are more
quickly and accurately informed, and
I'm able to steer the project according
to plan, With all this extra time on
my hands, I might just take up golf!

II

Product Index: page 63

cases for your computer.
Just open and start!

When you first launch Project KickStart, you'll be asked some questions
relating to its configuration on the
Palmtop. At this time Project KickStart creates two new files on your
Palmtop: a 512 byte configuration file
named PKS.OPT and an "ANSWER"
file that stores the project information
you enter. The default name for the
answer file is PKS.DTA. Whenever
you start PKS, you are given the
option of entering a new answer file
name to start a new project. Every
answer file you create occupies 74K.
To conserve disk storage space, remove DTA files from the 100LX
when you no longer need them.
When you get to the main Welcome screen, you are given the option of taking a "three-minute tutorial." Take it! It's a good way to "kickstart" your understanding of the program.

.'
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Portability
Futura 60

Protect )'011,. pa/llltoJllll/(/mrry it ill YOllr .\/1;' pocker.
• Dim.: 6.5" x 3.7Y x 1.38~ (16.5 x 9.25 x 3.5clIl)
• Black Icmhcr*

$39.95

• Rcgular-S45.00

Dc,\ ;glled to t'l/rry Wlllr pa'lI/flJl' lI';rh a /XIRt!r.

• Dim.: 9.2Y x 4.5" x

1.6~

(25 x 11.5 ;':cm)

• Black leather*

'P49. 95

• Regular · $55.00

Using Project KickStart
The most difficult phase of a project
is the beginning. When launching
any new project (large or small), I
always begin by spending the first 20
to 30 minutes in Project KickStart.
Once I "kickstart" a project, I move
my files over to my desktop PC's
project management software for
tracking and reporting,

PcnIpcm:il holder
Pockets ror PCMCIA I. and business cards
Pocket for checkbook, etc.

Computer can be attached via Velcro (included)

=

Snap in tray for the HP 9S or lOOLX (optional)

I ~~I

--

~

<§;
E3

E & B Company
1013McRaeWay
Roseville. CA 95676

USA. 1-SOO-S9G-CASE [2273]
Int'l: 916-344-5047
Fax' 916- 782- 9306

..o..LL A<IC ES A..US SHI A='ING AND
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HP 200LX: First Impressions
of HP's New Palmtop PC
HP 200LX: A 100LX with Pocket Quicken plus lots of
nice improvements.
By Hal Goldstein
and Stanley Dobrowski

Comparing the
Built·ln Applications

First HP introduced the HP 95LX, a
new kind of computer - a "palmtop"
- with a degree of IBM compatibility
and some very useful built-in applications. Two years later HP announced the HP 100LX, an almost
complete re-work of the 95LX, with
much greater IBM compatibility and
more powerful built-in applications.
Now HP has brought us the HP
200LX, crafting a better look and feel
both to the physical machine and its
built-in software. Pop-up help screens
and pre-configured Phone Book and
NoteTaker files make it easy for new
users to get started.

AppManager
The HP 200LX AppManager program
has nicer icons for the built-in applications. The 200LX icons are black
with a white background. Move the
cursor to select an application and a
large square box surrounds the icon.

Change is the nature of
life - and Palmtops
With a megabyte more of ROM space
than the HP 100LX, HP was able to
add Pocket Quicken. This addition
makes the 200LX a different machine.
We all earn and spend money. A
200LX owner no longer has any excuse not to keep track of it.
The extra ROM also made it possible to add some additional help
files, games, and utilities. HP improved Phone, Notetaker, and Database by making the index screen
friendlier; adding pop-up messages
when you first turn on your Palmtop
in the morning; and redesigned the
unit's look.
Furthermore, HP made it easier
for us to communicate with a Pc. Its
new Connectivity Pack (for both the
HP 100LX and 200LX) makes the job
of file transfer, synchronization, and
translation between the palmtop and
PC easier.
What follows is some first impressions from several of us that were
able to play with the 200LX for a few
days before the unit was released.
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~
Data

World

Ii""

LclPLink

SY!!IIl"PI

t)acros

• The Menu items and screen indicator for the Redirector are gone.
• The F2-F9 function keys which
were unused on the 100LX in the
application have now been assigned
labels for all eight of the Menu Options submenu. These function keys
take you directly to the settings
screens.
This is the same functionality that
100Buddy added to these function
keys. With 100Buddy installed, this
new feature does not work properly.

t 01ll1ll

B""Olll

HP 200LX AppManager display

Open applications are denoted by a
highlighted icon label. The only other
apparent change is that system RAM
free/total readouts are displayed at
the bottom and in a larger font.
Filer, HP Calc, StopWatch and Memo
Everything appears to look and work
the same as the 100LX version.
cc:Mail
The screens look the same as the
100LX version. There is an additional
utility program for cc:Mail called cc:
mADE. It can be run from AppMgr
and does Automatic Directory Exchanges to update the local address
book from files sent from the cc:Mail
Post Office Administrator.
Setup
There appears to be a few differences:

World Time
Newer version 1.1 is on the 200LX.
• The map display is the same, except that the record number indicator
is missing from the header.
• The "List of Cities" display has the
new set of database enhancements,
except for the DataCard view (see
description of DataBase, below).
System Macros
Version 2.0 appears the same as on
the 100LX, except for the larger font
used on the Edit Macro screen.
Data Base
The new version 1.1 is the basis of
some other built-in applications. The
differences listed in this section will
apply to the Phone, NoteTaker, and
WorldTime applications, except
where noted.
• The top header line of the display
has been made larger and text displayed there uses a larger font. The
main list display has a new "tab card"
look to it. The title of the current
subset (i.e. "All Items") at the top
appears to be written on a file folder
tab.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Stanley Dobrowski is the Data Center Manger at Bergen County Utilities
Authority in New Jersey. He is a system administrator, system analyst,
database designer'rrogrammer, and helps support PC users. His CompuServe

1D is [71031,2162 .
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All Items list has "tab card" look

This same larger header and tab card
effect is found on the single record
screen.
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Data Item view has "Tab Card" look

• Because of the tab card look of the
index view, a small portion of the
area on both sides of the display is
used for the box around the screen.
This reduces the usable area across
the width of the screen. About one
character width was lost from each
side of the display.
• The larger header line and tab card
look reduces the number of records
displayed in the index view. The
200LX displays 11 records while the
100LX can display 12 records in the
index view. This means that you'll
have to do a little more scrolling to
move about in the file.
• The DataCard view, by default,
shows the first nine fields from the
record highlighted in the index view.
This DataCard view takes up slightly
more than 1/2 of the screen on the
right side. The user can determine
which fields are shown using a predefined smart clip called DataCard.
Because you are still in the index
view, you can still use the Speed Locate feature to find an item. Then
take a look at the DataCard for more
information than is normally displayed on a single line in the All
Items view.

HP 200LX Palmtop PC
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Database with DataCard displayed

• The DataCard graphics looks like
three tabbed cards stacked on top of
each other (data visible on top card
only). The DataCard has a desk icon
on the left to indicate this is a database. A Phone Book DataCard has a
phone icon on the DataCard. A NoteTaker DataCard has a quill and bottle
of ink icon on it.
You can define your own icon for
each database using the built-in icon
editor. Just give the icon the same
name as the database and store it in
the same directory. The DataCard
view can be toggled on and off by
pressing ICTRLI-IE). When off it looks

more like the 100LX display.
• The individual record screen is
essentially the same, except for the
larger header. There are a few pixels
that were lost due to the larger header, but the HP 200LX will accommodate files designed on the 100LX. The
full screen note screen is the same on
both Palmtops.
• The clip and subset screens have
larger fonts on the top line of the pop
up screen, but there is no loss in the
amount of entries that can be displayed.
• The header on the index view and
the single record view does not indicate the record number, or number of
records in the file. The only way this
can be seen is on the bottom of the
DataCard view.
• The OK, Yes, No, and Cancel action buttons that can be included
with dialog boxes have a 3-D shading
effect rather that the flat look on the
lOOLX.
[Continued on page 34.]
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ACT! for HP Palmtops ver 1.1

HP200LXC

Best Seiling Contact Management now available for the 95/ IOO/200LX

~ New Complete

HP 2001.;

only from ACE Techno~
Pocket QUiCke~
~ Built-in LapLink File Tran~
~ Built-in
ACTI for HP Palmtops features
Fully Integrated Contact Manager
Seamless data exchange and updating with ACTI for PC's
Expense Tracking. Reporting and Calendar Management
Imports standard HP Phonebook and Comma Delimited Format Flies
Schedule Calls. Meefings and Tasks Integrated with your client list

"
"
"
"
"

NEWI Complete HP 200LX- Systems with DoubleFlash+ Plusl

Available only from ACE, this complete package contains everything
thing you will need to start enjoying the full benefits of the HP 200LX!

ACTI for HP Palmtops with lOOLX Support (CI255) ......
............ $99.00*
HP Palmtop Connectivify Cable and File Transfer Software (CI260) ........... $39.00

ttl
ttl
ttl
ttl
ttl
ttl

'SPECIAL price when purchased with ANY ACE ar HP products .........$79.00
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HP lOO/200LX Software Magnifying Lens
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New! DoubleFlash+ Plus Hi-Performance Solid State Storage for 200LX
NewlBATTman 2.0 for Alkaline, NiCad, NiMH. Lithium batteries
Newl AppMAN! gives you complete control of DOS applications
HP PC serial cable for HP 200LX
Two llOOmAH high capacity, non-toxic. no·memory NiMH batteries
HP world-wide universal AC Adapter

682=555=
L885
393- 555-1945

505 - 555 - 1897
7 19- 555- 1953

Adjustable sizes

lX, 2X. 3X and 4X

Move magnify
lens with cursor
keys

1MB Complete System
1MB Complete System
1MB Complete System
1MB Complete System
1MB Complete System
1MB Complete System

with
with
with
with
with
with

DoubleFlash+ 6M. ........... .............. $799
DoubleFlash+ IOM ........................ $869
DoubleFlash+ 20M. ....................... $999
DoubleFlash+ 40M ..................... $1.299
DoubleFlash+ 60M. .................... $1.599
DoubleFlash+ BOM ..................... $1.899

200LX 2MB Complete System
200LX 2MB Complete System
200LX 2MB Complete System
200LX 2MB Complete System
200LX 2MB Complete System
200LX 2MB Complete System

with
with
with
with
with
with

DoubleFlash+ 6M .......................... $989
DoubleFlash+ 1OM. .................... $1.059
DoubleFlash+ 20M. .................... $1.189
DoubleFlash+ 40M. .................... $1.489
DoubleFlash+ 60M. .................... $1.789
DoubleFlash+ BOM ..................... $2.089

Newl Mognifyl for lOOLX ond 200LX
"
"
"
"
"

Pop-Up Magnification from 1X to 4X
Hotkey activation In any Built-in Application
Auto Alignment with Unes and Columns In PhoneBook
Remembers and returns to last position in each Application
Move Lens with Quick Keys and Arrow Keys

Magnify! (C 1240) for HP lOO/200LX.

.......................................... $19.00
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HP Palmtop Software & Accessories .
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BAl1man version 2.0
New! Battery Management Software for HP lOO/200LX

Real time software allows you to use NiMH, NiCd. Alkaline or Lithium
batteries for your HP Palmtop. Predictive algorithm gives you early
low battery warnings and prevent loss of your valuable data.
BATTman 2.0 Battery Management Software ................................... $39
BATTman 2.0 with 2 NiMH llOOmAH batteries ................................... $49
BATTman 2.0 with 2 NiMH llOOmAH batteries & charger ................ $59

Check View!
C1205 - CheckView! for HP 95/100/200LX
Chec kbook Management for 95/1 00/200LX. Instantly keeps track of your
Checks, DepOSits. Cash and Credit Cards ....................................... .. .................. $39

Printer & cut-sheet feeder
(C2622A)

Leather carrying case
(C3050A)

F2621 A - HP DeskJet 310 portable printer 30Ddpi resolution, 3ppm .................. $335
F3005A - Cut-sheet feeder holds 60 sheets of paper. transparencies etc ....... $95
F2622A - Printer and cut-sheet feeder special bundle (shown above) ............ $398
F3067A - Color kit - full color printing on paper/transp, 16 million colors ............ $42
51633A - Black print cartridge for DeskJet 310, water resist, 500 pages ............. $19
F3050A - Black leather carrying case .................................................................... $95
F3003A - Rechargeable battery .. ................
........................................ $39
F3004A • Worldwide rapid charger .... ............... ............... ............
.............. $95
F3061 A - HP low profile Centronics parallel cable.......
........................... $25
SPECIAL! SAVE $20 on Serial to Parallel Converter with any printer purchase
Serial to Parallel Converter (SP100)
...................................................... $59

10% off listed case prices
with any Palmtop purchase
offer expires Oct 31. 1994

Custom Black Nylon case ... .... .... ......................................................... $19
Custom Black simulated Leather case .......................................... .. .. $29
Custom Black Leather case ....................................................... ......... $39
Deluxe Burgundy Leather case ................................................ .......... $49
Deluxe Black Leather case ................................................ .................. $49
Executive Black Leather Portfolio ............................................. .. .. .... ..$59

,.,..

ACE-FAX and Megahertz XJACK Fax Modem

~omplete
XSystems
pgies
I

kfer

Systems

II' Enhanced P/M functions
II' Enhanced cc:Mai/ remote
II' New Ergonomic Case design
II' New Keyboard design

:t&
~ \0 ,
0.\0 • e" .' ,

"'\""'

Features Megahertz's XJACK connector - the only
PCMCIA modem with pop-out telephone connection. You only need to use standard tele'r /
_
phone wires to connect to this modem. No
~~
external phone adapters or converters .

~t\(I /

.,

~

,.

~

Now includes our slmple-to-use menu-driven
ACE-FAX send/receive software for the HP
Palmtops. All these at a new special prlcel

XJACK 2400/9600 Fax/modem/ACE-FAX. ,.. " ,.. " ...... ...... ",$159·
XJACK 14.4K/14,4KFax/modem/ACE-FAX" .. " ...... ............ ,$259·

HP 2ooLX-l MB Basic System

Extemal Modem for the HP 200LX

HP 200LX-l MB with AppMAN! ... ....... ................... ..................... ..... ..... ..... $499
HP 200LX-l MB Serial Cable Kit
PC serial cables & Serial Adapters, AppMANI .. ,.................... .... , .. ...... $549
HP 200LX-l MB with Connectivity Pack
Connectivity Pack, AppMan! .... ,....... ........ ,..... ... ,...... ,"", ...... ,', ....... " .. ,$599

Features our 18' Direct-Cable to your HP 200LX. Receive and send FAXes
directly from Storage Cards, ACE-FAX send/receive software for the HP
200LX Included, Powered by a 9V battery - does not use your Palmtop's
batteries.

HP 2OOLX-2MB Basic System
2MB version of Basic System (add $200 to 1MB version) ., ........ .from $699

2400/9600 Fax Modem (with Direct Cable) ...................... ,$139
14,4/l4,4k Fax Modem (with Direct Cable) ...... ................ ,$279
Direct Cable (18') for external modem ............................... $35

Hew/ett Packard Accessories
F1021A - New!HP 200LX Connectivity Pack ........ .. .... ,.......... ...... ............ $I09
FlOllA - HP 200LX AC/DC Adapter/Charger (95/l00/200LX) ........ ,..... $39
FlO15A - HP 200LX to PC Serial Cable (95/l00/200LX) .. ,............ , .. ,.. ...... ,$25
FlOl6A - HP 200LX to Macintosh Serial Cable (95/l00/200LX) ,.. ,.... .. ,.... $25
F1023A - Extra Adapters (null modem, printer. 9 to 25) ...................... ,.. ,$25
H5465A -200LX 3-year Express Exchange (extended warranty) .... ........ $85

Print from your HP Palmtop to any parallel
printer anywhere, anytime. Connects
directly between your HP serial cable and
printer. Self powered , no batteries required.
ACE Serial to Parallel Converter .............. ,.. $79

High Speed Acoustic Coupler
Connect to any phone In the World
High performance Acoustic Coupler for your HP
95/l00LX modem (PCMCIA or extemal).
Communicates at 2400bps with standard payphones and up to 14.4kbps with electronic
phones.

A4204 Acoustic Coupler """" ,."" " """ ." ."" "" "". " .""""", $129

High Speed Modem-Phone Interface
Now you can use your modem with your
office digital phone. No need to add
outside phone lines to your office.
~
~
~
~
~
~

NEW!

OMNIBooK 530

Connects any modem to Digital phones
Supports full speed modem data rates
Battery or AC adapter Operation
Worry-free modem connections to
any phone with a detachable receiver
4 level selector for optimum matching
Simple plug-In Installation

Modem-Phone Interface (P4112) .... ,.......... ,..................... $129

HP introduces the new OMNIBooK530 486SX 33MHz
Super Portable , Now with up to 131 MB (doubled to
over 260MB with Included data compression I).
4MB, expandable to 12MB of RAM. New Super VGA
color video output for extemal monitors. Pre-Installed
wlth DOS 6.2, Windows 3, 1 (Enhanced mode) and
HP's WindOWS PIM applications.

HP OmniBook Super Portable Systems
NEW! 08530 486SX 33MHz w/ 131MB Hard Drive. 4MB RAM ...... ,$1.795
Fl040A - OmniBook U,S. Fax Modem comm. package ,...... ,.... ..... $379
Fl041A - OmniBook 2MB system RAM expansion card ............ ,.. ,... $179
Fl042A - OmniBook 5304MB system RAM expansion card .. ,.... ,.... $379
FlO54A - OmniBook 5308MB system RAM expansion card ...... ...... $379
FlO44A - OmniBook AC/DC world-wide Adapter .. ...... .......... ,.......... $99
Fl045A - OmniBook Rechargeable NIMH battery pack ................ ,.. $99
F1059A - OmniBook 530 External Floppy ...................... ,.................... $I99
Fl049A - OmniBook Pop-up mouse .... .......... ,...... ...... ................ .... ...... $49

To better seNice your needs, we have moved to
new and expanded headquarters. We thank you
for your past support and welcome comments on
our new seNices. For orders and information call
us at,

1-800-825-9977

PacRim P35 - 3.5' External Floppy OB3oo, 425, 430 only ................. $199

New! 130MB Type III PCMCIA Hard Drive .... .......... .... ........ .. ............. $439
New/130MB Type III PCMCIA Hard Drive upgrade for OB 300 with
ROM card, DoubleSpace or Stacker 3.0 installed .... , .. , ...... $479
New! Extend your OB 530 battery life with our new DoubleFlash+ Solid
State Storage. With over 2x performance of standard Flash
cards ..................... ,...... .... .... ,.. ...... ...... .. ...... See Ad on Back Cover

ACE Technologies, Inc,
592 Weddell Drive, 16, Sunnyvale CA 94089 U.S.A.
(408) 428-9722 Fax (408) 428-9721
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Notes from a Pocket Quicken Developer
By Matthew Von-Maszewski, CIS 10: [74247,1244]
Matthew was the former lead software engineer at Intuit for Pocket Quicken on the HP 200LX and
Quicken for ~OS. Now in Houston developing client/seNer backup applications for LAN and MVS
environments, he also provides consulting seNices for HP 95LX, 100LX, and 200LX developers.
Hopefully we'll hear more from Matthew on Pocket Quicken's development, usability studies, and
connectivity. What follows is a short introduction to Pocket Quicken from someone who literally knows
this program from the inside out.
I have personally used Pocket Quicken for over one year now on the HP Palmtops. It
is well tuned to the HP Palmtop and has simplified my expense report burden. It saved
me for the month my desktop computer (a Macintosh) was shipped and stored by a
moving company. It has allowed me to manage tight financial situations and call up financial records in court.

Help and Short Cuts
Pocket Quicken's robust features make data entry easy on the 200LX. In addition, its
comprehensive on-line help make it easy to learn and use. In every window and in
many entry fields you can press f!II and have help screens displayed, describing
procedures and short cuts you can use for that window or field.
The short cuts include: "QuickFill" which 'remembers' previous transactions and
completes a new transaction after only a few keystrokes; roll keys (+ / -) are used to
change numbers or "QuickFill" selections; date accelerator letters; automatic adding
of new Categories and Trips; in list windows (Register, Category, Trip, and Account)
automatic search and jump to the closest item when a letter is typed.
Pocket Quicken is especially easy to use if you are familiar with Quicken for DOS
or Windows, responding to the standard control keys found in those versions (i.e.
press ~-I!I for Category list).
These Pocket Quicken short cuts can make transactions very easy to enter. For
example, an ATM withdrawal may only need a few keystrokes in the payee field, press
IENTER!, change the amount withdrawn or deposited, and press I!!2l to save the
transaction. A total of six strokes can do it all, and you can do this while waiting on a
red light.

The Primary Windows
Pocket Quicken's power is accessed from three primary windows: Account List
displays your assets in a list of your accounts and credit cards and their balances;
Register lets you view an individual account's transactions; Transaction Entry lets you
enter and edit a specific transaction; in addition, there are more than 40 specialty windows that access its extended capabilities.

Business Expense Tracking
You can organize expenses in two ways simultaneously: how money is spent, and on
what trip or client it is spent (important for segregating expense reports) .
The Transaction Entry window has a Category field that lets you enter how the
money was spent (airplane ticket. auto toll, postage, etc). There is a separate Trip field
to indicate where that expense was incures (trip, client, or project).
The word Trip can be changed to Client, Class, or Project from the Options/Group
menu to suit your preference. You can set a default Trip using the Options/Group menu
and have it displayed anytime you start entries for a new trip. For really complex business expenses, you can divide the transaction amount across several Categories /
Trips, using the optional split window, (F3).

Pocket Quicken can be a stand alone product
To support individuals who depend solely on Pocket Quicken, it comes with an account
reconcile feature (the Activities/Reconcile menu) and basic report generating
capabilities for analyzing spending patterns (Reports/ Category menu) and documenting account registers (Reports/Transactions & Report/ Balances). Note: these reports
print to file only. You must use MEMO to view or print them.

Share and Synchronize Data
The HP 200LX Connectivity Pack lets you share Pocket Quicken data files with the DOS
or Windows versions of Quicken. You can also transfer data between two 200LXs via
the InfraRed port.
The Import/Export feature of Pocket Quicken uses desktop Quicken's standard .QIF
file format. This lets you transfer Pocket Quicken data between the 200LX and the PC
or Macintosh version of Quicken. It also lets you transfer data between other PC
software that recognizes the .QIF format (like Microsoft Money).
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• There has been a slight change in
the way the field and group boxes
are drawn. On the 100LX, these
boxes were draw with a single thin
line of pixels. On the 200LX, the
group box is still a single line of
pixels, but it appears that the field
data box is not a dotted line to differentiate it from the group box. This
effect helps point out the difference
between a regular group box and a
notes field which is usually large.
• Check boxes on the 100LX were
marked with an "X" that filled the
small square box. On the 200LX, a
graphical check mark is used instead.

Check mark used, see "Good for kids" field

The functionality has not changed,
just the mark used to go in the box.
AppOintment Book
The new version LIon the 200LX
has many of the database enhancements, including the larger
headers with the tab card effect and
action buttons with a more three
dimensional look.
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HP 200LX AppOintments view

The 6-month, I-month and weekly
views appear to be the same as the
100LX. Other changes include:
• The daily Appointment and ToDo
views are more friendly looking. The
top status line is displayed in a larger
font.
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no longer substitute a space for a
colon or slash when entering time/
date (period and comma still work).
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Appt Todo list, analog clock shadowed

The monthly calendar has a shadowed box around it and a spiral
binding along the top edge, giving it
the look of paper calendar. Both the
daily appointments section and the
analog clock are shadowed to give
them a 3-D look.
• The menus are all the same as on
the 100LX, except for the addition of
an entry for enabling the "Daily
Greeting" on the Options menu. This
daily greeting will pop up the first
time the 200LX is turned on each
day. The screen will then list the
events, appointments and To-Do's
that are scheduled for the day.
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PhoneBook
New version LIon the 200LX includes all of the usual database engine enhancements described in the
DataBase application. Also includes:
• In the All Items list view (multirecord layout), the tiny icon which
indicated that a record has a note
attached now looks like a sheet of
paper rather than the simple + sign
used on the lOOLX. The diamond still
indicates a marked record.

All Phone Book It._II
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Icon to left of item indicates attached note

• All of the menus are the same,
except for the additional entry in the
View menu for enabling the "Show
DataCard" view.

Physician's Medical Reference
New from Prolifix - the world's first integrated, computerized medical
reference that fits in the palm of your hand!

No nvw or due i La",!! Ladow.

Thi ~ could be your own daily ' tip ' or
favoril e quole froJ! Lao Tzu!

-

------

Daily Greeting screen

The Daily Greetings screen can also
display a "Tip of the Day" or your
own greeting (see APPTS.lNI below).
• Because the header on the top line
is larger to accommodate the larger
font, this takes away a few pixel
rows from the other areas of the
screen. Consequently, the Daily view
can only list 14 appointments or ToDo's instead of the 15 displayed on
the lOOLX. In addition, the area on
the lower right corner of the Daily
view can only list 5 appointments or
ToDo's when the "Next Appointment" section is included or 8 without it. the 100LX can list 6 or 9, respectively.

Unlike earlier clinical computing applications that solved only part of
the problem and/or left you tied to desktop PC's, PMR offers fingertip
access to a complete drug reference ( with drug interactions!), a
diagnosis and treatment reference, a laboratory test reference, a
full-screen medical calculator and a common medical abbreviations
database. Designed as a system manager application, PMR also
offers instant access to the HP palmtop PC built in applications.

~ Complete customizable reference for over 4000 drug listings
~ Diagnosis and treatment reference for 1000 diseases
~ Full-screen medical calculator
~ Laboratory test reference
~ Tracks multiple formularies
~ Common medical abbreviations
~ Additional references available soon
~ All references fit on one PCMCIA card
~ MS-DOS companion versions also available
~ Developed in concert with a major medical college
~ Priced from $249 (software only), depending upon configuration
For more information on PMR; call today!

1 - 800 - 774 - 7357
(913/492-7300 or fax request to 9131492-7396)

• One strange step backwards is that
unlike the 95LX and 100LX, you can

PMR is a registered trademark o( Prolifix, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft, InC01porated.
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NoteTaker
New version 1.1 found on the 200LX
has the usual database enhancements.

• There is a DataCard view with a
spiral notebook graphic on the top of
the card and first few lines from the
large note field displayed in the card.
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NoteTaker DataCard view

• On the single record screen of the
100LX, the note field was pinned by
two push point icons. On the 200LX,
the note field looks like a spiral notebook with the spiral binding along
the top edge.
APPTS.lNI
Information about this file is not in
the manual, but in the default NoteTaker file that comes up the first time
you run NoteTaker. APPTS.lNI stores
HP Palmtop "Tips of the Day" that
can be listed on the bottom of the
Daily Greeting pop up screen. This
file is in ROM (D:\ _DAT), but must
be copied to the C:\ _DAT directory
in RAM to be modified and used
from there.
You can edit the file and make
your own greeting message. As we
discover more of the specifics of how
this file works, we will publish them.
LapLink Remote
The HP 200LX features Lap Link
Remote which takes the place of the
problematic redirector software in the
HP lOOLX. LapLink remote was added to provide a means for communication with a desktop PC running
LapLink from the 200LX Connectivity
Pack.
You can run LapLink remote from
both the Palmtop and a Pc. Doing so
makes the Palmtop a server to the
PC, allowing you to access the Palmtop's built-in C drive and RAM card
drive directly from the desktop.

Built into the 200LX is LapLink
Remote Access Server Version 1.0
that can be loaded from the AUTOEXEC.BAT file. This TSR requires
7728 bytes of system RAM.
Password Protection
The 200LX has the same file level
password protection that is available
with the lOOLX.
There is a new machine-level
password protection on the 200LX
that is similar to what was on the
95LX. When the 200LX is turned off
by pressing IOFF I IENTER I the password is manually enabled. When you
try to turn the 200LX back on, you
are presented with a scrambled
screen in the middle of which is a
prompt asking for the password. If
the correct password is not entered,
the 200LX will shut itself off. When
the correct password is entered, the
200LX will come on normally. There
is also an automatic mode which enables the password no matter how
the 200LX is shut off.

Hardware changes
The Keyboard
A color picture of the 200LX with
keyboard displayed is found on page
31 of this issue.
The size and positioning and
layout of the keys is identical to the
lOOLX. The numeric keypad is now
dark grey, but the main keys are still
white. The keys have that same, nice
tactile feel that has made HP calculators and Palmtop keyboards famous.
• The task switching hot keys are
now a mild green color instead of the
95/100LX blue. The green hot keys
have a shaded area around them
which includes the labels below
them. This is good because it helps to
set the hot keys off from the rest of
the keyboard.
• The color of the Fn key to the left
of the space bar has been changed to
purple. The printed labels on the
keys that perform these special functions such as Cut and Paste and
Home, etc. are purple also.
• The font used to label the key tops,
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etc., has been changed from an upright font to a slanted italic font.
Also, the labels are now left justified.
Stanley Dobrowski: "I do not find
the italic font pleasing and for the
most part do not like the left justified
lettering. However, the punctuation
symbols that are above the number
keys are slightly more visible. I used
to have to tilt the keyboard up to see
which shifted number key would
yield a colon. This is now easier to
see without tilting.
Hal Goldstein: "I like the new
keyboard and font. When I first saw
the keyboard, I asked an HP representative how they got more space on
the keyboard. In fact the keys are
positioned the same. However, the
HP 200LX keyboard definitely looks
cleaner and more spacious than the
HP 100LX.
"The change in placement of the
green built-in application keys does
take a little getting used to. The cc:
MAIL key is gone and APPT,
PHONE, and MEMO - the Personal
Information Management (PIM) keys
- have moved one to the left. The
remaining keys are Quicken, HPCalc,
Lotus, and MORE.
"There is a subtle but different
feel to the keyboard. There is a softer,
and I think more pleasant feel to the
200LX key press. Most of our inhouse
people preferred it except, Sharon
Dilmore, our Circulation Director and
palmtop touch typist. She said the
100LX gave better feedback so she
was sure the key was pressed."
The screen
Since the HP 95LX was introduced in
May of 1991, technology has advanced, and we know that there
continues to be small incremental
changes in the HP Palmtop screen.
The editors of The HP Palmtop Paper
stared at the HP 100LX and HP
200LX and debated whether the HP
200LX screen has been improved.
We finally decided that there was
definitely a subtle difference between
the HP lOOLX and 200LX screen. We
all prefer the 200LX screen, but the
difference isn't that significant.

On close inspection the difference
seems to be that the HP 100LX screen
has a more "frosted" surface than the
200LX screen. This HP 100LX antiglare surface defuses the light reflected off the screen, but it also makes
the images a little fuzzy and the
smaller fonts more difficult to read
than on the HP 200LX.
The new case
The 200LX case is identical to the
100LX case, except for the greenishgrey color of the case (not as boring
as the 100LX) and the addition of
200LX and Pocket Quicken logos. I
tend to notice the black PCMCIA

card in the memory slot more because it contrasts with the case color.
I suppose this is an advantage if you
want to know if there is a card in the
slot, but the color difference disrupts
the aesthetics of the case. Similarly,
the IR port cover is the same dark
purple black color it was on the
100LX and stands out against the
lighter color of the 200LX's case.

The HP Connectivity Pack
Lap Link Remote - We had time to
do a minimum of testing on a Beta
(not final) version of the Connectivity
Pack. We found significant improve-

ments over the HP 100LX Connectivity Pack.
First of all, the Redirector software on the HP 100LX Connectivity
Pack did not work well. The Traveling Software DC95 utility for the HP
95LX and the new HP 200LX LapLink Remote work much better. All
three products allow the user to
access HP Palmtop C and A drives
directly from a PC as if the Palmtop
drives were drives of the Pc.
We found Laplink Remote easy to
install on a PC and on the HP 200LX
following the instruction in the manual. Robert Roney tested it for us.
He said, "when I tried to run Lap-

The uncompressed truth about memory cards.
When is a meg a meg? Only when you're
ta1king about uncompressed storage capacity.
Data compression is great. But think
twice about memory cards that promise
big capacities using compression because the truth is that what you compress determines how much storage you get.
The right way to judge memory cards?
Compare prices based on uncompressed
capacities. The perfect way to build lasting
memories? Be sure the capacity you need
is the capacity you get - with very affordable FIASH-5 Memory Cards from AMP.
Matched with your 95lX or lOOlX
Palmtop, FIASH-5 cards offer fast
write/erase and on-chip data protection to
safeguard your info. And because they
require only 5 volts to write, they cut power
drain and prolong battery life. Call for a
copy of our "Low Cost of Ownership" study
to learn more about the advantages of S.
volt flash memory from AMP.
Delivery? In a flash! Backed by
toll-free help, and our guarantee of
satisfaction.

also available:
256KB
512KB
2MB

$95.00
$120.00
$276.00

Prices shown expire 12/31/94
AMP is a trademark PC CArd is a trademark of PCMCIA

today!

1-800-488-8459
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REVIEWS: HP 200LX First Impressions

transfer data to a PC at a remote
location.

Someone e-mails
or calls-in a
message...

If Only Internet
Flew Through
The Air.
~

C)

~.
Imagine
~
How Much
Better Your
Palmtop Would Be.
To your
RatiioMail

addre.'is•.•

Link Remote from Windows on my
PC, I got a message that there wasn't
enough memory. Later after rebooting I tried Laplink Remote again and
it started right up on my PC from
windows. I then went to the 200LX,
Application Manager and started
Lap Link Remote. That started the
LapLink Remote Server and before
you could blink an eye the redirected
drives showed up in the LapLink
Remote Access window on the Pc.
Connli!clion
Conneclgd lo : (nol connllcLodl
Activilll: Wailing for III Conn"ction
St.4t.U~:

l

On

Inlgrfacli/'! Cal'll

Spg"d: AuloJllalic
local NaJllv: HP 200LX

Sound: On
Idh - conngclion U .. "oul (I''linul"s): 5

'-- -

LapLink Remote on the 200LX

"I switched into DOS under Windows and was able to make directories, copy files back and forth using
standard DOS commands. Copying
seemed to be faster than OCS95 and
DOS 6 InterLink, but I didn't do any
comparative tests.
"Installing LapLink Remote on to
the HP 100LX is easy. You just use
38
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RadioMail sends
it wherever
YO" are ...

....
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the 200LX Connectivity Pack to copy
11 files over to the \LLRA directory,
about a 113K bytes. There are files to
run LapLink through COMI or the
infrared port. (Depending on how
you use Laplink Remote some of the
files can be eliminated).
"The manual gives instruction on
setting up LapLink in the HP lOOLX
Application Manager. If you get a
memory allocation error, make sure
there are no spaces in the path field
when you add LapLink to the AppManager. Laplink Remote worked
fine on the HP 100LX whether started
from AppManager, or from the DOS
prompt after quitting AppManager
(using MENU Application Terminate
All.) I was able to copy files, make
directories, use XCOPY, etc. in DOS
just as on the 200LX."
One disappointment is Laplink
Remote's inability to clone itself from
a Palmtop onto a PC that does not
have the Connectivity Pack. The HP
OmniBook version has this cabability
as do even early versions of LapLink
and ZIP.COM. If the HP 200LX had
this ability, all you would need
would be a connectivity cable to
insure that you would be able to
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• New Import/Export Capabilities The other significant improvement is
in the Connectivity Pack's import and
export capabilities. The 200LX Connectivity Pack can import and export
Comma Delimited Files (CDF) to and
from its Database, Phone and NoteTaker applications. (CDF is to data
base files as ASCII or Text files are to
word processing files. CDF is the
universal format that lets you transfer
data between database applications.)
In my discussions with the Pocket
Quicken product manager, David
Miller, he raved about the synchronize capabilities of the Connectivity
Pack. According to David, you can
add checks and deposits to your
desktop and to your Palmtop. Running the synchronize program will
allow you to properly update both
ends.
HP 100LX users who purchase the
100/200LX Connectivity Pack will
find a version of LapLink remote.
The beta version of Connectivity Pack
did not have games or utilities such
as the ICON generator or the hex
calculator built into the HP 200LX.
We understand Lair is on the final
release, fixed to go above level 9.
Two points worthy of note installing the new HP Connectivity Pack.
First of all, one Pack serves English,
Spanish, French, and German. You
are asked which version you want
installed at the start. Secondly, if
you are not sure which PC serial port
you will connect the HP Palmtop
cable to (eg COMl, COM2, COM3,
COM4), the · installation software
attempts to help you.

Third Party Products
that don't work properly
on the HP 200LX
Most programs, PCMCIA cards, and
other HP Palmtop products that
work on the HP 100LX will work just
fine on the HP 200LX. DOS programs
or system manager add-in programs
that work on the HP 100LX should

work exactly the same on the HP
200LX. For example, we tested the
newly released acSIS/SM, the
CompuServe access program which
uses the HP Palmtop serial port, and
that worked just fine.
However, general software that
makes assumptions about the specific
location of contents of the HP 100LX
display will probably run into trouble. 100Buddy and Magnify are examples as described below. We
expect that there will be HP 200LX
upgrades for these two useful HP
100LX products.
Other products, such as popular
freeware APLOAD and ASERCTL,
dependent on the ROM version of
the HP 100LX might have problems
with the HP 200LX.
Finally, as the 200LX becomes
widely used, other incompatibilities
such as the 5 Volt flash card problem
we discovered may surface.
Magnify! on the HP 200LX

[See page 20 for a review of Magnify! for
the HP 100LX.]
Magnify! runs on the new HP
Palmtop, but there are some problems associated with it. One is the
"jump to highlight" feature, which is
supposed to cause the magnifying
"lense" to go to the highlighted item
in Phone, NoteTaker, and DataBase
when the Magnify hotkey is pressed.
This does not work on the 200LX
because of changes that were made
in the displays of these applications.
100Buddy
Although there is a great many features on the 200LX that are identical
to the 100LX, the built-in applications' screens have been changed
somewhat. 100Buddy features that
get their clues from the screen may
not work properly. Fortunately, there
are a great many 100Buddy features
that still work on the 200LX. We did
not find any fundamental program
incompatibility or crashes or hangups.

• The file selection function keys that
appear when you press IMENU I file
Qpen in most of the applications do

not work on the 200LX. The function
key labels do not appear and the function keys do not do anything.
• In Setup, 100Buddy is supposed to
add menu features to the function
keys. However, a new 200LX feature
is trying to add menu options to the
function keys. 100Buddy interferes
with this process. The 200LX puts it's
own labels on the function keys, but
100Buddy assign's different menu
functions to the keys. When you
press the Fn-key, the 100Buddy function will execute, not the function
described in the key label. This seems
to be the only case where there is a
true interference between the 100Buddy and the 200LX.
• In Memo, the SmartCaps(c), double-grey, double-blue, and other
features seem to work properly.
• In Lotus 123, Buddy will place it's
function key labels on the bottom of
the screen. Menu-Dot does not work
in Lotus 123.
A Few Sundisk 5 Volt
Flash Cards Do Not Work
We could not get this card to be read
or formatted in the HP 200LX. This is
the original flash card designed for

"

., '"

'~j{'
You gel it, and
can respond
imlllediale~y.

the HP 9SLX that also can be used in
the HP 100LX. When we checked
with HP, it turned out we had one of
a few very earlier versions of the
card that were made available mostly
for evaluation. Nearly all SDPLS-S
cards do work fine in the HP 200LX.
Also, the later 12 Volt and 5 Volt
flash cards work in the HP 200LX. If
you still have problems with your
SunDisk card, call HP tech support
for a solution.

Conclusion
We all liked the look and feel of the
200LX, as a replacement for the HP
100LX. However, the changes in the
existing built-in applications are not
significant enough for most HP
100LX users to purchase a 200LX
unless money is not an obstacle.
On the other hand, many 100LX
users will be attracted to Pocket Quicken. They can purchase it separately
as mentioned earlier, or maybe just
give their 100LX to a family member
or colleague in order to justify buying an 200LX. As for HP 9SLX users
- what are you waiting for?

II

Product Index: page 63
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You Got It.
Be in touch with the world.

Nearly anywhere you are.

And let it be in touch with

Internet, on-line services,

you.With RadioMail~ and

corporate e-mail, other
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RadioMail users, and even
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dialing in. No logging

complete e-mail
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E-mail or call today
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reply. Immediately.
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GET THE MESSAGE. ANYWHERE.
E-MAIL ToPALMToP @ RADloMAIL.NET
OR CALL

1 -800-909-0260,

DEPT.
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User Profile:

Author/Sel11inar Leader
Uses Pall11top to Write
NelM Book
What's the best computer you own? The one
you use all the time!
[Note: With the exception of
Pocket Quicken, the HP 100LX
and HP 200LX have the same
built-in applications. The author's comments refer to the 100LX, and, for the most part.
apply to the new 200LX Palmtop PC]
By Tad James, M.S., PhD.
The HP 100LX is certainly the best
computer I've ever owned. I'm an
author and seminar leader, and almost everything I do is impacted by
the HP Palmtop. I use it for scheduling, organizing, phone numbers and
addresses, keeping track of my reading list and expenses. Perhaps more
importantly, I use it to draft the
books I write.
My wife and I started out with
the 9SLX. Our family owned four of
them by the time HP came out with
the 100LX. Fortunately, conversion to
the 100LX was no problem, and The
HP Palmtop Paper showed use how to
use it most effectively. We now own
two lOOLX's.

Paperless with the Palmtops
We've been paperless ever since we
got the 9SLX's. That means that all
business cards, all phone messages,
and all notes go into the 100LX. I
even ask for all office reports to be
on disk. We transfer the files to the
100LX using ZIP.COM ii which we
got on the PTP Subscriber's Disk. (I
use it all the time!!) Being paperless
also saves trees, and helps us feel
ecological and green. (Oops! Does
that make us politically correct? If
yes, don't tell anyone.)

Staying on Top of Schedules
My wife and I lead very full lives
and are on the go most of the time.
Ardie and I teach seminars called the
Secret of Creating the Future® all over
the world. Weare on the road two to
three weeks out of each month. In
addition, we are teaching longer
training sessions (up to 2 weeks) in
the areas of Neuro Linguistic Programming, Time Line Therapy®, and
Hypnosis in Kona, Hawaii for 12
weeks a year. This year we'll be all
over the US, Canada, London, and
Sydney, Australia. For example, last
February we taught four seminars in
Dallas, Irvine (Los Angeles area), and
San Diego in almost three weeks we were on the road from February
2nd to the 20th. The seminar is very
popular, and in between the dates,
we were doing interviews, and seeing clients individually.
Being on the road for three weeks
at a time, we find it a little hard to
maintain a sense of continuity. When
we're in Dallas, we're in Dallas, and
when we are in San Diego, we are in
San Diego and Dallas is forgotten.
The 100LX helps us maintain a sense
of continuity. The APPT scheduler
really helps. My wife and I exchange
scheduling information at least once
a week. We either exchange informa-
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tion through the infrared ports, or we
talk and one of us adds the appointments to the schedule. This process
has allowed us to really coordinate
what we do more closely than ever
before. In addition, the ToDo List
reminds me to do the stuff I promised to do in Dallas, but forgot by the
time I got to San Diego. I use the
alarms to get me up in the morning,
and to keep me on time during the
day. I'm sure that I must use 4 to 6
alarms each day!

Trip Planning
with Appointment Book
My wife and I plan out our trips on
the APPT function. The month at a
glance view allows us to see where
in the world we are, and that the
appointments are in the right context
based on where we are. We keep all
the flight information, and the hotel
information in the notes field, so
when somebody says, "Where are
you going to be?" We can open up
the file, and get hotel information
with telephone numbers and fax
numbers right away.

Batch file backup
In addition, I have created a batch
file to automatically back-up the C:
drive to the A: drive every other

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tad James is a Seminar Leader, Author, and Personal
Growth Consultant. He is a Certified Master Trainer of
Neuro Linguistic Programming, and the creator of the Time
Line Therapy ™ techniques. He and his wife Ardie live in
Hawaii. ("It's a great personal sacrifice, but somebody's got
to do itf") You can reach Tad at 1-800-800-MlND.

night. I want the batch file to run at
3 a.m. when I am, hopefully, asleep.
So I enter la:\backup.bat into the 3:00
a.m. slot in APPT. This runs BACKUP.BATII, which looks like this:
@echo off
rem ****** once a day only *******
ECHO Unattended Backup Process .
C:

cd \
C: \ ALREADY . COM
rem ALREADY . COM tells you if it
rem already ran today
IF ERRORLEVEL 1 ooro SKIP
today . exe
rem Today is a Quick Basic File that just
rem writes a file to disk saying when the
rem last back up was .
a : \bac c : \_dat\* . ?db a : \files\dbs
rem BAC. COM is a backup program that
rem checks the date so it won't over
rem write more recent files D: \DOS\xcopy
rem could perform the same function .
a : \bac c : \_dat\* . txt a : \files
a : \bac c : \ dat\* .ws? a : \files
a : \bac c : \*.txt a : \files
a : \bac c : \* . bat a : \ BACKUP
a : \bac c : \*. a:\ BACKUP
a : \bac c : \_dat\*cwk? a:\_wks
Goto END
: SKIP
ECHO Already Backed Up!
Goto FIN
: End
ECHO Back Up is Complete!
:FIN
rtn.com
rem RTN . COM just exits back to the
rem Scheduler without the "Press Any
rem Key to Return to DOS "

Sometimes I'll make improvements to the class content or class
schedule during the course. In the
past I might forget the changes and
improvements might not make it to
the next course. Now I enter the
changes into the schedule I keep on
my Palmtop when they occur to me.
The program manager's multi-tasking
capability makes it easy for me to
switch to MEMO where I keep the
seminar outline, make changes, and
go back to my student list in Lotus.

Communication
I use my HP 100LX for follow-up
communications. I can write a letter
on the 100LX and fax it to the person
with my Chaplett 14,400 Ego FaxModem, or upload it to CompuServe.
If the other person doesn't have a
fax, I can print the letter directly to
my Citizen PN48 printer (an excellent
printer) using VDE. I use the Practical Peripherals Serial-to-Parallel converter to connect the 100LX serial
cable to the Citizen's parallel port.
I've added Citizen PN48 printer

NLP, Time Lines, and
Creating the Future
Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) is a
synthesis of cognitive and behavioral
psychology and was developed in the late
1970's. NLP studies how people program their
neurology to produce behavior. As it is taught
today, NLP offers applications for business
management, education and therapy. NLP
offers advanced change and communication
techniques.
Time Line Therapy ® techniques are brief
therapeutic processes that help the individual
clear out negative emotions and limiting
decisions from the past, and structure success
in the future.
The Secret of Creating Your Future ®
seminars are presented regularly by the author
through-out North America, Europe and
Australia. The seminar uses the techniques
described above to help people structure the
future they desire.

The above batch file uses two small
utility programs: ALREADY. COM II
tells you if the batch file already ran
today; BAC.COM II checks the date
so you don't overwrite recent files.
No use loosing data, so back it up
while you sleep!

-

Tracking Seminar
schedules, and class lists
Our longer 2-week Neuro Linguistic
Programming certification seminars
are often quite large, running into the
hundreds of people. Keeping track of
them can be a real chore. I keep a list
of all the students in a word processor
(VDEII ) with notes about their proficiency at the training. I also keep a
seminar schedule in Lotus 1-2-3, so I
can keep track of where we are in the
seminar. Without it, it is almost impossible to keep all the segments
organized and in the right order.
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HOW TO USE: User Profile

codes to the VDE printer driver so I
have additional fonts available. Using
VDE's set-up program, VINST.EXE,
I manually modified the Epson Printer driver with codes I found in the
PN48 documentation so I could access the fonts and print with a minimum of hassle.

On-the-Spot Author
The greatest benefit I've gotten from
the HP 100LX is the ability to do
word processing wherever I am. I'll
sometimes have ideas at the oddest
times - driving with my wife to a
restaurant, shopping for clothes, or
sitting in an airplane. The 100LX is
there with me, ready to write and
edit when the ideas come.
I use VDE Ver.1.72's in the 100LX's 60x16 character mode because
the display is very close to WYSIWYG (the stuff on the screen looks
like what you'll see on the printed
page). VDE's spelling checker displays corrected words in any screen
mode (40x16, 60x16, or 80x25). loriginally tried FastWrite by ACE Technologies. (FastWrite is a version of
VDE, a program created for the 95LX.) Unfortunately, it would not
work in the 60x16 mode (the mode I
like to edit in). In addition, in a 40
column mode spelling check, FastWrite's pop-up spell checker box
pops up over the word that's wrong
and you can't see it.
My wife Ardie and I wrote our
most recent book, Lost Secrets of Ancient Hawaii, on the HP 100LX. I had
each chapter in a separate file and
really appreciated VDE's ability to
open up multiple files at the same
time. This let me open up old articles
that I had written and use the cut
and paste feature to copy them into
the right place in the book.
When the book was finished, I
used ZIP.COM 1.71 ii to transfer the
files to my laptop computer at the
end for the final indexing, spelling
check, and page numbering. Then I
put all the files together into one big
file and sent it over the Internet to
my friend in California, who transferred the file into a typesetting format. We communicated back & forth
by E-Mail, and I got to discover that
E-Mail on Internet is as easy as send-

ing regular CompuServe Mail!
When the book was completed, I
found that I had written, edited, and
spell checked almost all of its 300+
pages on the 100LX. 100Buddy'sii
SmartCaps feature made entering text
easier by automatically capitalizing
the proper words!

Database Helps
Organize My Life
I collect books on Psychology, Hypnosis and Mental Healing prior to
1930. I have over 450 books in my
library and tend to forget what I've
already purchased. I had given up on
dBase II and III and settled on using
spreadsheet databases to organize my
collection.
When I got my HP 95LX I went
crazy, putting lists of all my books in
several .PBK files. I carried up-todate lists with me on my Palmtop
and finally was able to avoid purchasing duplicate books.
When the 100LX came along I was
in "Database Heaven." The built-in
Database application was the easiest
to se tup and use that I've ever come
across. Adding a field was as easy as
pressing IMENU I file Modi!}' ~
(Add). From the Modify Database
screen I could Tab to any field and
use the arrow keys to change its size
or move it around (press I!!I to toggle between Move and Size).
My book database files now have
fields for TITLE, AUTHOR, DATE
published, and a note field for PUBlisher's information. I can press ~
from the main database screen to sort
them by any field. I can press ~ to
create or select any kind of subset I
want. For example, my book database
has subsets for Healing, Hypnosis,
and Psychology.
ffl'L'i':"'·ili"nB"""~~F.!f~I~="L
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Three Stooges database, List view

When I realized how easy it was,
I made more databases, including
files for: the rest of my books, my
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PRINT FROM
YOUR PALMTOP
ParaIiDk 3 is for those times you need a
hard copy from your HP 95 a 100. One end
of ParalInk 3 fits into the parallel port of
your printer, the other extends the serial
cable supplied with the Connectivity Pack.

ParaJIok 3 is battery powered, light, small,
and easy to carry.

Price $79.95 (or £49.95 UK)
To Order:
Call: 011-44-438-815444
Fax: 011-44-438-815222
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121 London Road, Knebworth,
Herts SG3 6EX United Kingdom

U.S. DISTRIBUTORS SOUGHT

Three Stooges Videos (gotta have
humor), my favorite book stores,
local CompuServe numbers, the bibliography for my most recent book,
and a list of graduates from our
seminars. The Three Stooges Video
database has fields for the TAPE
location, the TITLE of the movie, the
YEAR, WHO was in it (we like the
original Curly), what the SUBJECT
was, the NUMBER of the movie, and
a field for NOTES. I added the
NOTES, and the NUMBER fields
later, after I had been using the database for a while. "Nyuk, nyuk, nyuk!"

Programming
What originally sold me on the 95LX
was that the fact that it had enough
RAM memory and file storage space
to run QuickBasic (QB) programs.
Before the 95LX I owned an Atari
Portfolio. I quickly found that its 64K
of internal memory and the 128K of
disk memory was not enough. The
95LX was a great advance and I
bought it right away.
I use QB 3.0. It's an older program, but it does everything I want
and it's smaller than current programs. I use QB to run personnel
profiling programs I have written.
My latest endeavor is a Numerology program that takes your name
and birth date, and generates up to
seven pages describing who you are.
I used to use traditional methods of

~P"'m'op
Project Plllnner!
Plan a project in 30 mimutes or
less, anywhere, anytime, with
your lIP 100LX Plamtop Pc.
Cut through the guessing and the frustration
when beginning any new project.
~~_ _
Project KickStart' developes task
lists, resource lists, and assignments
in just minutes. Project KickStart
prompts you to define tasks by considering project phases, clarifying
your goals, anticipating obstacles
and delegating assignments.

A Plan in 30 Minutes
Thanks to Project Kickstart, you'll have a thought-out
strategy that you can print out. And, you can transfer
your plan to Microsoft Project or eight other project
management programs for scheduling and tracking.

o Yes! I am ready to try Project Kicksta/1 on my
next project. I'll order at theSpecial Price of$79.95.
I understand that results are guaranteed, that it will
workflawlessly with my HP l00IX and I may return
it within 60 days for a complete rejurul .

Experience In Software
2000 Hearst Ave . Berkeley, CA 94709

1-800-678-7008
Fax: 510-644-3823

profiling and predicting behavior.
Three years ago, however, I was
trained in Numerology and find it far
more accurate.

I have a subdirectory on my
100LX for QB, and a separate subdirectory for the Numerology program.
To run QB on either Palmtop and
compile programs, I have to take the
5YSMGR out of memory. However,
after compiling the Numerology
program, I was able to run it on the
Palmtops. I used Diet to slim down
both QB and the finished .EXE programs. I am developing a commercial
version of the numerology program
for the 100LX and will let The HP
Palmtop Paper know when it is available and how to purchase it.

Lotus Helps Track Expenses
I'm on the road a lot and have had a
difficult time keeping close track of
expenses. Fortunately, a Lotus
spreadsheet has helped change that.
I use a modified version of the expense template CEXPENSE.WK1)
found on Drive C: \ in the 95LX. (The
built-in spreadsheets from the English version of the 95LX are also
found in_HPWK1.ZIP Ii ).
I enter the expenses into the
spreadsheet when they occur, put the
receipt in the envelope, and print out
the expense spreadsheet file when I
get home. I'm out to keep as much of
what I earn as I legally can, and now
track 10-15% more legitimate deductions with the help of my Palmtop.

Managing the
Business is Easier
The HP 100LX helps my wife and I
manage our company more efficiently than ever before. The NOTE TAKER, Lotus 1-2-3, and the APPT applications let us plan out schedules and
projects, keep them organized, and
remind us to help our people stay on
track. For example, I'll set an appointment to remind me about a
specific project or deadline. An alarm
will go off while I'm on the road,
and I'll fax a reminder to the office. I
feel like we've more than doubled
our efficiency in managing our people using the HP Palmtop.
So now you know what my
100LX does for me. I think it's probably the most important single influence for managing information and
people. Perhaps the amount of time I
use it (4-6 hours a day) says something about how important it is to
me. I am absolutely sure that I could
not do what I do today without my
100LX. [BEEP, BEEP, BEEP] Oops!
Gotta go ... my next appointment is
in 5 minutes!
Product Index: page 63
ON DISK index: page 64

$9IMoNTH INTERNET E-MAIL SERVICE
FOR THE HP 95LX AND HP 100LX
'"

Nationwide dialup bps access for $9 per month - flat rate.

'"

FREE System Manager compliant software included.

'"

Send and receive electronic mail to subscribers of Internet,
Compuserve®, AT&T Mail™, MCI Mail™, and ali other connected
networks in the global messaging matrix.

'"

Canadian, European and Pacific Rim dialup access is available at
additional cost.

'"

Compatible with U.S. Robotics' WorldPort™ modem and Sparcom's
SmartDock™ ComStation.

'"

PSI Link also works on MSDOS laptops.

'"

Two-way wireless access is available over the RAM Mobile Data
wireless networks.

'"

PSILink for Windows is available at access speeds of up to
V.32bis (14.4 Kbps)

'"

1200, 2400 and 9600 bps dialup access is available.

'"

Ask us about our LAN integration capabilities.

~

PSlli.nl{
GLOBAL MESSAGING ACCESS

PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
510 Huntmar Park Drive • Herndon, VA 22070
Phone: +1.703.709.0300 • E-Mail: pslink-info@psi.com • FAX BACK INFO: 1.800.FAX.PSI.1
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Using Stacker 4.0 to
Double Your Disk Space
Mark re-examines compression software
for the HP Palmtops and tells you how
to squeeze more onto those costly memory
cards with Stacker 3.0 or 4.0.
By Mark Scardina

With the continued high cost of data
storage cards and the recent introduction of the new Stacker 4.0, it is
time to re-examine compression software for the HP Palmtops. Data
storage cards now come in capacities
from S12K up to 40MB, and although
compression software has evolved, it
is still primarily designed for hard
disks. This makes the recommendations less clear cut for memory cards.
Before discussing Stacker 4.0 in detail, let's take a brief look at how the
previous version of Stacker worked
in order to better understand this
new version.

The Basics: Stacker 3.0
Stacker 3.0 provided a doubling of
storage capacity by utilizing two
specific technologies.
First, it incorporates Stacker's
patented LZS compression algorithm
that used the redundancy of stored
data to reduce the physical storage
requirements. One of the Stacker 3.0
features was the ability to vary the
actual amount of compression to
balance the access speed to the hard
disk. This was controlled with the
/P=n parameter in the Stacker device
driver line in the CONFlG.SYS file
where n=O to 9. The most compression was attained with /P=9 while
the fastest access speed was set with
/P=O or 1. If /P=O was used, then an
additional 4.4K of system memory
was saved as the compression tuning
code was not loaded. (On DOS machines system memory is the memory
into which programs are loaded and

run and is limited to 640k.)
Second, Stacker ignored the DOS
cluster structure on the disk allowing
it to use every sector in a cluster. On
a formatted RAM card each cluster is
made up of a number of 512 byte
sectors. When all we had were small
RAM cards of 2MB and below, clusters were made up of single sectors
and thus there was no storage gain
from this technology.
Now with card sizes to 40MB, we
can no longer have single sector
clusters as there would be too many
for DOS to handle. Thus, these higher capacity cards have 8 and 16 sectors per cluster. The consequence of
this is that each file takes up physical
space in 4K (4096 bytes) or 8K (8192
bytes) increments. This is quite similar to going to the store with only ten
dollar bills and not being able to get
change for a purchase of only $.50.
Stacker ignores the clusters and manages the sectors directly thereby eliminating what is commonly called the
'slack' space on these higher capacity
RAM cards.
Typically users of Stacker 3.0
could manage between 1.7 and 1.9 to
1 compression ratios on their cards
depending on the RAM card size and
the /P setting.

TIP: If you are running short on disk
space and are currently using Stacker
3.0, you can recover additional space
by using the /P=9 parameter on your
Stacker device line in your CONFlG.SYS file:
device= c: \stacker\stacker.com
/P=9 c: \stacvol.dsk

[Editor's Note: We had to wrap this command line because of formatting constraints, but it is entered as a single line
in the CONFIG .SYS file, with a space
between .com and IP.J
To take full advantage of this, you
should back up your card, change the
parameter, then restore all of the files
with this new setting in place.

Enter Stacker 4.0
While incremental improvements to
the LZS compression algorithm made
small gains the major innovation of
Stacker 4.0 is in its 'sector packing'
capability. Even though we could
pack clusters with the previous version, each file still had space within
the individual sectors that was not
being used. Stacker 4.0' s MAXSP ACE
capability, /P=10, recovers these
unused areas for data storage.
This MaxSpace technology does

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mark Scardina is Software Product Manger for ACE Technologies and coauthor of an upcoming book on the HP 100LX. He also provides Palmtop
support on Compuserve as a member of TeamHP. His CompuServe ID is
[76711,732J.
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not come without a price. While the
Stacker 3.0 driver used 40K to 45K of
system memory, Stacker 4.0 uses 57K.
On the RAM starved 100LX this can
cause problems when trying to run
multiple applications. Because of this,
we need to carefully examine this
trade off of disk capacity vs. system
memory in light of the size of your
RAM card before making a recommendation as to which version of
Stacker is appropriate.

Should you upgrade
to version 4.0?
The question of upgrading to Stacker
4.0 is not quite so simple. Since version 4.0 achieves its increase of more
than 2 to 1 compression by packing
individual sectors, obviously the
greater the number of files and sectors will yield the largest increase in
storage space. The relatively few
sectors on cards of 2MB and below
quite frankly will not likely offset the

loss of 12K to 17K of system memory. However, as we examine cards in
the 10MB to 40MB range, this picture
changes. We now have quite a few
sectors yielding a definite improvement, however we also have quite a
bit more space to begin with and
may not need every last byte, especially in light of the loss to system
memory.
After reading through the above,
you may feel that we are no closer to
resolving the initial question as to
whether to use Stacker 3.0 or version
4.0. By answering the following questions, you should be able to resolve
this question for your own setup:
1. Do I use all of the capacity on my
card?
2. Do I frequently have to close applications to open others?
3. Is the physical size of my card
5MB or more?

If you answered Yes to questions 1
and 3 then you should seriously
consider 4.0. If you answered Yes to
2 as well, then it is less clear cut but
you should still experiment.
If you answered Yes to question 2
and No to 1 or 3 then you should not
bother upgrading at this time. In fact
as long as you answered No to 1, I
see no reason to consider Stacker 4.0.

Installing Stacker 4.0
If you have found yourself wanting
to upgrade, Stacker has made things
a bit more complicated with version
4.0. Before providing you with step
by step instructions, you should be
aware that the Stacker 4.0 license is
granted for one PC per copy and that
your 100LX requires its own copy.
Do not purchase the Stacker Upgrade
package for your 100LX. This package is designed for DOS 6.x users
and does not provide the necessary
programs for use on your 100LX.

Your Palmtop Access to the World
• Send Faxes
• Get Stock Quotes
• Read the Latest News
• Send '(S2 Receive Electronic Mail
• Communicate With Others
Around the World
• Download Software
Directly To Your Palmtop

• fast!
• Easy!
• Versatile!
• Cost Effective!
• Complete!

acCIS is the only CompuServe@ access program that is fully
SYSMGR compliant and works on all HP Palmtop models. Join
the HPHAND forum and correspond directly with many of the
Palmtop Paper authors and other palmtop experts. Plus. you get a
DOS version of acCIS for your desktop at no extra cost.
Only $69.00 (California residents please add 7.25% sales tax) plus shipping.
SHIER Systems & Software
lM

lM

S

920 Hampshire Road, Suite A-29
Westlake Village, CA 91320
Phone: 805-371-9391
Fax: 805-371-9454
CIS: [75030,3374]

Coastal
Electronics
HP[~[IH
Products Distributor

WORHS LIHE AFLOPPY DISH DAIVE
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HOW TO USE: Stacker 4.0

While there are various methods
to create a Stacker drive on your
card, this method is the easiest and
most reliable. This method creates a
'bootable' card and allows you to
reboot your HP 100LX without Stacker by simply removing your card:
1. Start with a freshly formatted
RAM card.
2. Using MEMO or a DOS text editor
create A: \CONFIG.5YS with the
following lines:
device=a:\stacker . com
files=30
buffers=6
shell=d : \dos\command.com / p d : \dos

(If you are using MEMO make sure you
save this in ASCII format.)
3. Using the same editor create
A:\STACKERINI with the following
lines:
/P=10
/AUTO

A: \STACVOL . DSK , RP

(Once again make sure you save it in
ASCII format. This file is new to Stacker
4.0 and is used in lieu of the command
line parameters. jP=lO sets Stacker to
MAXSPACE . jAUTO allows your card
to auto-mount when inserted and RP
stands for Replaceable Drive, which is
what your card is.)
4. Copy STACKER COM to your A:
drive as well as any other device
driver programs that appear on the
lines BEFORE the Stacker device line
in the CONFIG.SYS file. The files
stored on this unstacked potion of
the RAM card will not be accessible
once Stacker loads unless you unmount the card or boot without Stacker.
TIP: If you have DIET lAx, you can
compress STACKER.COM with the
following command line:
c : > DIET

-x

STACKER . COM

5. Copy the following Stacker files
from your Stacker disk to your C:
drive:
CREATE . COM
SCREXEC . EXE
SCREXEC2 . EXE

6. Enter the following command from
the DOS prompt with System Manager terminated:
C:> CREATE A: /S=O /R=2 . S

This will create a hidden
STACVOL.DSK file on your memory
card.

PCMCIA
Data Acquisition
Available NOW!

7. Reboot your 100LX and you
should have a new A: drive. At this
point you can create an AUTOEXEC.BAT on A: and erase the Stacker files on C:
One final note. Under Stacker 4.0
there is no longer the inconsistency
between the space remaining as reported by CHKDSK and that reported by DIR This is because Stacker
actually changes the reported number
of sectors on the disk based on its
current average compression ratio.
This is actually just 'smoke and mirrors' and you should continue to
regard the remaining space figure as
an estimate.

PCMCIA Type II Data
Acquisition Cards

Qty.l

PCM-DAS08

$299

PCM-DAC02

249

8 Channels, 12 Bit, 20 KHz AID with 3
InlOut Digital bits
2 Channels, 12 Bit Analog Output

PCM-D24C3

199

PCM-COM422

149

24 Digital 110, 3 Sixteen Bit Counters
RS232 and RS422 Communications Port

PCM-COM485
RS485 Communication Ports

PCM-PC2A.2

Alternatives to Stacker?
I am occasionally asked about using
DoubleSpace on the 100LX. This not
possible as DoubleSpace requires
DOS 6.x except for the special version
in the Omnibook Series. That version
does not support removable drives
and can only be run on the Omnibook.
The little effort required to install
and use compression software has a
big payoff in increasing the space
available on your RAM card. Stacker
is a mature technology that has proven to be reliable. Most vendors of
data storage cards offer a version of
the card with Stacker pre-installed.
However, whether you use compression software or not the only real
security is in having good backups of
your data.

GPIB Interface Supporting IEEE 488.2
Standard

PCM-TERMI5
15 Position Screw Tenninal Board for PCM·
DAS08

PCM-TERM33
33 Position Screw Terminal Board for PCMD24C3

PCM-CI5-101
PCM 10 inch cable, 15 pin PCM connector

PCM-C33-101
PCM 10 inch cable, 33 pin PCM connector

PCM-C422/232
PCM 10 inch cable, 15 pin PCM connector
25 pin D connector, RS232 pin assignments

PCM-C422/422
PCM 10 inch cable, 15 pin PCM connector
9 pin D connect~r, RS422 pin assignments

PCM-C485/485

PCM 10 inch cable, 15 pin PCM connector
9 pin D connector, RS485 pin assignments

149
199
49
49
25
25
25
25
25

Callfor
FREE

Catalog!
For ordering information please call:

125 High Street, Mansfield, MA 02048

Product Index: page 63
ON DISK index: page 64
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Tel: 508-261-1123
Fax: 508-261-1094

User Profiles:

Many Uses for NoteTaker
The HP 100/200LX has so many built-in
applications, you hardly have time to use
NoteTaker
them all. One of the many neglected is
Note Taker. If you've ever thought IIwhat use is
Note Taker? II, or want some ideas to enhance your use, read on!
[The following comments are from HP
100LX users who are also members of
CompuServe's HP Hand forum . Their
comments also apply to the NoteTaker
program built into the new HP 200LX.
We thank them for sharing their experiences with fellow Palmtop users - Rich.]
NoteTaker was designed to allow
you to take down quick notes that
you can later search using FIND or
arrange using subsets and Categories.
Open NoteTaker and you are presented with the "All Notes" screen,
displaying the title of a note, the size
of the note in number of characters,
and the first 38 characters of the note.

+SSConnPac)( on tee 38

tBall Co... 951188
+Ntnlendo cases
tNot.enr Org Idoas
tOul11n" """0 IOe
+Rvver1!lo scrn tee
+Sp"odUp APPT on95

37
31
28

42

lS
42

DC/Des and FILER work Inth Hie

EduCAlC has covors for Ball I IR port.

J

95/100 fit. in GMobow bell cue
Vigil, sort. , search, and ~or"
Press MENU For'h,nl (Olullino; F? pro)
Press ON I to chanVIJ b4Ck and forlh
Dol c ' _del ' applbk ony bofore aLart. SY

_-----II!IlI!D---NoteTaker All Notes screen

Press ~ to add a note, or highlight
an existing note and press IENTER I and
an individual item screen is displayed.

From this screen you can key in the
Title of the note, tab to the note portion of the screen and enter the full
note (maximum of 32K, about 30
screens of text), then tab to the Category field and enter a key word to
organize or group the notes (e.g.
HomeImprove, Work, presents,
books, etc.).
Note Taker is really a version of the
Database application with only three
fields, Title, Category and Note. You
can sort your notes, create Subsets,
move the columns around, export
data with the SmartClip, and more.
Perhaps because of its simplicity
or because of the Note field available
in Appointment book and Phone
book this application gets overlooked. Also, many users are accustomed to making quick notes in
MEMO, and as a result have numerous files.
As you'll see from their experiences, these 100LX users have found
many creative ways to use this simple notes database to solve both business and personal information management problems.
Some of the more surprising uses
of NoteTaker we found was that it
was being used in key business functions like time billing and inventory
control:

they didn't see me write it down to
forget it because I had. That was in
the days when I used business cards
to make little todo notes. Now when
I'm in a discussion with one of my
dealers / customers and they ask for
something, state something, or anything comes up that requires attention or follow-up from me or anyone,
I whip out my 100LX. When I'm back
in the office/car/home/whatever, I
dutifully check NoteTaker. I kill off
notes that are taken care of, elaborate
on others, or move some notes into
MEMO or APPT for further detail or
action.
I think any user will probably
find their own uses for it in time.
Think about the things you do during the day and information you
need and eventually, NoteTaker will
address one of those.
Dennis Terazawa
CompuServe ID: [71233,436J

Professional time billing
When I arrive at a client site I open
NoteTaker, press ~ (Add) and type
the clients name in the Title field. I
Tab to the note field and hit ~ (]
(Date) and ~ 0 (Time). I then log
what services I performed and again
pressed ~ 0 (Time), then IESC! ~ to
save the changes when I leave.
Brett M. Koven

NoteTaker, blank Note screen

Note down todos
I thought Notetaker was a useless
application when I first started using
the HP 100LX. Now it has become
my most used application.
I've always told my customers if

CompuServe ID: [76050,341OJ

Keeps the shelves
well stocked
I have a retail food store. I have
about ten major suppliers who each
get a line in my NoteTaker file. As I
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HOW TO USE: Using NoteTaker

see that I need a product in my store,
I pull out my lOOLX and mark down
the products I need to order. It's very
handy.
Steve Ehlers
CompuServe ID: [76046,2565J

Purchasing or gift buying
Last week I was looking for a wedding present for my brother. I created
an entry in NoteTaker using his
name as the title. As I thought of
ideas, I entered them in the note.
After narrowing down to a particular
gift, I phoned about six stores, and
made notes regarding manufacturers
and prices. Once I selected the item
and purchased it, I deleted the entire
note. Quite useful.
Nigel Brown
CompuServe ID: [76535,3120J

Of course NoteTaker is used for
notes, but these users take advantage
of the lOOLX's special keys to enhance this application:
Diary: date stamp makes
NoteTaker into a diary
I have several Notetaker files: for
office (as a replacement for my "lab
notebook"), for home, and for various
hobby /business activities I am engaged in.
I have moved the columns around
to see the Title and Category fields,
and the first eight characters of the
Note field. For office use I have categories such as Administration, Decisions (made), Minutes (of meetings),
Personnel (Le. the quality of work
done by a staff member, etc.), Technical Info, etc. I start each entry in the
Note field by pressing ~ 0 to enter
the date. I have the file sorted by the
Note field and entering the date
causes the most current entries to be
displayed first.
The Title field is used to identify
a particular issue, problem, project,
customer, etc. I enter all follow-up
conversations, information, etc., in
the same Note separating them with
a line of all dashes or dots. This way
I end up having a dated diary of all
relevant events concerning a particular subject.

For instance, I can recall exactly
what we discussed and what decisions we made and when regarding
a particular design issue. For design
decisions in particular, this sort of
detail, dated, record is necessary
when/ if we apply for patents.
I believe I use the N otetaker more
frequently than most other lOOLX
applications. While in the office, it is
used almost as much as I use the
Appointment application.
Siroos Afshar
CompuServe ID: [73044,3302J

Searchable Reminders
I use NoteTaker for quick notes,
things I need to remember from
phone conversations, things to remember to discuss at meetings, anything like this. Let's say I just had a
phone call from you and we discussed things I might need to remember later. I would put your
name in the Title field along with the
date, hit tab and note down whatever
we talked about. I may use the category field, but usually not. If I later
want to review what we talked
about, I just go to Notetaker and
search for your name and there it is.
I also have a NoteTaker file (INFO.NDB) with sensitive information
such as checking account numbers,
credit card numbers, bank account
numbers and other things like that,
and I do use a password for this file.
I'm also a scanner nut and keep
frequencies I like to monitor in a file.
If I'm going into a different area, I
keep frequencies that might be of
interest. I use the note field to record
interesting things I might hear.
Rick Richards
CompuServe ID: [74160,275J

These users have used NoteTaker to
organize their scattered MEMO files:
Combine small Memo
files into NoteTaker
Take a look at your MEMO, .TXT or
.DOC files. If you find that you have
quite a few small files that contain
information you like to have available, you can combine all those into
one NoteTaker file and have them
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readily available and searchable.
I have a NoteTaker file that is
kind of a catch-all that has tables and
information I need for work plus a
copy of approved letters for clients,
federal tax tables, books to look for
etc. I have also scanned in certain
reference materials that I like to have
available.
Ronald Vieceli
CompuServe ID: [7331O,3663J

Organize TXT files
and CompuServe messages
I use NoteTaker to organize what
used to be my many separate MEMO
files on the 95LX. I copied all the
.TXT files from the 95LX to the lOOLX
and then loaded the text into NoteTaker Note field and a name longer
than the DOS eight-character limit
into the Title field. Now I have a
much more descriptive name for each
note and I can move around the
records of the single NoteTaker file
much easier with the Index View.
Also, when I see an interesting
message on CompuServe's HP Hand
forum, I tell acCIS to clip it to the
clipboard, then I open NoteTaker,
start a new record and Paste the
message into the Note field. I edit it
a little, add a Title, and have it preserved for posterity.
Stanley Dobrowski
CompuServe ID: [71031,2162J

One of the most common uses of
NoteTaker is as a catch all or miscellaneous drawer. If you put it in NoteTaker at least you can search for it
later. And if you have a number of
different categories or different NoteTaker files it makes random information easier to find:
No place for it?
Put it in NoteTaker
I have two Notetaker files. One is
like a reference file with entries like
these:

•
•
•
•
•

Personal Bio
Bus Schedules
Checking acct numbers
Compuserve IDs
Credit Card Numbers

By Simple Simon Software
The quickest and easiest way to send, receive,
view and even print faxes with any HP Palmtop.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete package is only $19.95
Command Line Faxer
Send faxes with or without cover page
Customize your cover page(s)
Receive faxes on calls already picked up
(manual receive)
Print to any dot matrix or laser printer
Full featured fax viewer
Nobody takes up less space or memory
Full customer and technical support by phone,
fax and BBS
Compatible with Class 1 & 2 faX/modems
Recommended by Megahertz and HP

Situ-pIe Sinton Software
1912 Central Dr., 5te E, Bedford, TX 76021
1-800-574-8047 • Teh 817-283-6691 • Fax: 817-283-5871

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FREQ FLYER accts
Internet SLIP account info (panix)
Investment records
Manhattan Street Locator
Train Schedule
Trip-Jazzfest New Orleans
Trip-Telluride
Voice Mail directions

The other one has a bunch of text
snippets: quotations, poems, and
article ideas. I use NoteTaker to hold
whatever I can't find a reasonable
spot for in any of the other applications.
George Roukas
CompuServe ID: [76044,723J

Store and access
small bits of information
I use Note Taker for storing small
bits of information that I want to
record and access quickly. Some of
the current titles I've got in my file
are:

• Key P /Ns for my current project
• Long-term business todo's
• Home todo's
• Gift ideas
• Videos to rent
• Books to read
Ted Geist
CompuServe ID: [70732,50J

Palmtop a
"miscellaneous drawer"
NoteTaker is a catch-all for me. I've
got some recipes in it; some notes
from strategic planning meetings
which are "in process;" lists of books
I want to read and/or take out from
the library; jokes I've heard; etc.
Every now and then, I'll reorganize entries into a topically "dedicated" NoteTaker, Memo, or DataBase
file.
I've also found NoteTaker to be a
pretty effective "outliner" for books
I've read and wish to summarize for
future reference. For example (and
related to Hal Goldstein's article on
Steven Covey in Vo1.3, No.3, 1994,
page 40), I've outlined Seven Habits
for Highly Effective People. For each of
the habits (which are the "titles") I've
used the Note section to identify key
points, examples, etc. All of it goes in
the NoteTaker file 7HABITS.NDB
and is thus available when I want to
sharpen my Covey saw.

Although I get kidded about my
"little black box," I continue to
find it the single most useful tool in
my managerial kitbag.
Rick Mons
CompuServe ID: [70441,1054J

There are of course alternatives to
NoteTaker. For the 95LX there's
Notepad Ii and fastNotes that will
also run on the 100LX in the 40 column mode. One of the more popular
DOS programs that will run on both
Palmtops is InfoSelect which is preferred by some users to NoteTaker:
InfoSelect faster in some ways
I just moved a whole slew of items to
a Notetaker file, including my InfoSelect "notes." Notetaker is very slow
on searching the stack. InfoSelect is
much faster and I like its look better,
too.
Fred Kaufman
CompuServe ID: [72560,36J

•
The Intelligent Link supports the HP 95LX,IOOLX and Omnibook!
• Transfers/Translates important data between your lIP Palmtop and Windows PC
• Reconciles data, notifying you when conflicts are found
• Controls what data is transferred, how it's formatted and where it's transferred
• Keeps your HP Palmtop and PC data in synek!

Supported Software
ACf! for Windows
ASCll (CSV) Files
CaLANdar

Commence
dBASE

ECCO

Excel
Lotus Organizer
PackRat

Paradox
Schedule+
Sidekick 2.0

Windows
Cardfile/Caiendar
Word for Windows

All products listed are trademarks or trade names of their respective entities.

IntelliLink for Windows Only $99.95
"IntelliLink suljJasses other desktop-to-palmtop links in its ease of use, its smart way of handlin!!.. of data jiles, and its error correction features during uploads and downloads. "
Windows Sources june, 1993
"IntelliLink is a major step fOlWard in the effort to make your palmtop and desktop machines
a smoothly functioning team. " PC MagaZine April 28, ]992
"IntelliLink removes the user from the complexities of accurately translating data. "
The HP Palmtop Paper MarchlApril2B; 1992
To order or for more
information please colllacl:

IntelliLink
Corporation

One Tara Blvd. , Suite 210
Nashua, NH 03062

Tel: (603) 888-0666
Fax: (603) 888-9817
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What's a Seven-Letter
Word for Portable
Computing?
It's easier to solve a crossword puzzle,
than to create one. Especially if the
subject of the puzzle is the HP Palmtop.
Palmtop users are always looking for
an enjoyable way to spend a few
spare moments with their HP Palmtop. Countless games are available
for the HP 95LX and 100LX, but we
overlooked the obvious - crossword
puzzles.
Well, not everybody overlooked
that possibility. In fact, a couple of
subscribers have been after me for a
while to include an HP Palmtoprelated crossword puzzle in The HP
Palmtop Paper. Here's how I used the
HP 100LX and Lotus 1-2-3 to create
one.

";
_,!

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

By Hal Goldstein

L.--'--L-L_

HP Palmtop Crossword Clues
Solve the Palmtop crossword puzzle at the top of the page using these clues.
ACROSS
AlO Get it with HP Starlink every few
hours
Al
MEMO is one example
HI0 One of the keys referenced in AS
Where to write todos
Gl
Screen
B2
DOWN
12
100LX MEMO can generate autoA7
You need to do this to start editing
matically when outlining
a file
A3
In common with a PC
Bl
You
can do this in 123 and HP
E3
Every file has this associated with it
CALC
G4
The merits of this HP calculator
HP Palmtops, the OmniBook, and
Cl
feature that can spark "religious
Vectras are examples
war"
When you upgrade, HP swaps these
05
AS
Palmtop is this class of computer
E3
You snould ao this before creating a
05
Programming lan~age
~preadsheet
B6
Pref?es up,100LAAppManager
Gl
Read-only is an example
G6
Oecilllal, bmary, hex
Built-in application
H3
A7
Start key
Lotus function
11
F7
Bit bUCKet
The
source 19
AS
Two keys have this prefix
95LX MEMO file
GS
Publishers of HP Palmtop Paper
Built-in assembler
09
Automatic lOOLX stamp
19
Publisher / exec editor of HP Palmtop Paper
,
"
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Creating a Crossword
Puzzle in Lotus 1·2·3
Creating a decent Palmtop-related
crossword puzzle is a bit more difficult than solving one. And going
through the process on the Palmtop
was an added challenge.
First, I opened up Lotus 1-2-3 and
arbitrarily set up a 10-by-l0 matrix in
which to enter words. I pressed
I MENU I Worksheet Global ColumnWidth 1) to globally set the column
width to 1. I created a border around
the puzzle by keying the I symbol
into each of the cells in the K (11 th)
column down to KlO. I then I keyed
a minus sign (-) in each of the cells in
row 11 over to K11. Next I started
entering Palmtop-related words into
the matrix as they came to me (e.g.
AppManager, LCD, Filer, etc.). I
ended each word with a block character (hold down IALTI and IMENUI on
the lOOLX or IALTI on the 95LX and
key in 254). The Lotus screen looked

".

I

fH alnq!JI1V ,- r~ UVlp - f::I sP.lvofI - !ia 's:JcI - D '~it!ll0lcI - IfI 'lladO - LV :umoa sP.loM 'dn - OrH
SII23N - OIV ~H - 61 alva - 6a ':JL - B~ '~cI - BV '1nN - L:1 'NO - LV 'asvfI - 9~ 'lloJI - 9fI ':J1SVfI !ia 'lX - !iV 'NcnI - r.J 'l{1VcI - f::I 'soa - fV 'XI - ll 'a:J1 - lfI 'LddV - I~ 'cIdV - IV :SSO.l:lV sP.loM

something like the following one.

lt1lha:':~!I.I!'Ui'fWtl!l'iII' I\IJ.t" 'rI'J'I'I'WI'I'N'1IDTtT'l'JWrmmmyuWWIIIIlII!
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•
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I

II

II

• '1I
• II
•

I

• I
II • • 1

---- --- -- -1
I

•
22 - Jul - ' . 1 3 , 141'1'1

Lotus worksheet with crossword matrix

This approach was a good start,
but it quickly got unwieldy. I improved my method by entering and
maintaining a list of potential words
for the puzzle. I displayed that 'list
next to the puzzle. To do this, I created two unsynchronized vertical windows in Lotus by pressing I MENU I
Worksheet Window Yertical, IMENUI
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Worksheet Window Unsync). The left
window contained the evolving puzzle, the right window contained a list
of possible words. I could hop back
and forth between the windows by
pressing ~ .
I entered Palmtop-related words
into the right (list) window as I
thought of them. I entered each letter
into a separate column so I could use
1-2-3's Data Sort command to sort the
list alphabetically by any position.
So, for example, if I needed a word
with "r" as the third letter, I could
sort the list using the third column as
a primary key.
The puzzle on the top of the next
page is empty so as not to give away
any of the puzzle.

CYtl~ :
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cated where the word began by referencing the cell that contained the
word's first letter, and then wrote in
the clue.

!17~bo!li!lic

~l~:

lliJilW

.. ~~·.·'4.J.J.I'1.J.I.I'J.J.I'T!T'J.J.I',.,.I.J.t"'T.I'I'toIllll]
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Spreadsheet with puzzle and list windows

I II I
I
I

When I completed the puzzle, I
gave the puzzle itself the range name
PUZ (press I MENU I Range Name Create puz IENTERI a1..k11). Then I saved
the file as CROSSPUZ. I opened a
new worksheet (press Worksheet
grase Yes) and read the PUZ portion
of the file into it (press IMENU I file
Combine Copy Named/Specified
Range puz I ENTER I crosspuz). Then I set
the global column width as 1 and
created unsynchronized global windows as before so I could create the
clues to the words.

Creating the clues
Next I created the clues by which the
reader could guess the word. I indi-

II
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• I
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II
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.11

I

I
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---------- 1

a1
91
b2
i2
a3

113

g4
a5

g~

9'6

a7

J

1111,.0 ii!l on" IIl(aJllplli
wh"rll lo wrilll lodoi!l
i!lcrlllln
tBSLX "'"1'10 can gllnllralll aulol'lalicallw w
In cOI'I",on wilh a PC
eVllr\l fHe hai!l lhh ai!li!lociallid wilh il
The I'Ilirili!l of lhh HP calculalor fllalur
paIl'Ilop h lhh cIa i!l:! of co",puler
~~~fir:;i~ laaf,:o!I:Pl'lanaggr
dllcil'lal . binarw . h"l(
Gllarl h\l

Puzzle with clues

Getting more efficient
A good Lotus macro programmer
could modify this procedure to speed
up potential word searches and other
crossword puzzle creation activities.
Since completing this I found a
public domain program named EXTRACT.COM. It was designed to
help scrabble players, but is quite
useful in crossword puzzle creation.
Feed EXTRACT a list of words and a
letter sequence such as XT and it
creates a file with a listing of all

those words having that letter sequence. Out of my list might come
(TEXT, EXT, XT, TXT). The trick is
that the word list has to be a text file
with one word on each line (like
some dictionary files). A regular text
file with one word after another on
the same line does not work.
The puzzle I created is moderately
difficult. I'd be interested in feedback
as to whether you prefer it harder,
easier, or not at all.
We will place EXTRACT iii and
these Lotus Worksheet templates in
PUZZLE.ZIP iii on The HP Palmtop
Paper on Disk. We'll also upload the
worksheet templates with this article
to CompuServe. Hopefully this will
inspire others to submit puzzles so
we can make crossword puzzles a
regular feature of The HP Palmtop
Paper.

II

ON DISK Index: page 64

II

Connectivity Pack Notes
from HP Tech Support
Get the most common solutions to problems with the HP Palmtop
Connectivity Pack from HP's Mobile Computing Customer Support.
By HP Tech Support

HP 100LX Connectivity
Pack: Common Reasons
for Not Connecting
Listed below are some of the most
common reasons why the Connectivity Pack isn't working, and their
solutions.
1. The cable is in upside down.
The part of the cable that plugs
into the lOO/200LX has a bump on it
and also an HP logo (as long as it is
an HP cable). This bump and logo
should face UP when plugging into

the Palmtop. It can be placed in upside down (don't try this!) but no
connection can be made. This happens quite often.
The 95LX cable end and serial
port are shaped like a rectangle with
rounded corners on the bottom. It is
difficult, but possible to put the cable
in upside down.
2. The Baud rates on PC and HP Palmtop
are different.
These must match. Use the highest one that connects so that transfers

will go as quickly as possible.
3. The Baud rate is too high for PC.
Sometimes certain PC's have trouble with the higher baud rates. Lower
the baud rate on both machines.
Usually this is only encountered
while in Windows.
4. The wrong serial port is selected on PC
or Palmtop.
On the Palmtop, COMI is the port
to select for cable connections. Infrared communications can only be used
with other Palmtops and certain PC's
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Getting Technical Support
By Hewlett-Packard Mobile
Computing Customer Support (MCCS)
If you have a technical question on HP palmtops, contact HP Mobile Computing Customer
Support at the phone number below. You can
also mail or fax your questions (responses
returned by mail, phone, or fax within two
weeks).

C.

D.

E.

HP Mobile Computing Customer Support
1000 NE Circle Blvd.
Corvallis, OR 97330
Phone: 503-715-2004 (toll call)
Fax: 503-715-5488 (toll call)
5 a.m. to 5 p.m. Pacific time
Monday - Friday excluding holidays
MCCS is responsible for answering questions
on the usage and operation of Hewlett-Packard mobile computing products, which includes
associated peripherals and application software. MCCS supports calculators, palmtops,
and OmniBooks.
Customer Support is the main channel
between end users and the factory for technical questions, suggestions, and complaints.
The Customer Support group also assists
dealers, sales representatives, corporate accounts, and is the backup for other HP support
providers worldwide. MCCS measures enduser satisfaction, makes recommendations for
product improvements, and monitors performance of support programs.

that have a built-in infrared port.
COM2 and Alternate on the Palmtop
cannot be used with CPACK.
On the PC, set the port to the port
to which the cable is physically connected.
5. You are using the wrong cable adapter
on the PC.
The adapter must switch pins 2
and 3. The adapters in the Connectivity Pack that will accomplish this are
numbered 5181-6641 (has icon of a
computer on it) and 5181-6640 (has
an icon of a printer on it).
6. The Palmtop's serial port is locked-up.
Rebooting the Palmtop is not
enough to unlock the palmtop serial
port. Instead, follow these steps:
A. Disconnect the serial cable.
B. Close all applications on the
Palmtop by pressing I MENU I Quit
in each one. On the 100LX you
can press I!J I MENU I Application,

F.

Close All. When Topcard is showing the owner's name and title, all
applications are closed.
Turn the Palmtop off.
Hold down IESC I while pressing
and releasing ION I, then release
IESC I. This places the unit in TEST
mode.
Highlight Wire serial port and press
I ENTER I. In about 2 seconds the
words no loop should appear to
the left of the highlight bar. This
action resets the serial port. If any
other words show to the left of
"wire serial port" then the unit
may require service.
Press IESq to both exit and reboot
the Palmtop.

7. The wrong "interrupt" is set on the
desktop PC.
An interrupt allows the Palmtop
to read the status of the serial port
and interrupt it, if necessary. Don't
change the Palmtop's interrupts. On
the PC, sometimes COM 3 and 4 are
using non-standard interrupts and
the Connectivity Pack software on
the PC must be told which ones to
use. For example, the HP Vectra
series of PC uses interrupts of 10 and
11 rather than the standard 4 and 3.
This is changed in the Connectivity
Pack software's SETUP application
by pressing IALTI Qptions, Communications Port, tabbing down to the
Interrupt box and select the desired
number.
Also, there is sometimes an Interrupt conflict with a built-in modem
or CD-ROM. If COM3 uses Interrupt
(IRQ) 4 and COMI is active (mouse
or modem) CPACKI00 can fail to
connect. The same is true for Com4
/Com2 which often share IRQ 3.
Change the Interrupt on the COM
port you wish to communicate
through in the SETUP application of
the Connectivity Pack.
8. The 100LX Connectivity Pack Redirector
is conflicting with Network or Doublespace
drives on your desktop PC.
Change the drive letters of the
Local drives to letters that are not
being used already, and are within
the LASTDRIVE setting in your
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ENVIRONMENTAL CASE
for the HP 95~/ 1OO~
Features:
• Rugged aluminum case with highgloss finish
• Waterproofs and shock mounts the
HP95LX or HP lOOLX for hostile
environments
• Built-in rechargeable power supply
• Options include hands trap, carrying
case, auxiliary battery, and highcapacity NiMH batteries

CORVAWS SYSTEMS SAU:S
919 NE 2nd St.
Corvallis, OR 97330

(800) 733-5017
(503)752-4419
FAX (503)752-7037
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CONFIG.SYS file. This is done in the
Connectivity Pack SETUP application
by pressing IALTI Redirector Client
Settings Advanced. Sometimes network software will cause COM 3 and
4 to not function.
9. The "Not enough memory to open application" message appears when the 100LX
Connectivity Pack version of FILER is
started on your desktop PC.
This may mean that the PC has
very little memory to work with, but
much more likely it indicates a misplaced Connectivity Pack file on the
Pc. When the Connectivity Pack is
first started it will display icons for
the various applications available.
There should be only 11 icons
displayed on the HP 100LX Connectivity Pack's AppManager screen (the
opening screen). If more icons are
showing, such as LOTUS or WORLDTIME, press IESq to clear the error
message and then press the letter D
to go into DOS. This should place
you in the CPACKI00 directory.
Type del appmgr.lst and press IENTERI.
This will delete the file that is causing the problem. (This file controls
the icons that you have set up on the
Palmtop and resides in the C:\_DAT
directory. It should not be transferred
to the CPACKI00 directory on the
PC).

Programmer's Corner

Create Interactive Batch
Files with ECHONL
Ed shows how to create a variation of
DOS's IIECHO II command that will let you
create interactive DOS batch programs that
ask for input and display menus.
By Ed Keefe

This is one of those "rainy day" columns. Something to skim now and
dive into later when you have time
on your hands. We'll look at a short
program, ECHONL.COM 101, and
show how it can be used in batch
files to open up all kinds of possibilities for the HP Palmtops or any MS-DOS computer.
ECHONL is a simple little program that mimics the ECHO command in DOS but doesn't move to
the next line when it ends. (Hence its
name, ECHO + No blank 1.ine, pronounced "echanol".) In PGM.BATIOI
you'll see a how ECHONL is used to
create a simple interactive batch file
that loads a program and asks for
command line input. Then, in FM.BAT 101, you'll see how to create a
"Fast Menu" batch file to select and
run DOS programs.

ECHONL:
Some Assembly Required
The batch files in this article use
ECHONL to create a temporary batch
file. This approach lets you append
parameters to a single command line
that will be executed when the temporary batch file is run.
ECHONL is found on this issue of
The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK. You
can also create the program from
scratch using the following instructions. You'll need a text editor
(MEMO will do) and the DEBUG
program (built into the HP Palmtops).

Carefully key the following assembler code into your editor. You
may omit typing the semicolon and
the following comments, but be sure
there is a blank line before the ReX
command and another blank line
after the final Q.
N ECHONL.COM
A 100
MOV BX , OOSl ; point at commandline+lbyte
MOV DL , BYTE [BX) ; is it d hex?
CMP DL , OD ; if yes then
JZ 11A ; jump to bye otherwise ..
; loop
INC BX ; increment the pointer.
MOV DL , BYTE [BX) ; put what ' s pointed at
; by bx into dl
CMP DL , OD ; is it d hex?
; yes : then jump to bye
JZ
OllA
MOV AH , 02 ; else invoke function #2
MOV DH,O
INT 21 ; of the dos interrupt
JMP 010A ; repeat from loop onward
; bye
MOV AH , 4C ; quit to dos
INT 21
; write 1eh (30) bytes
RCX
1E
W
Q

Check your typing for any mistakes
and save the file as ECHONL.SCR 101.
To be on the safe side, close all
open applications, and back up your
disk drives, C: and A: (if you have a
RAM card). When working with any
new program this is good advice.
When working with DEBUG, this is
absolutely the best advice.
At the DOS prompt, type the
command:
DEBUG < ECHONL . SCR

and press JENTER I .
Watch for any "/\Error" messages.
If no errors appear, you'll be reward-

ed with a 30 byte file called
ECHONL.COM 101 .
To check the program file at the
DOS prompt type in the command:
DEBUG ECHONL.COM

and when the DEBUG prompt appears, type U and press JENTERI. Compare the Unassembled version of the
program with the printed listing. If
they match, you're in business: if not,
look for any more typos. (The unassembled version may show some
extra code after the INT 21 line. You
may ignore this. Also, you won't see
any of the comments you typed.)
Press Q and JENTER 1 to quit DEBUG.
Here's a quick way to test the
ECHONL program. At the DOS
prompt, type the following set of
commands, pressing JENTER 1after each
command.
ECHONL Hello , > TESTI
ECHONL world ! » TEST!
ECHO Hello , > TEST2
ECHO world ! » TEST2
TYPE TEST!
TYPE TEST2

The last two commands cause the
words "Hello world!" to be displayed
on screen. Compare the results.
TESTl shows how ECHONL works,
and should display:
Hello , world !

TEST2 shows how ECHO works, and
should show:
Hello ,
world!
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HOW TO USE: Interactive batch files

,Detect and Plot Radiation On Your HP 100LX
Open a door to the fascinating world of nuclear science with the RM·
60 Micro Roentgen Radiation Monitor. This palm·sized
unit detects Alpha, Beta, Gamma & X·Rays. Displays 1000 times the
resolution of survey geiger counters. Track Radon gas. Find sources.
Check food, water, ceramic colfee mugs for contamination (eye
opening). Easy to setup and run.
Learn about radioactivity. Exciting computer application.
Demonstrate alpha emission from smoke detector, beta and gamma
emission from lantern mantel, other common items. Plot background
cosmic rays, rocks, bricks) plane ride. Wipe tissue on T.V. screen
then generate a beautifUl decay plot of the collected Radium B
(Radon daughter, half life: 27 mins.j.
Rugged and accurate digital circuitry, needs no adjustments. Draws
a mmuscule amount of power from HP's serial port. Cable
extendable with telephone wire. Should last a lifetime.
Superb user friendly software including TSR program (run other
programs simultaneously). Makes excellent dosimetrj system, with
alarm, real time graph, data logging and TSR. Medica persona~.slip'
in pocket when maliing rounds. Add strobe· siren to meet OSHA s
~==~~~~~~~~~~ reg. 29CFR 1910.96 & 1910.97. Used by medical waste facilities,
r
.
. .
cancer treatement centers, water & sewer plants, universities
A!so aVailable: LCD·60 Digital readout for use (lesso~s available), ~uclear facilities, high schools, scrape handlers,
wlt.hout computer, RM·70 & RM·80 pancake hobbYISts. Works With any Pc. Thousands sold for over live years.
Units, as well as other types of sensors.
Call or write for PC Mag. & Byte reviews.

VlSA/MCIEURO

45 day S back.

Complete RM 60 System: S149.50

~~:'=:~:~:-"~ore (800) 729-5397
P.o. Box 4299, Wdmington DE 19807

Notice that ECHONL lets you append text to a line in a file rather
than starting a new line.

PGM.BAT: Using ECHONL
to create an interactive
batch file
Now, let's see what you can do with
this simple little program in the
PGM.BAT batch file.
When you start a program from
FILER on the HP 95LX or the 100/
200LX, you cannot add any command
line parameters. Many DOS commands (e.g. DEL, COPY, TYPE) require one or more parameters in
order to run. Others (e.g. DIR, CHKDSK) will use default parameters if
none are listed.
For example, CHKDSK assumes
you want it to check the current
directory if you do not supply parameters. So if you use FILER to run
CHKDSK from drive D: \DOS on the
100/200LX, or run it from the DOS
D:\DOS> prompt with no parameters, it always checks the D: drive.
CHKDSK is found on the 95LX's C:
drive. If you run it from FILER or
from DOS without a parameter, you
always check that drive.

EA.WAtRE.
ec ronlcs
PhonelFax: (302) 655-3800

In order to check drive A: you
have to exit to DOS and type: chkdsk
a: at the DOS prompt. Or you can
run the batch file described below,
which uses ECHONL and lets you
enter a command line parameter
before it will run the DOS program.
PGM.BAT H will start from FILER,
wait for a command line parameter,
combine the parameter with the
batch file name, run the batch file
again, and run the DOS program
using the parameter.
In this instance, PGM.BAT runs
the CHKDSK program. However it
could run any DOS command or
program.

Creating PGM.BAT
In MEMO, or any text editor, key in
the following batch file. Omit the line
numbers. They're only there for reference. The double colons at the start
of three lines are used in place of
REM statements to speed up the
program's execution. The batch file
ignores those lines:
1

: :PGM . BAT

2

@echo off
If not "%1 " -echonl %0 > tmp
echonl %0

3
4

5
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1111

goto start

6
7
8

: : echo {esc} [13 ; 26 ; 13p
copy tmp+con tmp . bat > nul
: : echo {esc} [13 ; 13p

9

cls

10 tmp
11 :start
12 CHKDSK %1

13 if exist tmp.* del tmp . *

Now let's see how this batch file
works. Save the file as PGM.BAT and
make sure that the PGM.BAT and
ECHONL.COM files are in the same
directory.
PGM.BAT is what I call a "shirt
and tie" batch file. Since it reminds
me of some restaurants that require
that you wear a tie to be seated.
Sometimes the maitre de will lend you
a tie, but you have to step outside
and come back in with the tie on.
The "tie" in this case is a command
line parameter. Line 3 above is where
the batch file checks for a parameter
(Le. the maitre de checks for the "tie").
Line 4, 5 and 7, the ECHONL and
COPY CON commands, get the parameter from the keyboard and put it
in TMP.BAT (Le., you get the tie
from the maitre de). Line 10 steps
outside of the current batch file and
runs a second batch file, TMP.BAT.
TMP.BAT in turn runs PGM.BAT
again but this time with the parameter, A:. (Le., you step back in with the
tie on.)
You come back to line 3 where
batch file checks again, sees the parameter and passes control to Line
11. This allows the CHKDSK program to run with the parameter.
Let's look at this batch file line by
line to see how it works:
Line 1 - is the (::) REMarked out title
of this program.
Line 2 - stops batch file commands
from echoing to the screen.
Line 3 - checks to see if PGM has a
command line parameter. (It won't, if
you're running the PGM.BAT from
within FILER.) If there is NO such
parameter, lines 4-11 are run. If there
is a parameter it jumps to line 11,
:start, and runs CHKDSK with the
parameter.
Line 4 - contains the first ECHONL
command, which sends the name of

the batch file, PGM.BAT, to a file
called TMP. MS-DOS fills in the
name of the batch file in use wherever it sees %0.

batch file to run another command or
program by replacing CHKDSK with
the name of the command or program you want to run, DIR, VDE II ,
Freyja ii, etc.

Line 5 - the second ECHONL command sends the .BAT file name to the
screen, in this case PGM, and waits
on the same line for the next command (Line 7) to be completed.

Line 13 - deletes all the TMP files
tha t were crea ted by running
PGM.BAT.

FastMenu batch file

Line 6 and 8 - is REMarked out. It is
used only if you have ANSI.SYS or
NANSI.SYS installed. It eliminates
the need to use F6 (CTRL-Z) and is
explained later in this column.
Line 7 - the result of this command is
that whatever you type on the console is appended to whatever is on
the screen from Line 6 (PGM in this
case) and stored in a file called
TMP.BAT.
For example, when you type, A:
and press 1m-I ENTER I, the command
line pgm a: will be completed and
copied to TMP.BAT.
CON stands for "console" (the
keyboard in this case) and copy con
filename copies whatever you type on
the console to a file on the disk. Copy
file1+file2 file3 is another variation on
the COPY command. It combines
FILE1 and FILE2 and stores the result
in FILE3.
You need to press 1m IENTER I or
ICTRLI-I!IIENTERI at the end of a COPY
CON command. The> nul statement
tells DOS to discard the "1 file(s)
copied" message that usually follows
copying a file.
Line 9 - clears the screen.
Line 10 - runs the newly created
TMP.BAT file (containing the single
line pgm a: in our example). This runs
the PGM.BAT file again, this time
with the command line parameter A:,
so that line 3 will execute a jump to
the :start label.
Line 11 - is a label, "start," that is
used by the goto statement in line 3.

Now, let's see how ECHONL can be
used to perform some major magic
by creating a DOS FastMenu program. In this example the FM.BATII
file will create a menu for DIR,
CHKDSK, and DEBUG. However,
any DOS commands or programs
could be run from this menu using
FM.BAT.
In MEMO, or any text editor,
carefully key in the following batch
file. Omit the line numbers. They're
only there for reference.

1 : : FastMenu . BAT
2 @echo off
3 cIs
4 if exist tmp.* del tmp. *
5 if not "%1 "== "" goto %1
6 echo ---------------------7 echo Press Uppercase Letter
8 echo and Enter
9 echo Dir Debug
10 echo Chkdsk Quit
11 echo ---------------------12 :: ===Check for Menu Item======== : :
13 : :This part is "reusable code ". It
14 ::will make any batch file inter15 ::active. Take :: from the next
16 :: line , if you use it elsewhere .
17 ::if not "%1 "== "" goto %1
18 echonl %0 > tmp
19 echonl %0 choice:
20 ::echo {esc}[13 ; 26;13p
21 copy tmp+con tmp.bat >nul
22 :: echo {esc}[13;13p
23 cIs
24 tmp
25 :: =========================== ::
26 :: next part contains labels and
27 :: DOS commands. Use %2 where you ' d
28 :: typically use %1 . The labels can
29 ::be single letters or full words.
30 :: -------------------------------31 :D
32 :: -- -----------------------------33 :: "reuse " the code , above ,
34 :: ask for more commandline args .
35 ..
36 if not "%2 "== "" goto D2
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this case CHKDSK. The %1 is the ;
OrderLlne: (608) 752-1537 FaxOrder: (608) 752·9548 ;
variable that holds the command line
f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<f<
parameter (A:). You can modify this
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HOW TO USE: Interactive batch files
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

echonl %0 %1 > tmp
echonl %0 %1 choice :
: :echo {esc} [13 ; 26 ; 13p
copy tmp+con tmp . bat >nul
: :echo {esc} [13 ; 13p
cls
tmp
:: -------------------------------: 02

DIR %2 %3 %4
pause
%0
: DE
DEBUG %2 %3
%0

:c

chkdsk %2
pause
%0
:Q
cIs

Save the file as PM.BAT and make
sure that PM.BAT and ECHONL
.COM files are in the same directory.
You'll notice that PM.BAT is the
same type of "shirt and tie" batch file
as PGM.BAT. In fact lines 17 - 24 in
PM.BAT are the same as lines 3 - 10
in PGM.BAT. Below is a summary
description of the important lines:
Line 5 - checks to see if the command, PM has a command line parameter (it won't if you run PM.BAT
from FILER). If there is NO parameter, lines 6-11 display a menu.
Line 18 - ECHONL sends the name
of the batch file, PM, to the TMP file.
Remember MS-DOS fills in the name
of the file wherever it sees %0. One
advantage to using %0 is that you
can change the name of PM.BAT to
whatever you want. The program
will still work!
Line 19 - puts the prompt FM choice:,
on the screen.
Line 21 - the command copy tmp+con
tmp.bat causes whatever you type on
the console to be appended to whatever is on the screen from Line 18
(PM in this example). When the PM
menu is displayed you'll need to
enter one of the uppercase letters
from the menu, for example 0 (for
Dir) and then press ~ (or ICTRLI-~
and then I ENTER I .
Line 24 - runs the newly created
TMP.BAT file which (thanks to the
ECHONL command) contains the

single command line FM D in our
example. PM.BAT is run again, this
time with the command line parameter D. This time, line 5 will goto the
:D label in line 31.
Lines 25 and on - contain labels and
DOS commands corresponding to the
options in the menu. For example,
the :D2 label is followed by the DIR
%2 %3 %4 command. The extra variables are there just in case you want
to use more than one command line
parameter.
Lines 33 through 47 - show how you
could modify the code from lines
17-24 to get the batch file to ask you
not once, but twice, for input.
You don't need to restrict yourself
to one-letter choices, which would
limit the total number of menu selections to the 26 letters of the alphabet.
For example, both Dir and Debug
start with the letter "D". So to distinguish between them, I use "D" for Dir
and "DE" for Debug. Using more
than one character means that you
can have many more than 26 menu
options!
A COUPLE OF LIMITATIONS
Once you get this sample batch file
working, you'll discover a couple of
limitations.
If you key in a wrong choice, the
program will quit with the message
"Label not found." I have not found a
simple way to prevent this from
happening.
Also, if you press only ~ and
IENTERI at the "PM choice:" prompt,
the program will keep asking for
input. The best way out of this infinite loop is to take advantage of the
first limitation: key in an incorrect response and you'll get dumped out of
the program.
ENHANCEMENTS
TO THE PROGRAM
1. Run it once - If you want the
PM.BAT program to run just one
time and quit, rather than start over
change the %0 in lines 48, 51, and 55
to GOTO Q.
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2. Eliminate F6 (CRTL-Z) - If you're
like me, you may forget to press ~
before pressing I ENTER 1 to terminate
input. Nothing happens!
You can eliminate this inconvenience by using another program
(NANSI.SYS iii ) to redefine the ENTER key so that pressing it activates
F6 and ENTER together. This is accomplished by the lines that were
remarked out (lines 4 and 8 in PGM.BAT; lines 20, 22, 39 and 41 in PM.BAT). These pairs of command lines
echo {esc} [13;26 ; 13p
echo {esc} [13 ; 13p

are escape commands recognized by
NANSI.SYS. The first line redefines
the ENTER key (ASCII code 13) to F6
(CTRL-Z, ASCII code 26) and ENTER
(ASCII code 13). The second line
redefines the ENTER key as ENTER
only.
For these two lines to work, you'll
need to install NANSI.SYS by copying it to your C: drive and in MEMO
adding the following line to your
CONFIG.SYS file:
device=c : \nansi . sys

Once you have NANSI.SYS installed
you will have to edit the batch file.
Delete the double colons in lines 4
and 8 in PGM.BAT and lines 20, 22,
39 and 41 in PM.BAT. Then change
the word "{esc}" in each line to ASCII
character 27. (You can make this
character in 100/200LX MEMO by
pressing I < Shift > 1-~-IEsq. You cannot create this character in MEMO on
the 95LX, but you can make it with
VDE iii by pressing I CTRLI-I!)I ESq . It
will be displayed as an arrow, f- .
I recommend using NANSI.SYS
(3K bytes) instead of ANSI.SYS (9K
bytes, DOS 5.0 version). ANSI.SYS
may cause problems with the display
in both Palmtops. NANSI.SYS iii is
freeware that does not come with a
documentation file. Refer to any good
DOS book on how to use ANSI.SYS.
Until next time, Happy Programming!
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---BASIC TIPS--. . AppManager
I 100/200LX I
Quick way to find out how
many applications are open
The HP 100/200LX lets you open up many applications at the same time. So, for example, you can
press IAPPT! and key in an appointment, press
IPHONE! to look up a phone number, press IMEMO!
and enter some important notes, etc. If you open
too many applications, you may run out of memory
and be unable to open additional applications.
A quick way to see what is or is not open is to
press IE to the AppManager screen and press
I!!I (List). You'll see the following screen. (Your
screen may be a little different, reflecting additional
applications you have installed, or built-in applications you have open.)
.11;;1
Data Co.....
Stopwatch
D4lab4:!11i
Noh. TMer
DOS
World n ..e
Swalel'l H4cros

-r;m:n

-nUdi

filer

Closod
Clol5lid
AsleliP

Buddy
Appoinhenls

Closed
Open

iYerait

II Database I Phone
I 100/200LX I
Enter data quickly:
Use shortcut key to
go to desired data field

of Wllshinvton

IIcreen shot
Fridaw July 15 . 1994
11 : 44111'1

Press IESC] Lo cleM this alar.. .
(Space! Lo Snooze.
Snooze :

Key in the number of days and press ~ or
IENTER! to instantly jump to the desired day.
Ronald Vieceli
CompuServe 10: [73310,3663J

orr

. lie

Alarm box for appointment
displays on top of MEMO screen

To add an item into any Database (including
Phone, Appt, Note Taker, World Time) press (!!I.
To mOdify an existing item, highlight it in the All
Items list and press IENTER!. In both cases you are
presented with a Data Item screen. (The Data Item
screen shown below is taken from the built-in
Phone Book application, which is based on the
Database application.)

Clrl+cc : Mail
Ctr!.Appl

Clo~lid
Clo~"d

Closed
Clol5lld
(lplm

On the HP 100/200LX
When the alarm goes off, a flashing Alarm box will
appear on top of whatever application you are in,
describing the appointment and listing its date and
time. The Alarm will not sound if you have completely quit the System Manager (press IMENU!
APplication !erminate All from the AppManager
screen). But the alarm will sound and the Alarm
screen will appear as soon as you have started
System Manager again.

132K

Clrl+Phon"
Clrl+f1gl'lo
Clrl+12J

SBK

Clrl +Calc
(lrt tHou
Filer
All+f1B
Appt

5!!K
PhO"O Book
Ope"
51K
Phonv
....._ _ _1mIlJ 1IlmlII_....... """""_...".",...,.",

AppManager List screen

This screen lists the applications set up in AppManager, tells you their status (Closed or Open)
and indicates how much memory they are using.
You can highlight a desired application and press
I!!l to close it or ~ to open it. The list also
shows the hot key combination used to open the
application and comments associated with the
applications (notes you can enter by highlighting
the application and pressing !!!I (Edit).
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

~Appt
Im!!3II 100/200LX I
Clearing and "snoozing"
your appointment book alarms
On the HP 95LX
When the alarm goes off, a box describing the
appointment appears on the screen and a series of
beeps sound for 10 seconds. Pressing ~
silences the alarm (if sounding) and clears the
appointment description box from the screen. The
appointment remains on the screen until you clear
it by pressing ~ . The 95LX powers down after
five minutes of inactivity, but when tumed back on,
any uncleared appointments will still be displayed.

There are several ways to deal with an alarm:

'vlmrp "', 'v"

• Press IESC! - the alarm stops sounding and the
Alarm screen is cleared from your display.

.8.1lornalo I
Tille I

• Press any other key (except DEL) - the appointment becomes "unacknowledged" or "past-due" and
is displayed until you clear it. If you let the automatic time out feature power down, or press ~,
past-due appointments are remembered and displayed again as soon as you press (Q!!).
• Press 10!!9 - acknowledges the appointment
that just sounded and clear any past-due alarms.
• Press I <Spacebar>! - to set a "snooze alarm."
This silences the current alarm, clears it from the
screen and sets it to recur in 5 minutes. For a
longer snooze interval, press I <Spacebar>! up to 11
times (each press equals 5 minutes). Press the
I <Backspace>! to decrease the snooze interval by 5
minute intervals. If you snooze an alarm, any pastdue appointments are still displayed.
• Press [![II <Spacebar >! to snooze an alarm and
postponed past-due appointments until after the
snooze.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

I 100/200LX I
Jump forward and
backward X number of days
Say a vendor promises to ship you something in 45
days and you want to set a reminder in APPT.
Skipping forward or backward a specific number of
days is quite easy.
In the 100/200LX's Appointments screen press
~ !!!I for future days or ~ (!!I for past days.
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Phone's Data Item screen, new item

The quickest way to move to the desired data field
is to press I!!!I followed by the shortcut key of the
field. Look at the field names and you'll notice that
one letter is underlined (e.g above, Na!!!e, Comgany, Addressl, Stale, Note). Press !!ill !!, for
example, and the cursor jumps immediately to the
Notes data field. You can use the Tab or ArrowKeys, but the shortcut key is faster.
There is no such feature in PHONE on the
95LX, but there are only three data fields and
pressing Tab a couple of times to move between
fields is not so inconvenient.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

Im!!3II 100/200LX I
Extracting records
and merging Phone Books
Say you want to give a business contact part of
your Phone Book (your East coast vendor list,
contacts in Milwaukee, whatever). It's pretty easy
on either Palmtop
On the HP 95LX
Extract records as follows: Go into your Phone
Book's main list and tag the items you want to
transfer (highlight and press I!!I). Then press

IMENU I File Xtract and give the file a new name.
The 95LX will add the .PBK extension to the file.
Your business contact can merge this file with
his or her existing Phone Book as follows: HP 95LX
owners will need to use the HP Connectivity Pack
software on their desktop PC. Start the Connectivity
Pack software and use the FILER application to
copy both .PBK files to the desktop PC. (You can
use other file transfer programs to do this.)
Then press 1!E!)-7 from the Connectivity
Pack's main menu to access the Merge function.
Select PhoneBk merge and key in the names of
the two input files (the existing .PBK file and the
new one). Enter the Output file name (e.g. NEW
.PBK) and press ~ to start the merge. If there is
a conflict (e.g. duplicate items) the conflicting
entries will be displayed and you will be able to
select the preferred entry.
Also, the 95LX Connectivity Pack will let you
merge AppOintment Book files. The 95LX MEMO
(. TXT files) and Solver (.EON files) let you load one
file into another that's already open.
On the HP 1001200LX
Extract records as follows: Go into PHONE's main
list and tag desired items (highlight and press
I <Spacebar > I) . Then press IMENU I rile ;,xtract and
give the file a name (the 100/200LX will add the
.PBD file extension). This gives you a copy of the
Phone Book file containing only the tagged items.
HP 100/200LX owners can merge .PDB files
right on the Palmtop. Copy the new file over to the
Palmtop, open your existing Phone Book files, and
press IMENU I rile Merge. Enter the name of the file
you wish to merge and press ~. The 100/200LX
merge feature will not query you about duplicate
items. You'll have to eliminate them after the
merge.
The 1001200LX also lets you merge Appointment Book, Database, Note Taker World Time,
Solver .EON, and MEMO files.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

The third line down is the file 100buddy.com (the
100/200LX displays filenames in lower case letters
and directories in upper case). The middle column
shows the file size (52,480 bytes). The right columns show the date and time the file was created.
Above 100BUDDY.COM you see two entries:
MY95FLS and _DAT. The <DIR> in the middle
column tells you that these are directories. If I move
the cursor to _OAT and press IENTERI, I see all the
files in that directory. If I want to get out of the
_DAT directory and go back to the one I was in
before it, all I have to do is press ~. On the
100/200LX, if I press ~ enough times, I eventually move to a list of available drives.
Robert Roney
Editor, HP Palmtop Paper
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Entire PHONE item copied to MEMO on
95LX; no field labels

1-2-3 complete file list screen

You cannot retrieve files from this list. However,
you can press IMENU I rile ,!!etrieve I!!J from Lotus'
main screen, get the same list, highlight the desired
file, then press I ENTER I to load it.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

I 100/200LX I

icn
alo col'll CO"
auliivxQc bak

Ins

Un~vcr~~~~

On the HP 100/200LX
Open PHONE, or any Database application including APPT, Database, NoteTaker, WorldTime.ln the
main list screen highlight the desired item and
press ~ 0 (Cut) or ~ G (Copy). Then move
to MEm and press ~ [!] (PASTE) and the
entire database item, inClUding the field labels, will
be copied to the MEMO file.

~Memo

Local

On the HP 95LX
Open PHONE and highlight the desired card in the
Index screen. Press ~ to Copy or I!!I to Cut the
item. The entire card'S information, Including the
Name, Number, and Address, is stored in the Clipboard's memory buffer. Open MEMO and press
I!!I and that information is copied to the screen.

Getting a Lotus File List

Move through
directories in FILER

lJJ!'

You can Copy or Cut items from PHONE on either
Palmtop (or any 100/200LX Database applications).

OM;

Get a complete listing of the WK1 files in 1-2-3'5
default directory by going into 1-2-3 and pressing
IMENU I rile .!:,ist Worksheet. You'll get a screen that
looks like this:

Im!I 100/200LX I

'View

I

--~ -~ -~-~-~-~-~

• Filer

Most people use FILER to find files. Perhaps the
most basic FILER skill is moving from one directory
(or subdirectory) to another.
Open FILER and look at the display. You'll see
a display that looks something like this. (Press !!!l
for a Full screen if you have a split screen.)

,101. 100/200LX

Use Cut and Paste to copy
entire Phone/Database item
to MEMO or other application

He"g

II Lotus
,I01'!1100/200LX

• Phone

ivor~ilw

of Wallhimrlon
: 206 513 9686

io:

C4l11gor~:

pub

1480 Norlhe4l C_PU!!II P4rklot4W
0:11:112:

: Seatthl
v: WA
90195
v: lran:llcripl:ll
~~I!ImIDIII"'lJmIilmlmDlDlm:rmm:l!lDlIiI!I'D~

Entire PHONE or Database item copied to
MEMO on 100LX; including field labels

Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

IlB3II 100/200LX I

Change the default
file extension for Memo files
The default file extension for 100/200LX MEMO
documents is .DOC. However, some users have
developed other file naming systems to help organize their documents. You are not limited to DOC
as the only file extension for MEMO. For example,
you could use .MTX for "Medical Text Files." You
can set MEMO to use any default suffix for it's files.
In MEMO, press IMENU I Qptions ~etup Default file
extension box and type in the new file extension.
Then whenever you Save a new document MEMO
will add the extension you have defined.
Stanley Dobrowski
CompuSeNe ID: [71031,2162J

Use more than one Phone Book
Most of the built-in applications can use more than
one file. So, for example, you could have two or
more .PBK files for PHONE on the 95LX or .PDB
on the 100/200LX. You are only limited by the
amount of file storage space you have on your C:
drive or the memory card in your A: drive.
It can be handy to have separate Phone Books
for a different class of contacts (friends, business,
etc.). Multiple files can also be useful in other builtin applications. You could access your appointment
book as well as those of associates or subordinates. You can keep Solver .EON files on different
areas of interest (Real estate, taxes, engineering).
Loading different files is simply a matter of
going to an application, pressing IMENU I File Open,
and selecting the desired file.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
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......... QUICKTIPS .........
[Most of the 100LX tips in
this section will apply equally
to the 200LX. Those which
we were able to verify are
marked II 1001200LX. '1

~Appt
I 100/200LX I

edfedc#e -

the letters A-G represent
notes in the melody. The # (or +) symbol following a letter makes it a sharp. A
minus (-) following a letter makes it a
flat.

them in other directories under different names.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

L4 - sets length of the following note.

IilD3II 100/200LX I

02 - sets the octave lower.

Finding future todos

a - plays the A note.

How to create a
custom APPT alarm

In addition, you can use the following
commands in the tune:

A tip on page 53 of the Sepl
Oct 93 issue described how
to select a custom alarm for
your 100/200LX Appointment
Book, and even gave code
for four sample tunes. However, the tip did not explain
what the codes meant or
how to use them to write
your own alarm tune.
One of the alarms shown
was a short melody from
Bach (found in ALARMS
.ZIPII ). The code looked like
this:

Pn - the letter P sets one pause of
length n (1-64). 1 is the longest pause,
64 the shortest.

t200 kl 03 v3 daf . L16
edfedc#e L4 02 a

You don't have to enter the
letters in lower case, but I
have done so to distinguish
them from numbers. I made
an exception with the letter L,
to distinguish it from the number 1. The blank spaces (or
commas) in the code are for
readability and do not affect
the tune. The code is explained below:
t200 - the letter T sets the tempo of
the alarm (0 slower to 255 faster).

k1 - terminate the alarm by pressing
any keystroke. KO disables this feature
(default).
03 - the letter 0 sets the octave (0 to
7, lowest to highest octave).
v3 - the letter V sets the volume (0 to
3, lowest to highest).

dat. - letters A·G represent notes in the
melody. A period following a letter extends the note's duration by half.
L16 - the letter L sets the length of
subsequent notes (1 to 64). 8 is a whole
note (default), 16 is a half note, etc..

MN, ML, or MS - the letter M sets the
playing style to Normal (the default),
Legato, or Staccato.

I create an alarm tune by first
plunking it out on the piano
until I figure out the notes.
Then I key in the notes on
one line in MEMO. I don't
enter any of the other commands the first time through
(I use the defaults). I save
the file in MEMO as C:\
_DAT\ ALARM.SND. Then in
APPT I press IMENU I Qptions
Alarm ~eep ... and select ~us
tom (which selects C:\ _DAT\
ALARM.SND as the alarm). I
press Te!.t to see what the
new alarm sounds like.
I go back to MEMO, which
I have left with ALARM.SND
open. I modify the line, adding codes for the tempo, octave, length of the notes,
etc., as needed and save the
file again. I go back to APPT
and test the modified alarm
to see how it now sounds.
I follow the above procedure until I get the tune I
want. Individuals with some
musical training can probably
streamline this procedure.
One point to remember is
that the HP 100/200LX can
only play one custom alarm.
It's name has to be
ALARM.SND and it has to be
found in the C:\_DAT directory. If you create other custom
alarms, you'll have to name
them ALARM.SND to test or
use them. But you can store
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On the 95LX
From the Appointment Book
Todo list screen press
~-I < DownArrow > 1 to go to
the next day's Todo list and
I <Shift > I-I < UpArrow > I to go to the
previous day's list. You can
also press ~, enter a specific date and go to its Todo
list.
On the 100/200LX
You can use F5 key as described in the 95LX section
above. However, to move to
the previous or next day
simply use the left or right
arrows. Shift-UpArrow and
Shift-DownArrow take you to
the previous or next week.
You can also jump forward
to the next day with a todo
item in it by pressing ICTAL!I < RightArrow > I. Press the same
key combination in the Appointments screen and you
go to the next day with an
appointment or event in it.
Ronald Vieceli
CompuServe 10: [7331O,3663J

II Back up
IilD3II 100/200LX I
The ultimate
backup· paper!
It's still a good idea to occasionally print out one's entire
Phone Book as a reference
and as an additional backup.
If you lose all your digital
backups, you can recreate
your Phone book from this
printed listing. Without this
hard copy you will have to try
to recreate your Phone book
from memory and whatever
other resources you have.
I usually make this printout

with no problems on a bubblejet printer at home. However, when using a LaserJet
printer the last 4 or 5 entries
fail to print. This problem is
corrected by taking the printer off-line (after it has
stopped printing), hit release
print (so it prints the remaining data) and then turn the
printer back on-line.
Fern Silvernagel
New Jersey

mBatteries
I 100/200LX I
Charge NiMH
batteries
in the 100LX?
I use NiMH (Nickel Metal
Hydride) batteries and charge
them in the HP 100LX, using
BATSET II to set the high
charge time to 14 hours. This
gives me more than 20 hours
of life for the HP 100LX, or
about a week's usage.
Jan van Straaten
CompuServe 10: [100271,106]
[Editor's note: Because of
potential hazards, including
exploding and leaking hazardous chemicals, Hewlett
Packard does not recommend or support recharging
any other type of battery in
the 1001200LX, only NiCADs.
There have been many
discussions on CompuServe
as to the value and dangers
of using NiMH's on the HP
Palmtops. Jan and others
have experimented and reported good results using
NiMH batteries with no problems.
We publish this tip solely
to inform our readers of other
users experiences, and not
as a recommendation. You
will have to decide whether
the benefits outweigh the
potential risks - Robert.}

~Comm
ImD3I 100/200LX I
Kermit gives you
all VT100 function
keys on the Palmtop
Each of the 18 keys in the
VT100 terminal's numeric
keypad takes on special
functions when running
VT100-specific programs,
such as full-screen editors,
E-mail, and many others.

VT100 numeric Keypad

The problem with the HP
Palmtop's built-in Datacomm
application's VT100 emulation is that it only emulates
the four PF keys, and gives
the user no way to emulate
the other 14 function keys.
Without access to these
function keys, VT100-specific
programs can not be run.
Columbia University's
freeware communications
program, Kermit (MS-DOS),
is useful because it allows
you to assign all the function
keys to your choice of keys
on the Palmtop. I use the
(F1) through (F10) keys and
(ALT)-(F1) through (ALT)(F10) to emulate the 18 keys
in the VT100 keypad.
On my previous 100LX
(ROM 1.02) I could run Kermit 3.13 (MSK313.ZIP ii),
but Kermit 2.29 and 3.01
(MSK301.ZIP ii) would lock
up the automatic timeout
function. I am able to run all
three Kermit versions on my
new 100LX (ROM 1.04). Due
to its small size, I now use
Kermit 3.01. For the 95LX
the smaller Kermit 2.29 (KERM2.ZIP ii) is a good fit.
The trick to using any
DOS communications pro-

gram on the 100LX is to add
it to the Application Manager
(press ~) and put two special characters in the Comments field: an upside down
"!" (press ~-I FILER!), stops
System Manager from interfering with the serial port; an
upside down "?" (press ~11)), eliminates the "press any
key to return to DOS" message when exiting a DOS
program.
Also, APLOAD ii lets you
run MS-DOS Kermit without
disabling System Manager so
you can task switch to the
built-in applications.
Victor D Roberts
CompuServe ID: [70413, 1423J
Internet ID: roberts@crd.ge.com
[Editor's Note: Kermit
should run on the 200LX but
has not been tested. ACE
Technologies sells fastCOMM! which provides fu/l
VT100 emulation, and AppMAN! which is a commercial
DOS application loader.}

Ii Database I
Phone
I 100/200LX I
Keep two Phone
Books open at
the same time
To switch from one Phone
book file to another you have
to wait while the application
closes the Phone file and
opens the 2nd Phone book.
When you want to switch
back to the original Phone
book you wait through the
same process again.
The Phone Book application on the HP 100/200LX is
really a variation of the builtin Database application. This
means that you can have two
Phone Books open at the
same time and move between them instantly.
1. Go into FILER, press
file Ren.ame, and
change the file extension on
your second Phone Book file
from .PDB to .GDB.

IMENU!

2. Then press ~ IPHONE! to
open your Database application. Press IMENU! file Qpen.

Select the second Phone
Book file and press ~ to
load it.
Now, whenever you open up
your Database, you'll have
your second Phone Book
available. You can also directly select a Phone .PDB
file in the Database Open
File dialogue box.
1. Press I CTRL! I PHONE! to open
your Database application.
Press IMENU! file Qpen, and
change "File to Open" to
*.PDB.
2. Tab to Directories to select
the directory that contains
the second Phone Book file,
select the .PDB in the Files
box and press ~ to load it.
Stanley Dobrowski
CompuServe ID: [71031,216J

I 100/200LX I
Database, PHONE,
WorldTime, and
NoteTaker are all
the same program!
These applications are all
examples of the same software program built-into the
100LX. Now you know it's
possible to open up the Database application and structure one or more of your own
custom databases. On the
100LX HP created one database software program, or
"engine" and then configured
it in different ways to create
PHONE, WorldTime, and
NoteTaker.
So, for example, when you
press IPHONE! to start the
Phone Book, the database
software "engine" is loaded
and configured to look and
act like Phone Book.
Even though these applications are the same program, it is not possible to
create additional instances of
one application (e.g. Phone)
running different files. There
are a number of small
"sticky" reasons for this, including the need for Task
Control Blocks that the SysMgr uses to identify ROM
based applications.
Everett Kaser
CompuServe ID: [70662,2540J

til DOS
I 100/200LX I
Create a "Where is"
command for DOS
On the HP 100/200LX you
can search an entire disk for
a file using the DOS 5.0 DIR
command with the IS switch.
The addition of the IB switch
will display the full path for
each file found. You can use
a DOS KEY macro to create
a "new" search command.
Add this single line to your
AUTOEXEC.BAT file. (It is a
one-line command with a
single space between "doskey" and "whereis".):
D, \dos\doskkey
whereis; dir \$1 Istb

Run the "whereis" command
from the DOS prompt in any
drive or directory and it will
display a list of all the files
meeting the search criteria in
that directory and all subdirectories. For example, from
the A:> prompt in drive A, if
you type: whereis * . eqn and
press IENTERI, you'll see a list
similar to the following:
A, \TRAVEL.EQN
A, \ALT . EQN
A, \FINANCE\RLTSOLVR.EQN
A,\FINANCE\STUDENT\BONDS.EQN
A,\FINANCE\STUDENT\CORP.EQN
A,\PTP1S \ HAKKI . EQN
A,\PTP1S\TEICHO.EQN
A, \_DAT\TRAVEL. EQN

Robert Roney
Editor HP Palmtop Paper

til Programming
I 100/200LX I
No easy .EXE to .EXM
conversion possible
There is no way to convert a
DOS EXE program to a System Compliant EXM. It has to
be written that way from the
start. If you are looking for a
way to do task switching, you
already have it on the 100LX.
One DOS partition can be
task switched running a standard DOS program.
The programming tools for
the 100LX are becoming
available. You need to be a
registered ISV to get them .
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There is a text version of the
Developers Registration
Form in CompuServe's HPHand Library 15 called ISVAPP.CVD ii .
Fax the form to the number
indicated. Sending the form
by other means is OK, but
will take longer to complete
because additional processing is necessary to get it to
the right place.
Mark Scardina
CompuServe 10: [76711,732J
[Editor's Note:
Contact,
Developers Program Administrator, Hewlett-Packard
Company, 1000 NE Circle
Blvd., M/S 5UN6, Corvallis,
OR 97330, FAX to 503-7504147. Also, an earlier version
of the form is available in
Jan/Feb 1994 HP Palmtop
Paper page 9. - Robert]

iii System Macros
Im!3I 100/200LX I
Enter file path in
macros, don't tab to
disks, directories,
and files
When creating a macro to
open a file in an application,
type out the full file path and
name - don't use the arrow
keys to highlight the desired
file.
Suppose you're creating a
system macro to open the
file A:\LETTERS\DOC1.TXT
in MEMO. At some point in
the macro you could use the
arrow keys to select the directory and the file in the
Open File dialog screen.
Let's say it's the third file in
the second directory:
This macro would work
fine until you added or deleted a directory or file that
changed the position of either
A:\LETTERS or DOC1.TXT.
Then when you activated the
macro, it would still go to the
second directory and the
third file in the Open File
dialog box, which would no

longer be DOC1 .TXT.
The way around this is to
key in the entire path and file
name when you are creating
the macro. When you press
I MENU! file Qpen, The cursor
is resting in the File to Open:
box. Type in the entire path
and file name (e.g. A:\LETTER\ DOC1.TXT) and press
~ (OK).
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

II Lotus
mEll

100/200LX

I

Add notes to Lotus
without additional
software
It is possible to enter notes in
a 123 cell without an using
an add-in program, but you're
limited to 240 characters.
At the end a formula in a
cell, add:
+"Note goes here "

123 treats this as adding 0 to
the formula. This method of
adding notes is not directly
mentioned in the Lotus 123
manual, although they do
mention that text in a formula
has a value of O.
David Hamachek
CompuServe 10: [73700,2250J

Im!3I 100/200LX I
Access 800 numbers
from outside the US
Many advertisers and services are available on toll-free
800 numbers in the U.S. and
Canada. Surprisingly, many
companies neglect to give
out non-800 numbers for
people outside of north america. But, you can still access
these toll-free numbers from
many other countries using a
long-distance carrier's "USA
Direct" services. You call the
"USA Direct" number in your
country which will connect
you to a US operator who will
place your call to the 800
number. US operator services are available in many
countries from AT&T, MCI ,
U.S. Sprint, and others.
You'll have to check for the
availability and access numbers for these services in
your country. That's the good
news.
The bad news is that you
will still be charged for the
international call even if the
call to the USA operator is a
toll-free number in your country. So you will need a calling
card or a way for your local
carrier to bill you .
Robert Roney
HP Palmtop Paper

DMisc

I 100/200LX I

mEll

Graphics file viewer
that works on the
100LX

100/200LX

I

Long term
back pocket stress
I would not recommend carrying a Palmtop in your back
pocket. You might be putting
a lot of stress on it when squatting, kneeling, bending, or
even if you take it out when
sitting down . The case
seems strong enough, but
eventually the stress could
cause a screen failure since
the LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) is mounted on a larger
PC board.
Mark Scardina
CompuServe 10: [76711,732J
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PICEM .EXE (ver 1.9b)i i
does a very respectable job
of displaying GIF graphic
files. I use it to view weather
maps downloaded from
Compuserve. I put the maps
in the same directory as PICEM, then use the following
command line:
PICEM /v : c * . gi f

This places the program
into the 2 color, hi-res (640x200) mode. USing the switch
"/v:a" gives you a 4 color
CGA. In either mode, you

will have to reverse the
screen colors on the HP
100LX in order to view the
pictures correctly (press ~
IZl simultaneously).
Doug Kupersmith
CompuServe 10: [71011,2530J

ImD3II

100/200LX

I

More on X Rays
The fears about computers
and x-ray machines are
based on the strong magnetic fields that could be present. But the 100LX contains
no magnetic media. I don't
think airport x-ray machines
generate much of a magnetic
field externally because the
pictures on the cheap-looking
video monitors they use are
not distorted.
Overall, I don't even worry
about putting magnetic media
through x-ray machines .
Consider that magnetic recording heads usually rest on
or fly less than a hair's width
above the media and that the
field roughly obeys an inverse square law. It would .
take a huge magnetic field to
corrupt a bit on a floppy from
6" away. Remember even a
bulk eraser for audio tape
must be held against the
tape to be effective.
Craig Payne
CompuServe 10: [72672,3706J

I 100/200LX I
S-I-o-w FORMAT on
100LX RAM cards?
Those who have traded in
their 95LX for a 100LX may
have noticed that formatting
a RAM card on the 100LX
seems to take forever while
the 95LX was almost instantaneous. This is because
formatting on the 95LX does
not check each sector of the
card. The 100LX formatting
program does check each
sector so that the time it
takes to format is a function
of the size of the RAM card.
Mark Scardina
CompuServe 10: [76711, 732J

Product Index: pg 63
ON DISK Index: pg 64

Product Index
Contact information for products mentioned in articles.
See Advertisers Index, next page, for additional product references.

HP PRODUCTS

100/200LX Accessory Cradle - $79

Contacts: Authorized HP computer
dealers worldwide (i.e. the same place
you can purchase an HP LaserJet). To
locate an authorized dealer in the USA,
cal/ 800-443-1254. You can also purchase the 95LX & 100LX and its accessories from ACE Technologies at 800825-9977 or 408-428-9722; Fax: 408428-9721. EduCALC at 800-677-7001;
Fax: 714-582-1445. Global Connections
at 608-752-1537; Fax: 608-752-9548.

(HP Fl 027A) Connects the 1ooLX or
200LX to U.S. Robotics WorldPortV.42bis
Modem, Skytel pager, and other products.

HP 200LX 2MB - $699
(HP Fl061A)

HP 200LX 1MB - $549
(HP Fl060A)

Ego FaxIModem Card - $399
95LX Accessory Cradle - $60
(HP Fl006A)

Service Agreements
For U.S. HP Palmtop users. Units must be
under warranty to extend.
95LX, l-year extension - $50
95LX, 3-year extension - $135
100/200LX, 2-year extension - $85
Contact: Hewlett-Packard, Corvallis
Service Center, USA; Phone: 503-7572002.
NOTE: Suggested retail price listed.

HP OmniBook 430 PC
(Fl035A) 40MB HD/2MB RAM - $1,199
(Fl037A) 150MB HD/4MB RAM - $1,399
(Fl038A) 150MB HD/6MB RAM - $1,599

HP StarLink Service - $varies
Wireless messaging service, for
'one-stop communications solution.' Contact: 800-917-LlNK.

5MB.12v Flash Card - $499
(HP Fl012A) with Stacker 3.0 data
compression software (not for the 95LX).

10MB/12V Flash Card - $879
(HP Fl013A) with Stacker 3.0 data
compression software (not for the 95LX).

DictionarylThesaurus Card-$149.95
(HP Fl005A)

AC/DC Adapter (HP F1011A}-$39.95
USNCanada (Opt. ABA)
Europe (Opt. ABB)
Australia (Opt. ABG)
United Kingdom (Opt. ABU)
South Africa (Opt. ABQ)

PC Connectivity Cable - $24.95
(HP Fl015A) Connect 95LX and
100LX to DOS compatible PC.

MAC Connectivity Cable - $24.95
(HP Fl016A) Connect 95LX and
100LX to Apple PCS/MACs.

95LX Connectivity Pack - $119.95

OTHER PRODUCTS
American Heritage English Dictionary 3.0 - $59.95
Contact: Softkey International, 450
Franklin Road, Suite 100, Marietta, GA
30067, USA; Phone: 800-227-5609; Fax:
404-427-1150.

(HP Fl021B)
(HP Fl021C) International

Connectivity Pack - $70
(HP Fl021-60002)

Connect/Adapter Kit - $24.95
(HP Fl023A) 4 adapters for connecting
the l00LX to modems, printers, and PCs.

PCMCIA 14,400 Fax/Modem card.
Contact: Chaplet Peripherals, 252
North Wolfe Road, Sunnyvale, CA, 94086,
USA; Phone: 800-308-3388 or 408-7327950; Fax: 408-732-6050; CompuServe
10: [76004,3660].

fastWRITE - $59
Full-featured word processor with spell
checker.
Contact: ACE Technologies, Inc.,
2880 Zanker Road, Suite 103, San Jose,
CA 95134, USA; Phone: 800-825-9977 or
408-428-9722; Fax: 408-428-9721.

Flash RAM Cards - $varies
Manufactured by Sundisk, marketed by
others including HP (see Advertiser's
Index and HP listing above).
Contact: Sundisk, USA; Phone: 408562-0595; Fax: 408-562-3403.

Batteries, lithium AAs (4-pack)- $14
Contact: Thaddeus Computing Inc,
USA; Phone: 800-373-6114; Fax: 515472-1879.

IntelliLink for Windows - $69.95

Checkview - $49
Check keeping software.
Contact: ACE Technologies, USA;
Phone: 800-825-9977 or 408-428-9722;
Fax: 408-428-9721.

Palmtop to PC running windows file transfer software (mentioned on page 49).
Contact: Intel/iLink, Inc., One Tara
Blvd., Suite 210, Nashua, NH 03062,
USA; Phone: 603-888-0666; Fax: 603888-9817.

Magnify! - $19
Citizen PN49 Printer - $ 469
Compact parallel port computer. Needs
serial-parallel convertor.
Contact: Citizen America Corporation, P.O. Box 4003, Santa Monica, CA
90411, USA; Phone: 800-477-4683 or
310-453-0614; Fax: 310-453-0614.

Pops up a window that enlarges underlying text on HP l00/200LX.
Contact: ACE Technologies, Inc.,
2880 lanker Road, Suite 103, San Jose,
CA 95134, USA; Phone: 800-825-9977 or
408-428-9722; Fax: 408-428-9721.

Pocket Quicken - $69.95
CompuServe BBS service - $varies
Contact: CompuServe USA; Phone:
800-848-8199 ext 231 or 614-457-0802.

Drive 95/100 - $329.95
Floppy disk drives to connect HP 95LX or
100/2ooLX.
Contact: Sparcom Corporation, 897
NW Grant Ave., Corvallis, OR 97330,

2000 Hearst Avenue, Berkeley, CA
94709, USA; Phone: 800-687-7007 or
510-644-0694; Fax: 510-644-3823.
Alternate contact: Global Connections Inc., 170 South Jackson Street,
Janesville, WI 53545, USA; Phone: 608752-1537; Fax: 608-752-9548.

QuickBasic 3.0 - $199
Programming Language.
Contact: Microsoft Corporation,
Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052,
USA; Phone: 800-426-9400 ; Fax: 206635-6100; Canada: 800-563-9048; International: 206-936-8661.

Rechargeable NiMH AA's - $varies
Rechargeable batteries.
Contact: Discount stores or electronics stores such as Radio Shack.

Stacker 4.0 - $99.95
File compression software.
Contact: Stac ElectroniCS, 5993
Avenida Encinas, Carlsbad, CA 92008,
USA; Phone: 800-522-7822 or 619-4317474; Fax: 619-431-0880.

Switch - $29
HP Palmtop Paper, Back issues
Contact: Thaddeus Computing, USA;
Phone: 800-373-6114; Fax:

(HP Fl001A)

1001200LX
Connectivity Pack - $119.95

USA; Phone 800-827-8416 or 503-7578416; Fax: 503-753-7821; CompuServe
ID: [75320,2440].

Stand-alone version of Pocket Quicken for
100LX users. Available Sept 94.
Contact: Intuit, Phone: 800-3544023; Fax: 603-295-3015; International:
415-858-6095.

Project Kickstart - $79.95
Thirty-minute project organizer for 100LX.
Contact: Experience in Software,

Multi-Tasking software, lets you customize
95LX blue keys and control panel.
Contact: ACE Technologies, Inc.,
2880 Zanker Road, Suite 103, San Jose,
CA 95134, USA; Phone: 800-825-9977 or
408-428-9722; Fax: 408-428-9721.

Travel Floppy - $229
3.5", 1.44MB external floppy drive for
100/200LX.
Contact: Accurite, 231 Charcot Avenue, San Jose, CA 95131-1107, USA;
Phone: 408-433-1980; Fax: 408-4331716.

User's Groups
See box in Third Party Products, page 16,
this issue.

Webster's New World Spelling
Checker - $39
Small, full-featured spell checke~ for the
looLX.
Contact: Thaddeus Computing Inc,
57 E. Broadway or P.O. Box 869, Fairfield,
IA 52556; Phone: (800) 373-6114 or (515)
472-6330; Fax: (515) 472-1879.

WordPerfect 5.1 - $99
Full-featured word processor with spell
checker.
Contact: WordPerfect Corporation,
Phone: 800-451-5151.
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HOW TO CONTACT US
There are a number of ways to get in
touch with The HP Palmtop Paper staff.
You can write; mail us a disk with
your comments; send CompuServe
mail; fax; or call. Our mailing address
and contact information is:

Products advertised in this issue of The HP Palmtop Paper
Product [Phone/Fax numbers]

Company
ACE

• FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT- is
offered to all Palmtop users and is
available by calling 503-757-2004.
• FREE AUTOMATED SUPPORT- is
offered 24 hours a day by calling 800443-1254.
• REQUEST FAXED OR MAILED
INFORMATION - 800-752-0900.

AMP
ARDIS
Aware Electronics
BIDS
Coastal Electronics
ComputerBoards
CSS
Dana Design
Databook
DataViz
DiscoDisks
E&B
EduCALC
EI Dorado
Elek-Tek
Envoy Data
EXP Computer
Experience In Software
Extended Systems
Global Connections
Greystone
Hewlett Packard
IntelliLink
Intuit
Mirical Corp
New Media
Prolifix
Protege
PSI Internet
RadioMail
SCM Microsystems
Seagate
Shier Systems
Simple Simon Software
Steele Creek Tech.
Symantec
Thaddeus Computing

On-Line Support - offered by these
bulletin board services.

Widget

Thaddeus Computing, Inc.,
P.O. Box 869 or 57 E. Broadway,
Fairfield, IA 52556, U.S.A.
Phone: 515-472-6330 or 800-373-6114;
Fax #:515-472-1879;
CIS 10: Hal Goldstein, [75300,2443]
Internet: 753oo.2443@compuserve.com

To advertise in The HP Palmtop Paper,
contact Bnan Teitzman or Margaret
Martin.
To subscribe, change address, or clear
up any problem with your subscription, contact our subscription department (Director Sharon Dilmore).

Technical Support
HP Technical Support - HP offers
these options:

• COMPUSERVE: GO HPHAND
FORUM - Call 800-848-8199 or 614457-0802: For FREE membership state
#23l.
• AMERICA ON LINE: Keyword
PALMTOP - Call 800-227-6364 or
703-.893-6288 for membership information.
• INTERNET: comp.sys.palmtops
(best); comp'.sys.handnelds; or
eddie.mit.ea.

Software on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK (July/August 1994)
Product

Function

EXTRACT.ZIP

Application: Feed word list and letter sequence and it HPHANDn
creates file with words that have that sequence
Application: Memate 100LX Phone Book Program
HPHAND/11
Application: 4-function RPN calculator with secure code na
Application: Kermit 3.01 Comm program
na
Application: Kermit 3.13 Comm program
IBMCOMl3
Application: Program to display GIF graphics files
IBMNEW/5
Contains files and programs mentioned in
na
Programmer's Comer, beginning on page 53.
Includes: ECHONL.COM, PGM.BAT, FM.BAT, ECHONL.SCR.
Contains some of the files and programs mentioned in na
User Profile, including: BACKUP.BAT, ALREADY.COM, BAC.EXE
Spreadsheet: Crossword puzzle files from pages 50-51 HPHANDn
Utility: Passes name of MEMO file to DOS programs
HPHANDI11
Utility: Latest version of utility to decompress .ZIP files HPHANDI1
Text: HP Developers Registration Form
HPHANDI15
Text: DeSCriptions of files in CIS HP forums
na
Text: Descriptions, products advertised this issue
na
Text: The HP Palmtop Paper, July/August
na
na
Text: cover letter for HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK

HKFON.ZIP
LOKI.ZIP
MSK301.ZIP
MSK313.ZIP
PICEM.EXE
ECHONL.ZIP

How to submit an article
The richness of The HP Palmtop Paper
comes from the contributions of Palmtop PC users. We and your fellow
users welcome your submissions. (We
do not offer payment for articles; your
reward is kriowing that you've he1ped
others.)
If you have a good idea and want
to "go for it," sena it in via CompuServe E-Mail [75300,2443], Internet:
753oo.2443@compuserve.com, or send
disk or hard copy to Hal Goldstein or
Rich Hall at the above address. Alternatively you can send an outline of
your idea. We will try to guide you
as to when and whether we would
use the article and contact you if we
need clarification or have any suggestions. We may want to use an article
but for a variety of reasons you may
not see it for many months. Please
understand that we cannot promise to
run any particular article.
If you can, especially if you write
a Palril.top Profile, send us a black
and white photo of yourself.
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Introducing the
only faxlmoQem
that lets you send and
receive faxes from
your HPI00/200LX.
Now you can enjoy the ultimate mobile-communication
convenience from your HP 100/200LX, thanks to EXP's
revolutionary ThinFax Basic-LX PCMCIA 2.0
fax/modem card. Designed exclusively for the HP 100/200LX,
it's loaded with these innovative features:

-

-

Unique MiniFax™
3.0 fax
software built into card
for true "plug & play"
Software has look
and feel of all other
built-in HP 100LX
applications
Preview faxes on screen
before sending
View received faxes
Customized fax cover page

-

-

Print out faxes on a wide
range of printers
- Custom telephone
directory for frequentlycalled numbers
- User-friendly interface
Low power consumption
Fast 9,600 bps sendl4,800 bps
receive fax transmission
Up to 2,400 bps data transmission
Lifetime warranty

No other fax/modem card can
do all this for your 100/200LX.
So visit your local HP products dealer today and ask for EXP ThinPax Basic-LX by name.
Or call our East Coast office at (516) 496-3703 fax 516-496-2914
or our West Coast office at (714) 453-1020 fax (714) 453-1319
for more information.
1-(800) EXP-NYCA

E)!?8
EXP Computer, Inc.
MOBILE COMPUTING EXPERTISE IS BUILT INTO OUR NAME.
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DoubleFlashE9Plus is your total
Palmtop storage solution. Every
DoubleFlashE9Plus comes with patented
LZS data compression. BATIman
Battery Management software is fully
integrated into each DoubleFlashE9Plus.
Using ACE's predictive battery algorithm, BATIman controls power consumption protecting your data.

ACE Technologies is proud to introduce our next generation Solid State
Storage for your HP Palmtop.

DoubleFlash@Plus
Using a new generation of flash
devices gives you up to four times
faster access to your data.
Whether you are using the HP
Palmtop or a PC, DoubleFlashE9Plus
gives you the best performance among
all other Flash storage.
Running on 486DX2·66
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Running on HP lOOLX
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Features
t/ PCMCIA Solid State Storage
If' Built-in Data Compression
t/ Rugged, No Moving Parts
t/ No Batteries Required
t/ 50% to 400"10 Faster than
Standard ATA Flash Cards
t/ Plug-&-Play Installation
t/ Built-in Battery Management
Supports NiCd, NIMH, Alkaline &
Lithium batteries
t/ HP Palmtop Optimized Driver
t/ Optional ROM Installation Card
If' Five Year Warranty
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Installing DoubleFlashE9Plus is as simple as Plug and Play!
DoubleFlashE9Plus, with capacities to
80MB, is the best storage you can buy
for your HP Palmtop!
DoubleFlash+ 6M (up to 6MB) ............$239
DoubleFlash+ 10M(up to 10MB) .......... $309
DoubleFlash+ 20M (up to 20MB) .......... $459
DoubleFlash+ 40M(up to 40MB) .......... $799
DoubleFlash+ 6OM(up to 60MB) ....... $1,149
DoubleFlash+ 80M (up to 80MB) ....... $1,499

For more information
and to order, call

Specifications:
PCMCIA:
Voltage:
Power modes:
Reliability:

Type I and"
5V, +/- 5%
High, Med, Low
300,000 hrs MTBF
< 1 In 10e 14 bits

Shock:

1,OOOG

1-800-825-9977

KBytes/Second

A CE Tec hno logies. Inc .

ACE Technologies. Inc. 592 Weddell Drive #6. Sunnyvale. California. 94089 U.S.A Tel : 408-428-9722 or 1-800-825-9977 Fax: 408·428-9721
DoubleFlash. DoubieFlosh~us o re trademarks of ACE Technologies. Inc.
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